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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
If 1898-99 were years of great debate and a turning
point in American foreign policy, so were 1932-33.

The

Great Depression had touched off a long debate on national
interest and imperial conscience which came to a c11.lnar
in that year.

The victory of the contractionists of

1933 was as significant as that of the expansionists of

1898. 1

In both cases material interests were so mixed

with idealistic motives that simple interpretations will
not suffice.

Marxist dogma of capitalist depravity in

which retention of naval bases left the Philippines "in
reality • • • no independence whatever"; and American
dogma of independence being the fulfillment of democratic
mission, both fall pitifully short of the historical
truth, a truth which one may approach only

by

examina

tion of the particulars. 2
The problem of this thesis is to establish the
motives behind the passage of the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act
in January, 1933.

Special interest is in the "why" of

lTheOdore W. Friend, "Amerioan Interests and
Philippine Independence, 1929-193:3," Philippine Studies,

XI (1963), 505.

2Moscow Pravda. (Maroh 21. 1934), cited by Friend,

2

Philippine independence, from the point of view of the
United states.
A survey of what has been written on the subject
by many authors would leave one largely devoid of any
knowledge of the forces producing Philippine independence.
The Philippine question as part of American turn-of-the
century imperialism has received a good deal of attention.
When it comes to later Philippine-American history, the
Islands are usually mentioned only very briefly.

This

is true of most American histories, whether general or
diplomatic, a specialized study of neutrality or isola
tionism, the 1920's or the Hoover administration.
Reference to the Philippines in these histories
is limited to a few well-defined occasions in JapaneseAmerican relations.

In the Taft-Katsura and Root-

Takahira agreements of 1905 and 1908 one sees that the
United states recognized Japanese influence in Korea and
t4anchuria in return for Japanese renunciation of aggres
sive designs on the Philippines.

But with only one-third

of the navy in the Pacific and no major base in the Phl11p
pines, Theodore Roosevelt made a dramatic reversal of posi
tion and deolared they had become "our heel of Achilles. • •
all that makes the present situation with Japan dangerous. H1

1El ting M. 1"lorison. (ed.), ~ Correspondence Qf
Theodore Roosevelt (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1951). v. 762.

3
This "heel of Achilles" argument is almost universally
quoted by historians and Congressmen alike, often in
discussions of the Manchurian Crisis of 1931.
Another common Philippine entrance onto the stage
of historical reference is in conjunction with the
Washington Conferences of 1921-22, and one is told that
fortifications were foregone in Guam and the Philippines
in return for Japanese acceptance of the short end of
a 5:5:3 capital warship ratio with the United States and
Great Britain.

A similar thing happened in the London

Naval Conferences of 1930.

Except for the occasional

mention of the Philippine Independence Bill, the Islands
generally do not enter into these histories again until
the attack of Pearl Harbor (and Manila Bay) in 1941J
The casual reader, if he thought about it at all,
could almost get the naive impression that the question
of Philippine independence was not controversial.

In

the general neglect of the question, the motives pro
ducing independence do not emerge.

What relationship does

freeing the Philippines have to the depression?
popular psychology of those crucial times?
surging American isolationism?

to re-

to the Japanese threat

and the national seourity of the United states?
historical sourceS do not say.

to the

Most

It is expected that an

4
investigation of these facets of the question of
Philippine independence will lead to a better Uhder
standing of the crucial years 1929-33 to which this
work will be limited.
All authors, of course, do not neglect the
Philippine question.

On a polarity to the authors of

neglect are a limited number of specialized studies
which investigate the motives producing independence.
If the question of Philippine independence has been
neglected in general, here one finds that the economic
motive has been emphasized in particular.
The first student of the problem, by Grayson L.
Kirk, emphasized the economic interests as the cause of
Philippine independence.

Writing at the time, he charged

the United states government with the betrayal of a
national trust for which, however, no single group could
be held responsible.

"It means, rather, that a great

ideal was traduced, less

by

individual or group malevo

lence than by the sheer force of circumstances bearing
inexorably in a depression-ridden democracy upon
harassed and none too farsighted public servants. w1

lGrayson L. Kirk, PhilipPln~ Indep~ndence:
Motives, Problems, and P~ospects {New York. Farrar
and Rinehart, 1936):-p. 206.

5
Garel Grunder and William Livezey, writing in
1951, emphasized the economic aspect even more, devoting
themselves almost completely to the farm lobby and barely
mentioning foreign policy, immigration, or other motives.
For example, they credited "increased isolationist senti
ment" as a "powerful influence for Philippine independence,"
and then dismissed it by saying that President Hoover
and his advisors "did not subscribe to this policy of
scuttle and retreat."1
JuliUS W. Pratt, writing in 1950, provided a better
balanced but still incomplete discussion of American
motives. 2 And a very recent, and perhaps the most thorough
scholar on the subject, Theodore W. Friend, approached
the question of Philippine independence as part of a
history of the Philippines, and, though giving consldera
tion to various American motives, lacked in detailed
analYSiS.)

1Garel A. Grunder and William E. Livezey, The
Ehillpylnes ~ the UnIted stat~s (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press. 1951), p. 218.
2JUlius W. Pratt, America's Colonial Experiment
Prentice~Hall,19S0); Friend, loc. cit.

(New York:

--

3Theodore Friend, Between Two Empires (New York:
Yale University Press, 19b5). Thrs-shortcoming is largely
overcome by a detailed analysis of the Hare-Hawes-Cutting
Act contained in a four-part series of articles appearing
in PhilipPine StUdies.
For complete reference, see this
thesis' b1bllograp~y.

}:;;'S;.-~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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A third category of source material includes a
number of authors who discuss the problem of Philippine
independenoe, but generally do not attempt their own
analysis of motivation.

A search of these sources re

vealed that Kirk's research. as supplemented and broad
ened by Grunder and Livezey, was heavily relied upon
by this third category of writers.

The narrowness of

the field of historical researchers on this question
makes such a finding easy to understand.

The pattern

of emphasis on the eoonomio motive becomes the more im
portant because it was transferred into a large number
of other historical works.

"The deciding influence was

the lobbying of American interests which wished to
exclude Philippine products from America," is found as
a recurring theme. 1

Although Kirk did discuss the Japanese "problem-,
he saw it as one of peacefUl penetration.

2

Post World

War II scholars, however, have changed the emphasis to

l Owen Lattlmore, The Situation in Asia (Boston:
Little, Brown and CompanY;-1949), pp. J9-~ A similar
conclusion will be found in A. Whltney Griswold, The Far
Eastern Policy of the United states (New York: Hii=Court.
Brace and" Company,-r9JSj, p. 450, and in numerous other
sources. The Kirk influence is especially noticeable in
John D. Hicks. Republican Ascendency, 1929-12ll (New
Yorks Harper and Brothers, 1.955), pp. 25·-57.

2

Kirk, loco cit.

7
the Japanese "threat".

Hard-pressed sugar producers and

other 1nterests protested bitterly against Philippine

-

competition and Japan's imperialist drive made it clearer
than ever before that the islands were indefensible. 1

". .

• Primarily the depression and secondarily isola

tionism brought them the long-sought but economically
dubious blessing of independence. w2

Thus some authors

1ncluded isolat1onism as a significant motive, but it
still rema1ned secondary to the economic.
Upon pursuing the 1solationist factor, one will
discover a seeming dichotomy between military

pl~ng

and national policy regarding the Philippines.

From

the service viewpoint, cont1nued possession of the

~

~.'2~~~~ ~

~

~':~~, ~~~~'~Jl~
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be defended. 1

But the right to fortify the Philippines

was surrendered, and with it went all chances of de
fending the Islands and providing a military sanction
for American policy.2

These seeming contradictions be

tween military strategy and national policy will be
investigated as a possible key to Congressional thinking.
Politically, disagreement existed between the
political parties regarding what the criteria for Phili
ppine independence should have been.

There was also a

variation in historical analysis of those differences.
Theodore Friend, like most authors, was content to note
the lack of objective discussion regarding criteria, saying
simply that the two parties had always disagreed on that
point.]

Whitney T. Perkins argued that the party differ

enees were not fundamental, and a bi-partisan policy
should have been Possible. 4

George E. Taylor agreed that

all parties to the debate "took eventual granting of

lLoUiS Morton, strategy ~ Command: The First
Department of Army, 19b2), p. 35.

~o Years (Washington:

2 Ibid., pp. 25-26.
--.-.

JFriend, "American Interests." 22. cit., p. 506.
4Whitney T. Perkins, Denial of EmI!ir~1 The
United states and Its Dependencies {Leyden, the Nether
lands: A. W. Sythoff, 1962', pp. 209-222.

9
Philippine independence for granted. "1

Disagreement was

reflected by Roy Watson Curry, who contended that, "an
unyielding consistency Ltn Philippine polici7 was not
to be expected," because of a basic conflict between
imperialist and anti-imperialist forces. 2
Were the Philippine people capable of governing
themselves?

Grunder and Livezey concluded that the

question of political stability could not be established,
but they condemned the Congressional majority's "callous
disregard" for the economic and military unpreparedness
of the Islands.)

Former Governor-General William

Cameron Forbes, writing in 1928, thought them unready.
The Philippines. he said, had not yet had enough
training to successfully manage their own affairs. 4
Taylor thought them unready, too, because of the °In
eVltabl1ity of ollgarchial rule."S

1George E. Taylor, The Philippines ~ the United
States: Problems 2f PartnershlE tNew York: Published
for the Council on Foreign Relations by Frederick A.
Praeger, 1964), p. 64.
2aoy Watson CUrry. "Woodrow Wilson and Philippine
Policy," The Mississippi Valley Historical Review. XLI
(December;-!954), 452.
)Grunder and Livezey, Q£. cit., p. 210.

4W• Cameron Forbes, The Philippine Islands
Houghton Mlfflin,-r928~, II, p. 417.

(Boston:

5Taylor. 22. cit., p. 63.
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At the other polarity, Balston Hayden, writing
in 1930, thought the Filipinds had acquired a deep
sense of nationality.1

Robert Aura Smith stated that

the question of political readiness must positively
be answered in the affirmative because it satisfied
"what they want."2
This investigator will attempt to formulate conelusions regarding the relative merits of these conflict
ing historical hypothesis.
The pattern of Philippine-American relations for
many years was essentially determined by the passage of
the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act in January 1933 by the last
lame-duck Congress, against the will of the last lame
duck President, in' the most severely depressed period
in the history of the American economy.

Into that

period this thesis inquires, to determine the questions
of motive--political and soclal, military and economlc-
that produced it; and especially to determine whether
the emphasis which has been placed upon the economic
motive is justified.

lRalston Hayden (ed.), part of four chapters
appended to the work by Dean C. Worcester, The Philippines
Past and Present (New York: Macmillan, 193~ p. 672n.
2Robert Aura Smith, OUr Future ~ Asia (New York:
The Viking Press, 1940), p.~.

CHAPTER II
PARTY DIFFERENCES
If the Philippines had been ready for independence,
it would have been perhaps the most cogent reason for
freeing the Islands.

But on the vital question of the

state of readiness, as well as the method of preparing
the Philippines for independence, the two parties his
torically did not agree.
From the very beginning, Demoorats, failing to
effect immediate withdrawal from the Philippines, con
stantly agitated to gain a oommitment to independence
at some future t13e. 1

Republicans resisted, partly for

politioal reasons and partly from conviction.

They in

siated that to stress independence, even as a future
goal, would divert efforts from the essentials of pre
paration for independence. 2
The question of independence tended to recur as
a dominant emotional and political party issue.

Since

thec'outcome of this issue could have produoed the very
independence with which it dealt,

B

review of party

oolonial policies and arguments perhaps will serve as a
window from which to observe the foroes which produced
Philippine independence.

lperkins, 2£. cit., p. 195.
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Party arguments largely evolved around whether
the Philippines had aohieved "stable government,· or
whether they had achieved "democratic government," which
implied a much longer period of education and praotice
in the exercise of government. 1
Elihu Root and Howard Taft, architects of the
original Republican policy, favored the latter approach.
Their policy assumed a long period of tutelage supervised
by a large number of Americans so that a permanent im
print would be made on the FiliPinos. 2 Consummation
of independence was, therefore, repeatedly deferred. 3
Republicans did not intend to govern the Philip
pines permanently, however, without the consent of the
governed. 4

The goal of ultimate independence was not

denied the Filipinos if they wanted it.

The possibility

of a permanent Philippine-American link was not denied,
either.

The thought, as Whitney Perkins put it, "in

truded" with Republicans that the Filipinos might

lFriend, °American Interests," 2£.

2l!., p. 506.

2Grunder and Livezey, ~. £li., p. 86.
Jaobert Aura Smith, Philippine Freedom, lQ46
~ (New York: Columbia University Press, 195~
pp. 1.5-16.
4 Ibid •• p. 1.5.

1)

eventually prefer to remain linked with the United
states. provided the issues of independence were not
unduly magnified nor decided too soon. 1 With both Root
and Taft, however. the thought was quite premeditated.
Both hoped for an eventual dominion relationship to
2
develop.
Leading Republioans envisaged a high standard of
living in the Philippines aehieved through close ties
with the United states.

Since expanded commercial

opportunity in the Far East was one of the main justi
fioations for annexation. it was expected that American
investment and the increase in trade would greatly in
crease the prosperity of the Islands and at the same time
profit Americans.)

This could not occur other than by

cooperation in the political sphere.
stability was the sole criterion officially
established by the Democrats.

By this was meant a

government elected by the SUffrages of the people,
supported by the people. maintaining order and ful
filling its international Obligations. 4

2 Ibid •• p.

203, Philip C.

Democrats

Jessup, Elihu Root

(New Yor~Dodd, Mead and Company, 1938). It pP;-

J70-71.

J Perkins. QR. cit •• p. 209.
4Crunder and Livezey, 22. cit •• pp. 157-58.
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mainly differed from Republicans in their insistence
that the Filipinos should largely determine for them
selves the form of their political institutions, and
that independence should follow. regardless of the
interests or desires of the PhiliPPines. 1
True to their philosophy. the Democrats in 1916
passed the Jones Act.

The preamble of the bill promised

eventual independence--not a permanent link--to the
Philippines as soon as stable government should be
established. 2

An effort to attach the Clarke Amend

ment to grant independence within four years passed the
Senate and was defeated only by last minute Republican
maneuvering in the House.

Defeat came, not from opposi

tion to independence, but rather from objections of
dignitaries of the Catholic Church. plus the desire on
the part of Republican leaders to maintain party regu
larity on the eve of a presidential Campaign.)
Even though Philippine independence was not
granted, it was clear that a substantial number of

1Hayden. 2£.
2

Curry,

.Ql2.

£11..

pp. 729-)0.

cit., p. 448.

)Frlend, Between 1!2 Empires, ££. £1!., p. 108;
Carter Field, "National Greed and the Philippines,"
Forum, LXXXIII (January. 1930). 45.
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Democrats in Congress expected to sever all ties with
the Philippines within a few years.!

In 1921, President

Wilson said he was satisfied that the Filipinos had
established "stable" government, and asked

an

unresponsive

Republican Congress to free the PhillPPines. 2

The

Democratic leadership had proclaimed their belief that
the maintenance of stable government had been fulfilled.)
With the return of the Republicans to power 1n
1921, "stability" once again ceased to be the sole cri
terton by which the question of Philippine independence
was to be jUdged. 4

Under Governor-General Leonard Wood,

the policy of early independence represented by the Jones
Act was reversed.

Stressing order and efficienoy, Wood

aimed at economic advancement with no further extension
of self-government Qnd no social or eoonomic experi
mentation. 5
The Republican policies of the 1920's, however,
could not reverse the aotions of the Wilson administration,

1 Perkins, £E.

£1!., p. 221.

2Friend, "American Interests," loc. oit.
3Grunder and Livezey, QE. £li., p.

4Hayden, 2£. £1!., p. 747.
5parkins,

£E.

cit., p. 234.

158.
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whioh had not only promised eventual independence, but
had greatly accelerated Filipino progress toward inde
pendence by broadening areas of native participation in
government and limiting the scope of American influence
and control over the Islands. 1 The proportion of
Americans in government dropped from 29 to 4 per cent,
thereby shifting the Philippine CiVil Service from a
colonial basis to a national one. 2 The chief means by
which the United States, through jUdicious use of power,
could hope to establish a just and effective government
according to American standards had been eliminated.}
The Republicans could not undo what they thought to be
too rapid an extension of self-government because it
would cause disillusionment and perhaps active resist
ance. 4
After the near success of the Clarke Amendment,
the adoption of the preamble to the Jones Act, and the
cut back of the American Civil Service in the Philippines,
it was clear that the Republican pollCy of lndeflnite
postponement was far less realistic than it had been

lWheeler, loc.

£11.

2 Grunder and Livezey, 2£. cit., p. 160.
)Ibld., pp. 158-59.

4Perkins, £E. oit., p. 232.
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when Taft and Root were formulating their ideals. 1

A

situation had been created incompatible with the reten
tion of American sovereignty for any considerable length
2
of time.
At least one Republican, Henry L. Stimson, re
mained undismayed.

During his short term as Governor-

General from 1927 until becoming President Hoover's
Secretary of state in 1929, stimson perhaps made more
progress toward the illusive Republican colonial ideals
than any other man. J

By giving the Filipino public the

more concrete and significant immediate goals of greater
political autonomy and economic development, he largely,
though temporarily, succeeded in quieting the agitation
for independence. 4 By attracting beneficient American
capital, stimson was able to produce a degree of Filipino
prosperity which he thought could dispose of the inde
pendence movement by killing it with kindness.

His

"dearest hope," in fact, was that a permanent connection

1

Ibid., pp. 234-35.

2Grunder and Livezey, 2£.

21!., p. 161.

)Perklns. ££. cit., p. 243.
4Henry L. Stimson and McGeorge Bundy, On Active
Service in Peace and War (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1948~.

pP7 146-47:-- --
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could be created between the Philippine Islands and the
United states. 1
One thing that may have helped Stimson was that
the Republican administrations of the 1920's had been
able to keep a Republican Congressional lid on the
Philippine independence question.
39 independence bills were

Between 1920 and 1929,

int~oduced

in Congress, but

not one was ever reported favorably by a committee of
Congress. 2 This may have been instrumental in creating
the apparent disinterest about the Philippines in the
1920's, as well as in concealing a sentiment by a majority,
or near majority of Congress in favor of independence.)
Stimson's progress toward his goal of a Mpermanent
connection" was interrupted by the depression.

Agita

tion by pressure groups within the United States for a
tariff made it clear to the Filipinos that Stimson was

lRlchard Current, Secretarz Stimson (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 195ij) , p. ijO.
2Address of I~rcial P. Lichauco, Assist~nt Attor
ney General of the Philippines, before the Foreign Policy
Association of New York, (January 7, 1933), reprinted in
the Congressional Record, 72d Congress, 2d Session, pp.
1909-10. (For conciseness, an abbreViated form will sub
sequently be used for the Congressional Record. The
above entry would become: Conga Rec., 72:2, pp. 1909-10.)
Jperkins,

£E. oit., p. 240.
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not America, and that his policy might not long be
American policy.

Thus the Filipinos re-opened for

urgent consideration their demands for independence. 1
As the Philippine debate carried into the 1930's,
the two parties, as always, differed in their estimates
of readiness.

Arguments followed essentially the same

pattern as that seen at the turn of the century.

Indeed.

the debates of 1932-33 often echoed the political con
tent of the debates of 1898-99.

The old Senator Beveridge

manifestations of dollars, defense, deity and destiny
were still enjoined by administrative leaders, but they
were now more than offset by Judge Hoar's words "right.
justice, duty, and freedom," now used as a rejoinder by
members of the congress.· 2
President Hoover's cabinet, especially Secretary
of state Stimson and Secretary of War Hurley, exerted all
the influence at their disposal to persuade against the
feasibility of Philippine independence.
Stimson was most concerned with the effects of
independence on American foreign policy.

He also thought

that "resulting economic distress would provoke resentment

1Bundy , 2.£. cit., p. 146.
2 Grunder and Livezey, QE. cit., pp. 70, 72.
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and unrest in the islands."l

Future generations of

Americans and Filipinos would lose a chance to benefit
from that "remarkable and successful experiment in
cooperation between these two peoples. H2
Patrick J. Hurley, whose office administered
Philippine policy, led the fight to retain the Philippines.
He was the chief spokesman, although probably not the
most influential one, for retention.

Although he, too,

offered the opinion that international conditions did
not justify independence, and that the Philippines could
not defend themselves from aggression, Hurley emphasized
political and economic arguments. 3
The Filipino people were not reasonably prepared,
politically and economically, said Hurley, to accept
independence.

A stable government had not been established

with reasonable assurance that it would continue to exist.
Independence would therefore be harmfUl to the Filipino
peoPle.

4

lBeport of Secretary of State Stimson to the
President, (undated). reprinted in the Cong. Bee., 72:2,
(January 17, 1932), p. 1926.

2 Ibid •
JReport of Secretary of War Hurley to the Presi
dent, (undated), reprinted in the COng. Rec., 72:2,
(January 17, 1932), p. 1927.
4 Ibid •
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Economic independence, Hurley said, was a pre
requisite of political independence.

Independence would

result in economic and financial chaos, with a resultant
inability to manage governmental expenses or to pay
debts.

This, he agreed with Stimson, would bring great
internal disorder. 1
Hurley emphasized that any trade relations which

would be established in the distant future after pro
jected independence should be effected gradually before
independence.

He wanted to begin to restrict Philippine

free imports and Filipino immigration to the United
2
states without fixing a date for independence.
His
doctrine demanded not only stable government, but also
economic independence and more perfect social standardS.]
Another argument offered by some Republicans ineluded the ill effects such a move would have on the
United states.

Abandonment would be harmful to the com

mercial interests of the United States. 4

2

The Philippines

Ibid., p. 1928.

JAddress by Dr~ Jacob Gould Schurman to the
Catholic University in Washington, D. C., (December 12,
1932), reprinted in the Cong. ~., 72:2, pp. 1171-72.
Schurman was a member of the American Commission to the
Philippines under President McKinley.
4RaymOnd Leslie Buell, "Philippine Independence,"
an article prepared 1n conjunction with the Foreign
Pollc~ Association, reprinted in the Conjg. Rec., 71:2,
p. ~~). Senator Hawes introduced the article as be1~~
an "impartial statement."
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were still needed as a commercial base, and in time
would become an entrePbt for American trade into the
Far East and Southeast Asia, thOUgh they had admittedly
proved disappointing in that role so far. 1
Along with market predictions for a profitable
trade, the United States had to keep the Philippines in
the name of Christianity, even though ninety per cent
of the native people were Roman catholic. 2

Besides,

Republican's rationalized, the Filipino tao (peasant)
really did not want independence.]
Although most of the concrete data to free the
Islands was economic in character, the warp, and some
times the woof, of the arguments consisted of moral
obligations--moral obligations to grant freedom to the
Islands and moral obligation to retain them--said
Charles Beard. Mas if there were something reprehensible
in the clean economic motive. n4

lWheeler, 2£. £li., p. 384.
2

Ibid., pp. 382, 384.

3Ib1d ., p. )82; Hurley Report, lac. cit.
4Charles A. Beard, The Idea of National Interest
The Ivlacmlllan Company, 193ij:J, p. 514.

(New York:
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The doubtful stability of an independent Filipino
government would erode the value of American commercial
investment.

Such depreoiation would "constitute a

species of moral repudiation both undignified and dis
honorable. N1
Because the Philippines reportedly were not poll
tically. socially. or economically ready for independenoe.
the Philippine independence bill morally forsook the
"high ground of consoientious trusteeship followed for
thirty years for the lower levels of attempted political
and economic expediency.n 2 Said one oontemporary critic,
-What we proclaimed as a venture in international altru
ism turns out tb have been very close to a confidence
game.· 3

Those favoring independence would harm the

Philippines, and disguise the injury with the "kiss of
independence.- 4

The President, to the extent he stood

opposed to such motives. was said to stand on "impregnable

lBuell, lQ£. ~.
2Charles Clayton Morrison, (ed.). "The Sugar
Lobby Frees the Philippines." The Christian Century. L
(January 25. 1933). 111-12; Hurley Report. 2£. cit ••
p. 1929.
3Morr180n. ~ •• p. 113.

4Pratt. £Eo cit., p. 310.
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moral ground. Nt

The United states must be true to its

trust; freeing the Islands would lead to destruction of
Filipino rights and would be "repugnant to the letter
and the spirit of the Constitution. N2
Thus it was that old Philippine hands, some "dripping
with sentiment," did not believe the mission of the
United states had been accomplished.)

But their pro

phecy of chaos if the United states withdrew cast more
doubt upon a full generation of sooio-political construc
tion in the Philippines than most Amerioans were willing
to sustain. 4
The Demoorats offered several arguments of their
own in favor of Philippine independence.
the Filipinos desired it.

First of all,

Their war against the Spaniards

and Americans, and perpetual demand for independence were
cited as "proof. R5
In the seoond place, the Islands had been given
repeated promises by spokesmen of the United states,
including declarations of several presidents, Republican

lMorrison,
2

1££.

cit.

Hurley Report, 22. cit., p. 1928.

JFriend, "American Interests," £E. cit., p. 519.

5Buell, "Philippine Independence,"

.Q],.

oit., p. 8422.
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as well as Democratic, and the Preamble to the Jones
Act. 1 It was the policy of the government, said the
Democrats, to free rather than to retain the PhiliPPines. 2

A third argument was that the Philippine people
were able to maintain a stable government.

They occupied

all local positions and most positions in the central
government, and were conducting, except in a few instances,
the affairs of government.)

They were reasonably similar

in race, language, religion and ideals, or at least their
differences were no greater than in other bilingual
countries.

Their literacy rate was said to be greater

than in many Latin American countries. 4
It was stated that the United states was not
justified to exact perfection from the Philippines as a
condition for independence. 5

Dr. Jacob Schurman stated

the sentiment poetically:
To gild refined gold, to paint the lily,
• • • or add another hue
Unto the rainbow. • • •
6
Is wasteful and ridiculous excess.

1 Ibid •

2Report of the House Committee on Insular Affairs,
Congo ~., 72:1, (March 21. 1932), p. 6447 (hereafter
referred to as the House Report).

J 1b1d •
5Ibid •
6sohurnmn Address. £2.

£l1..

p. 1173.
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Congressman Lozier of Missouri argued that the
competency of a people to govern themselves was not the
same in any two nationsoor in any two republicS. 1 Senator
King later expanded the same idea, stating a rationaliza
tion which seemed to typify the attitude of a large
number of Congressmen.

He said:

We do not owe the Filipinos so much that we have
to go over there and Americanize them. • • • I
think the Filipinos should swim along with the
Asiatics; in other words, according to what is
over there. 2
Representative Hare said his purpose for con
duoting hearings was to ascertain whether or not the
condition precedent to granting independence, or, stable
government, had been met.

He concluded that

•
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injure the American farmer, while the unrestricted
immigration of Filipino laborers was causing trouble
on the Pacific coast. 1
The final argument was that Philippine indepen
dence would terminate the strategic difficulty which the
occupation of the islands imposed upon the United States. 2
They were of doubtful advantage from a purely trade
standpoint, had little or no utility in

ti~

of war.

and might even become a burden and threat to the United

StatesLin the event of our embroilment With certain
powers.)

Representative Garber of Oklahoma argued that
\

the stable government which we were required to establish
to secure independence was within and not without the
Philippines.

If the United states had to guarantee the

latter, such a requirement would preclude independence
at any time. 4
Proponents of Philippine independence had an
especially large amount of moral ammunition to add to
their barrage of arguments.

One of the reasons for this

was that the Filipinos themselves supplied much of it.

1Buell , "Philippine Independence," loco cit.

--

JHouse Report. lQ£.cit.

4Cons_ Rec •• 7211, p. 78)).
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None of the groups pushing the independence question
had to take a bad public position; they were defenders
of "liberty."
The House Committee on Insular Affairs set the
tone for the moral theme when
interest and principle.

it

nicely dovetailed

"Our self-interest and our

self-respect coincide in demanding action," was the
report. 1 Mr. Tucker. noting that the benefit of Ameri
can occupation to the Filipinos was greater than the
total cost to the American taxpayers, also appended the
moral factor:

"•

• • It is a question whether Americans

desire to be taxed to benefit Filipinos and whether it
is socially desirable or morally right that they should
be. R2
Representative Harold Knutson of

~finnesota.

who

onoe bluntly stated that "charity begins at home • • •
the United states of America comes first," nevertheless
saw fit to charge that much of the opposition to Philip
pine independence was based on selfish conSiderations.)

lSouse Report. !QQ. cit.
2Rufus S. Tucker, "A Balanoe Sheet of the Philip
pines." Harvard Business Review, (October, 1929), re
printed in the Cons. ~ •• 7211. pp. 12,266-270; quote
taken from p. 12.270.
Jeong. Ree •• 71:2. pp. 690. 8869.
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Agrarian and labor representatives condemned industry
and commerce representatives for using moral obligation
as a ground of opposition to independence to cover their
profit-making activities in the Islands. 1
Representative Cross of Texas called the Phillppine
American Chamber of Commerce an "avaricious group, par
ading in sheep's clothes," who were attempting to vanquish
freedom by the "lance of greed plated with gold."

He

added, sarcastically, "How their altruistic hearts do
palpitate with sympathy" for those "ignorant yellow
peoPles. n2
Perhaps it was as the Philippine Resident Commis
sloner Osias stated, that pro-independence forces were
engaged in enlightened selfishness, in addition to their
ethical reasons. 3

The opposition, presumedly, was en

gaged in crass selfishness.
Senator Hawes credited the opposition with being
sinoere, but imbued, he said, with a wrong sense of
patriotism.

Those so dead against "lowering the American

flag" were almost willing to lower the moral standards
which the Stars and Stripes had always symbolized.

1 Beard, £E. cit., p.
2

Congo

JeOng.

~.,

513.

71:2, p. 8798.

Ree., 72:1. p. 7481.

He

ine promises of the United states are of'
su:preme l~~~rt.. It is tbe ethleal Caetor (J;f
the prob:1em", t"bey are a JJ6M:~red obligation.
11111.es8 we have ~e to believe tt~tb~ri~fs
word of honor ES.!i be eiven end n tbdralttl as
materia.1 a.dvantage or p'011tlea1 extgeneiea
dlc'tate. 1

To

~thhold

independence from the Philippines

because it might disturb peace in the Orient would be
to "recognize an unsound philosophy or policy repugnant
to the very best traditions of our nation,· and violate
the princlples of our own Declaration of Independence
by Violating government only by consent of the governed.)

1 Cong. Rec., 72:1, p.

1],555.

2Report of the Senate Committee on Territories
and Insular Affairs, Congo Rec., 72:1, (June 1), 19)2},
p. 12,81) (hereafter referred to as the Senate Report);
Senator Pittman. Analysis of Philippine Independence.
Congo Ree., 72:2, p. 626.
)Ibid.
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Many people thought that Philippine products
would come more and more into competition with American
products, and there wasn't any morality in making the
American farmer sustain the burden of United States
Philippine Philanthropy.l

To keep them would do more

injustice to Americans than freeing the Islands would
do to the FiliPinos. 2
There was also the likelihood that Philippine
products would eventually be taxed, which would be
"hostile to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Con
stitution, and obnOXious to the concepts of demoCracy.H)
In a unique twist of pro-independence reasoning, it was
argued that the Philippines should be freed to prevent
an immoral act of taxing them without their consent. 4
J. D. Craig remarked that King George III wanted to re

tain colonies for tax purposes, whereas the United states
proposed to free the Philippines in order to taX them. 5

lEdltorial in the MlnneaEolis Tribune, April 18,
721~, p. 385.

1932, reprinted in the Conga Rec.,

2 eOng • Rec., 73:2, p. 5009.
3senator King of Utah, Cong. Rec., 71:1, p. 4377.
4Representative Dyer of Missouri, ConE. Rec.,
71:), p. 2111.
5Address by J. D. Craig to the Foreign Affairs
Convention, Buffalo, New York. (April 14, 1932), re
printed in the Cong. ~ec., 72:1, p. 9543.
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Thus were moral obligation and interest tossed
forward and back.

More than one Congressman stated un

equivocally that questions of principle, such as the
liberty and the rights of men, motivated them. 1

Cer

tainly some who used such arguments, or who heard them,
were sincere.

Others, perhaps, concealed their real

motives and used moral arguments as propaganda to
obtain votes for their cause.

Usually they used both

practical and moral arguments interchangeably.

Charles

Beard concluded that it was impossible to discover
whether the sense of moral obligation or estimates of
substantial advantages weighed heavier in the minds of
those who freely used the terms. 2
Regarding the validity of the respective party
arguments, Theodore Friend thought Stimson and Hurley
unconsciously were exaggerating Philippine unreadiness
as an excuse for maintaining administration policy.
"grandiose altruism,

hope~l

The

commercialism and even the

ragged jingoism of the 1890's" were said to survive 1n
these men.)

I Por an example, see the remarks by Senator D11l
of Washington, Cong. Ree., 71:2, p. 2597.
2

Beard, 2£. cit., p. 399.

JFrlend, "American Interests,· 2£. cit., p. 520.
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"The Democrats, on the other hand. tended to
demolish all criteria in order to advance Philippine
independence." Friend said.

Neither Woodrow Wilson.

nor Hawes nor King thoroughly and thoughtfully assessed
Philippine affairs with an objective in mind.

Pre

existing interests and convictions moved them. just as
they did Stimson. Hurley. and the opponents of indepen
dence. 1
AlthOUgh old Philippine hands such as Cameron
Forbes and Dean Worchester in the 1920's thought the
Filipinos did not yet constitute a unified "people" in
a nationalist sense. and therefore were not yet compe
tent to conduct their own affairs of government. this
did not seem to be a real issue either in or out of
2
Congress after 1930.
There was no dispute that in the first thirty
years of American control the United states proceeded
fastest with self-government. 3

Governor-General Frank

Murphy reported in 1933 that in many respects conditions
in the Philippines were highly satisfactory.

Peace and

order prevailed, the public health was good, and there

l Ib1d •
2See Chapter I. pp. 9-10.

JFriend, Between Two Empires, 2£.

211.• p. 10.
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was general freedom from SUffering due to individual
want or destitution. 1 Filipino sooial and political
progress, by Oriental standards, was especially satis
faotory.2

Even Vigorous opponents of Philippine inde

pendence such as Representative Underhill of New York
thought the Filipinos able to govern themselves. 3
The Filipinos, to conclude, were politically ready
for independence.

That is, they had the internal co

hesion, or nationalism, and the governmental experience
to

go.e~themselves.

This conclusion seems to have been

confirmed by the political meutle shown by the Filipinos
under the Commonwealth period of self-government which
began in 1936.

The transition was completely orderly.

The Filipinos continued to function.

The Civil Service

proved its worth. 4
However ready for complete separation from the
United states the Philippines may have been politically
in the early 1930's, they were woefully unprepared,

lUnited States Department of War, Annual Report
of the Governor-General of the Philippine Islands, .!.2..ll
TWaShrngton: Government-Pr1ntlng Office, 1934), p. 1.
2

smith, OUr Future in Asia,

Ql2..

cit., p. 95.

.Q.E..

cit., p. 71.

J Con~. Rec., 72:2. p. 10 8 2.
4smith, Our Future 1!l Asia,
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however, for national self-support. 1

The distressing

thing about Philippine independence, as Mr. Underhill
noted, was the inability of the Filipinos to finance
2 The Governor-General in 1933 also noted
themselves.
a tendency toward lower revenues, and thought a sound
financial policy for the Philippines was a problem de
manding first attention. 3
The cause of the financial concern was that the
United states, in preparing the Philippines for poli
tical autonomy, wittingly or unconsciously had created
a genuinely dependent colonial economy.4

Grayson Kirk

put it this way:
It is indeed paradoxical, in all probability
tragically so, that, although the American
government has constantly designed its political
policies so as to confer upon the Islands an ever
widening sphere of autonomy, it has, at the same
time, through the operation of a free trade
deliberately drawn them into an ever-closer in
tegration with the American economic system. 5

1Joseph Ralston Hayden, The Philippines, ! study
in National Develop~ent (New York: The Macmillan
COmpany, 1950), p. 733.

2 Congo Rec., 72:2, p. 1082.
3Murphy, loco cit.
4smith, Philippine Freedom. 2£. cit., p. 66.

5Kirk,

~.

cit., p. 71.
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Ferkins did not think that Congress' policy was
deliberate.

He credited the creation of dependency both

to disagreement as to what was desired politically, and
to "an unthinking impulse of good will which failed to
see clearly the political implications of economic in
tegration."

No thought was given, he said, to the

effects of economic policy upon the economic and social
bases of Philippine politics. 1
Whether unthinking or deliberate, a few statistics
will verify the seriousness of the economic dependency.
In thirty years, the United States' share of Philippine
products has risen over thirtyfold, while other, nonAmerican, Philippine trade had increased but slightly
over tWOfold. 2

Exports to the United states comprised

more than 86 per cent of total Philippine exports,
while 99 per cent of their imports oame from the United
states.)
While its four leading agricultural oommodities
made up nine-tenths of all Philippine exports, dependency
4
especially was centered around the sugar industry.

1perklns, 22. oit., pp. 210-11.
2GrUnder and Livezey, 22.

£11., p. 212.

3Murphy. 2£. £li., p. 7; Congo Rec., 71:1, p. 407).
4Grunder and Livezey, 100. cit.; Senator Pittman
of Nevada, Congo Rec., 72:2, P:-62~
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Two-thirds of Philippine export income was de
rived from sugar, and in 1934 it amounted to thirty
per cent of the total annual income of the Islands. 1
The upshot of the whole thing was that economic
independence from the United States would have been a
short cut to a major Philippine disaster. 2 Vicente
Villamin, a noted Filipino lawyer and economist, called
it "brutally illogical" to demand immediate and auto
matic independence after rendering it well-nigh impos
sible. 3

A

nation's ability to maintain its independence,

he said, had become in the depression decade a question
of economic rather than political intelligence. 4
As to whether the Philippines were ready for in
dependence, it was practically impossible, as Villamin
noted, to separate the criteria of stable government

lTheodore W. Friend, "Philippine Interests and
the Mission for Independence, 1929-1932," Philippine
StUdies, XII (1964), 68.
2smith, Our Future in ~, im• .ill., p. 104.
JAddress by Vicente Vlllamln to the Dubuque Lion's
Club, (September 3, 1931), reported by the Dubuque
Telegraph-Herald of that date.
4Address by Vicente Villamin to the Cedar Rapids
Rotary Club, (August 31, 1931), and reported by the Cedar
Rapids Ga.zette and Republican, September 1, 1931.
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from those of a stable economy.!

Since the socio

political and the economic could hardly have been
isolated one from the other, and assuming for the
moment that total independence, political and economic,
was the only option, then the answer to the question
of Philippine readiness for independence should have
been answered in the negative.
It remains to be seen why Congress pushed ahead,
anyhow.

1
Ibid.;.Taylor, Qn. cit., p. 6 7.

CHAPTER III
THE EMPIRE SYSTEl\1 AND ANTI-INPERIALI3M

Considering the economic dependenoy of the
Philippines, why did Congress go ahead with independence?
The answer may at least partly be found in the workings
of the United states colonial system and the attitudes
of Filipinos and Americans toward that system.
For the United states to be successful with its
tuterage, there was a need for steadfastness, or certi
tude, a consistent policy unswayed by American economic
or political pressures or by unreasonable demands for
quick independence. 1 If the United states had assured
the Philippines independence if they wanted it, and had
established criteria for self-government, there could
have resulted an element of stability.

Instead, as has

been seen, America did what Gameron Forbes and other
Republican policy makers had warned against.

The

political status of the Philippines remained a party
matter, liable to change with changing party elections,
and no permanence was possible.

2

The most Congress

promised was independence after establishment of "stable
government," with no established criteria.)

1perkins, 2£.

£11..

p. 202.

2porbes. QE. cit., p. 401.
JGrUnder and Livezey. Q£. c1t .• p. 69.
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The failure to remove the independence question
from politics revealed a fundamental inadequacy of
American democracy to govern colonies.

Government and

governmental policy run by the strong pressure of public:
opinion. as it was in the United States. prevented the
tradition of maintenance of policy.

This was what

Philip Jessup meant when he said. "Just so far as
democracy exercises its powers. just so far it is in
capable of governing colonies."1
Although agreeing that there was no permanent
colonial policy. Perkins thought there should have been.
Independence should not have been a party matter. he
said. because the two parties were in fundamental agree
ment in their Philippine policy.

They both wanted to
"advance and secure the welfare of the Fl1iPinos.o 2
Even the most ardent expansionist did not Wish to govern
the Filipinos as a permanent philosophy without the
consent of the gOverned.)

It should have been possible.

Perkins ooncluded. to establish an agreed Philippine
policy which would have removed independence from the

1Jessup. QE. cit •• p. J69.
2

Perkins. 2£. cit •• p. 195.

JFriend. "American Interests." £E. 01 t.

t

p. 519.
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arena of politics and made it a product of agreed upon,
and rational. criteria. 1
Whether or not an agreed upon and rational policy
was possible. it was not consummated.

For many years

the Filipinos had watched the balance in Philippine
policy tipped back and forth by domestic political and
economic factors.
The American system, to the Filipino, seemed to
constitute a government of men, and not of laws. 2

In

normal times, the American people had a lack of active
interest for the Filipinos.

The empire function was a

result of a series of oompromises among conflicting
domestic interests.

Those which were best organized

and vocal could carry the most weight in policy making.

A few Americans voicing their individual sentiments
could defeat legislation, including independence, for
the PhiliPPines. J
The remarks of Representative Lankford of Georgia
during the 1929 tariff hassel might well have given
voice to the feelings of the Filipinos as to where they

lperkins, ~. cit., p. 22J.
2HaYden,2R. cit •• p~ 726.

3Al1oe Gram Robinson and Norborne T. N. Robinson,
(eds.). "New Proposal for Philippine Independenoe," ~
Congre~sional Digest, X (r~y. 1931), 144.
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stood in relation to United states policy:
He wiggled in and he wiggled out;
And left the country all in doubt;
Whether the snake that made the 1 track
Was going North or coming back.
The lack of certitude. said Manuel Quezon, a top
Philippine leader. caused an anxiety in the minds of
2
When, they wondered, if ever, would
the FiliPinos.
they be "ready" for independence?)

They hoped, but

hardly dared to believe that the United states truly was
not interested in maintaining its political control for
selfish ends. 4

They lived with the insecurity and lack

of liberty involved in the almost unlimited power of
Congress over the PhiliPPines. 5
Because of the lack of certitude and resultant
fears, the Filipino leadership raised the dominant
emotional and political issue of independence.

It was

easier, Quezon thought, to get freedom and liberty of
the Filipino people thrOUgh the road to independence

1 Cons. ~., 71:2, p. 8872.
2United states Congress, Senate, Committee on the
Philippines, Philippine Independence, Hearings before
Committee. 63rd Congress, 3d Session. on H. R. 18459.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1915), p. 488.

J Perkins, QE. cit., p. 209.
4 Ibid., p. 243.
--......

5Ibid .,

p. 241.
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which the average American understood, than through a
policy of colonialism which was entirely alien to the
American mind. 1
The American people, in turn, could not understand
the Filipino demands for independence.

The democratic

tradition led Americans to the complacent assumption that
people ruled by the United states would be contented,
that American strategic and economic ends were synonymous
with the desires and interests of the PhiliPPines. 2
Americans found it difficult to realize that this
countryts relationship to dependencies was essentially
similar to that of other colonial powers to their posses
sions.

They did not foresee that conflicting political

and economic pressures which were basic to democracy and
capitalism would produce drastic and arbitrary effects
in a dependenCY.)
When the Filipinos demanded their independence,
the"noble motivation" of the United states to prepare
the Philippines for self-government was spIlt and failed

to exert the ihfluence it should have had. 4

Since a

fundamental assumption in the formulation of American
policy was that the Islands were not to be exploited,

1 Ibid. , p.

249.

2

J 1bid ., pp. 194. 196.
4 Ib1d ., pp. 239-40.

Ibid., p.

239.
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or held for an indefinite period of time against the
will of the inhabitants, Americans were prone to ration
alize, "They want their independence, let them have it ... 1
According to Smith, this was likely the strongest motive
of the public at large.

He said:

Unquestionably, the uninformed public felt that the
best argument for Philippine independence was the
fact that the Filipinos asked for it, and that the
one important argument against retaining the
Philippines was that we would do so against the
Filipinos' will. 2
When the depression struck, the operation of the
imperial system tended to play into the hands of proindependence forces, and to generate a public opinion
predisposed to grant the Filipinos what they apparently
wanted.
Public opinion, of course, was one factor which
could have greatly influenced Congress.

In those days

before pUblic polling, however, it was difficUlt to
ascertain.

In lieu of polling, newspaper opinion was

widely sampled and was construed by some to be indicative
of public opihion.
Ten Eyck Associates, an "independent research
organization," was hired by the Philippine-American
Chamber of Commerce to do an "impartial study" of

l Ib1d ., p. 196.

of Perkl~thesis.

See p. 266 for a summarization

2Smlth, Our Future in Asia, .Q12.. cit., pp. 104-5.
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American publie opinion as expressed in editorial comment

throughout the United states f'or the year ending Feb1"U2i!"y

20. 1932. 1

always been against granting the Philippines their lnde

states eould not decide which way the publ.lc opinion in

it11at has bcee11 the ef:fect of the debates during
the pa--s-t ya,ar? B,az t-tjere bee.fi a real eh~~e 1n
the American p"Ublic sentiment on the questlo11Ji
€k~d", if SOt' what is the nature of t.~e change?)

This was construed to be a "fair example of the present
state of public opinion on the Question."4
After surveying 412 papers, 275. or 67 per cent
were said to be "vigorously opposed to independence in
the present or the near future."

One hundred and seven,

1 Ten Eyck Associates, "Philippine Independence-
A SUrvey of the SUbject, as Expressed in Editorial
Comment Throughout the United states During the Past
12 Months," (year ending February 20, 1932), reprinted
in the Cong. ~ •• 7211, (March 16. 1932), pp. 6193-99.
2

Ibid•• p. 6193.

4 Ibid.., p. 6197.
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or 26 per cent, were noncommittal; and 30. or only 7
per cent. would endorse immediate and uncondit1onal 1n

1
dependence.

-

-

In fact. Ten Eyck declared, the number

of newspapers of over 20,000 circulation favoring
immediate independence was so small that they weren't
even listed. 2
The Philippine Commission, in its own study,
scrutinized 582 of 1,912 daily newspapers published 1n
the United states from December, 1931, to the end of
January, 1933. 3

Co~ssion members found that 57 per

cent of the newspapers opposed. and only 27 per cent of
them favored Philippine independence under the terms of
the bills considered by Congress in 1932-33.

Most of

the opposition newspapers. they said, were hostile to
independence as such. and would not have supported any
other measure providing for independence no matter what
its terms might have been.

Journalistic opposition

1Ib1d., p. 6199; Editorial 1n the New York Herald
1932. reprinted in the Conga Bee.,

Tribune,~ch 10.
72.1, p. 6193.

2 Ib1d •

3Report of the Philippine Independence Commission,
(July )0, 1933). reprinted 1n the ~. Rec •• 7J:2,
(March 22. 1934). pp. 5120-5162. Senator Pittman. in
SUbmitting the report. called it the "most complete
analysis of the Hawes-Cutting Bill that has ever been
written."
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was "by no means" confined to Republican newspapers,
or to particular regions. 1
After the enactment of an independence bill be
came probable in July, 1932. the Commission noticed that
there was a reversal in the viewpoint of many newspapers
which formerly had voiced approval of independence.
Some KiddIe West newspapers. for example. had advocated
independence as a means of relief to agriculture.

When

it became evident that Congress would not grant lnde
pendence at once and make Philippine products subject
to the American tariff. many of those newspapers with
drew their support.

Without naming them, the Commission

said that a proportion of 8 to 2 in Minnesota and 6 to :3
newspapers in Iowa withdrew support for that reason.

2

The Filipinos did note that the Des Moines Register,
which had indicated a strong prepossession for Philippine
independence. Ubitterly assailed" the independence bill
and left the impression that Philippine independence

might well be postponed indefinitely--in the;interest
of the Filipino peoPle. 3

1 Ibid •• p.

2 Ibid •

J Ibid •

5158.
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Journalistic antagonism was said to continue to
grow until it reached its maximum at the moment of
passage of an independence bill by the Senate in late

1932. 1
Referring to the "powerful anti-independence
press," the Philippine Commission thought, " •• • It can
truthfully be said that practically 90 per cent of the
1\merican press was opposed to independence legislation."
The large newspapers were cited, but small-town papers
were said to ordinarily echo opinions similar to those
expressed in the "large and influential papers. a2
Ten Eyck said that newspapers in the West North
Central States, including Iowa, were generally opposed
to immediate independence primarily on the grounds that
economic independence had to come first.

Iowa newspapers

with ciroulations of 20,000 or over listed as haVing
been against independence included the Cedar Rapids
Gazette, Davenport Dailx-Times. Dubuque Telegraph
Herald, Sioux City Tribune, and the Waterloo Daily
Courier. 3
The Sioux Citl Tribune, for example, thought the
moral obligation for making the Philippines self-sufficient

2

Ibid., p. 5123.

J Ten Eyck, 2£. cit., p. 6197.

4-9
had not been fully discharged.

The white man's burden

would remain for some time to come, however discom
forting the facts might be. l
Immediate independence was not the right course
to follow, according to the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald,
because it would destroy the Filipinos economlcally.2
The Cedar Rapids Gazette said the United states
must devote some attention to the economic security of
the Philippines before turning them loose in a world
that had even our own veteran industrialists beWildered.)
Other Iowa newspapers backing the President
Hoover stand against immediate independence. according
to the Ten Eyck, included the Council Bluffs Nonpareil;
Wallaces Farmer; the Iowa City Press Citizen; the
Atlantic
and the

~;
l~son

the Fort Dodge Messenger
CltX Globe-Gazette. 4

~

Chronicle;

For example, in an early stand, the editors of the
¥ason CitX Globe-Gazette maintained that. "To grant

l Ibid .; editorial in the Sioux Oi ty l'rlbune,
October ~19J1.

2Edltorial in the Dubugue Telegraph-Herald,
September 3, 1931.
3Edltorial in the Cedar Rapids Gazette.
September 1, 1931.

4Ten Eyck. loco cit.
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independence would throw the conflicting races and
religions at each other's throats overnight."1
A survey of daily newspapers published in Iowa
in the early 1930's not only substantiated the quotations
used by the Ten Eyck Associates for the above newspapers
for the period they studied, but also revealed three
additional categories of editorial sentiment among
Iowa editors during 1932-33, and apparent changes in
sentiment on the part of three newspapers already re
viewed.
Six newspapers seemed to maintain a rather neutral
attitude toward the Philippine question.
The Burlington Gazette. in an editorial, had some
fun with the Philippine question:

-

tlA magnanimous (sLe)

Congress, responding to the appeal 'Moro libre,' hacked
the shackles from the synthetically oppressed spiggoties
over the protests of President Hoover. by successfully
opposing his veto."

~1ey

said they counted ten adver

tisements in the ranila newspaper for real beer, and
said it was pretty hard for the "big white brothers to
flgure out wherein 11es the Filipino's grievance."

2

lEditorlal in the Mason C1tl Globe-Gazette, August 10,

1931.
2Editorlal in the Burlington Gazette. January 19.

1933.
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The Cedar Falls Daily Record gave front page
attention to Philippine news. but apparently took no
editorial Position. 1
Also noncommittal was the Centerville Daill
Iowegian, which contented itself with an impartial sur
vey of the question.

It summarized that, "Congress

apparently thought the islands too great a liability for
us to proceed to govern them from altruistic motives. n2
The Davenport Democrat

~

"ho-hum" about the whole thing.

Leader seemed rather
Its editors presented

arguments of both sides, but revealed their ignorance
by lumping pineapples in with Philippine sugar as pro
ducts which Americans wanted a tariff wall erected
against.]
The Oelwein paper took no position toward the
Philippines, but was very critical of Congress' treatment
of President Hoover.

"The House of Representatives again

showed by their vote how little they think of the

lNewspapers were scrutinized for ~~rch and April,
1932, when the Hare Blll passed the House; and september 1,
1932 until after the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Bill was passed
over Hoover's veto in January, 1933.
2Editorial in the Centerville Dail¥ Iowegian,
January 16, 1933.
JEdltorlal in the Davenport Democrat and Leader,
January 15, 1933.
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leadership of President Hoover," they said. 1

At another

time, they accused Congress of being determined that Mr.
Hoover would put across none of his plans and marking
t1me untia his term eXPired. 2
The Sioux City Journal stressed the foreign theme.
C1ting arguments of both sides, the paper seemed genuinely
non-committal.

"Uncle Sam," they said,

~appears

to be

in an uncomfortable position whether he is to stay in
the Philippines an indefinite length of time or get out."3
The paper explained that the Far East situation was be
com1ng "more dangerous every day:" the United states,
even if she were to leave, could not stand silent and
inactive should Japan "gobble" the Philippines.
At least five Iowa newspapers took a more d1rect
approach in favor of independence for the Philippines.
The Ames paper thought that it was "up to the United
states now to justify that faith and redeem its pledges
Lto free the Phi11PPlne!7... 5

lEditorial 1n the Oelwe1n Daily Register,
January 14, 1933.

2~., January 18, 1933.
3Edltorial in the Sioux CitY:. Journal, January 17,

1933.
4 Ib1d ., January 19, 1933.
5Editorial in the Ames Daily Tribune-Times,
March 26, 1934.
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"The United states has dilly-dallied with the
Philippines long enough," thought the Boone editors;
"Now is as good a time as any to free the islands."l
They repeated the error that pineapples were serious
rivals to our domestic producers.
The

~

Moines Sunday Register, early in the

game, favored independence when it said:
Considerations of self-determination should
have brought Philippine independence before this
time. But self-interest now promises to do what
adherence to the traditi~nal American principle
of liberty failed to do.
The Estherville Daily

~

apparently was pre

disposed to favor independence, although it seemed more
interested in sniping at Congress.

Congress, it said.

had positive proof to refute any man's claim that it
hadn't done anything for the good of the country.

Bince

independence wouldn't be forthcoming for another ten or
thirteen years, Congress might change its mind five or
siX times by then. 3
"Old Doc Congress" had pronounced the cure for
"imperialism fever," declared the Clinton Herald.

Com

plete and perpetual immunity from the disease was

lEdltorial in the Boone News Republican,
January 13. 1933.
2Editorial in the Des Moines SUnda~ Register,
November 1, 1931.
3Edltorial in the Estherville D~i13 News,
January 18, 1933.
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thought likely.

The paper was friendly toward Philippine

independence on altruistic grounds.

Although admitting

that independence "probably will mean economic and
political retrogression for the islands." the paper re
mained unconcerned about the outcome. 1
A final group of newspapers appeared to be favor
able to the idea of Phil1ppine independence. but criti
cized the way the United states was going about 1t.
The emphasis of the Cedar Rapids paper expanded
from Philippine economic needs to the needs of the Amer1
can farmer.

In December. 1932. the paper still noted

that the "Islands are anything but independent economi
cally." and thought that "actual ceding of sovereignty
will depend almost entirely on conditions in the
Philippines and the rest of the world at the time the
prescribed transition expires," regardless of what laws
were passed. 2
The next month. the paper also criticized the
recently passed independence bill because it would not
help the midwest farmer.

In order to keep the record

straight. it saidl

lEditorial in the Clinton Herald. January 21.

1933.
2E:ditorial in the Cedar RaJ2ids Gazett~. December

21, 19)2.
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'I'he greatest benefits will go to eastern capi
talists who have large investments in the Cuban
sugar industry • • • When Congressmen come back
to tell us they voted for Philippine independence
in order to help the farmers, they'll be speaking
of other farmers. The interests of the middle- 1
western farmer run mostly in the other direction.
The Gazette went on to say that, "the measure is an
excellent example of what competent lobbyists and the
ancient art of log-rolling oan turn out. n2
Two other newspapers whioh formerly were critical
of the independence came to acoept the idea, but opposed
the method.
The Mason City Globe-Gazette thought the quiokest
way out was probably the best.

Unfortunately, the Hawes

Cutting Bill probably would not let us out.

We

shou~d

not shake off the moral responsibility for turning the
Islands loose "without a decent chance."

The paper

considered the Hawes-Cutting Bill "needlessly harsh and
abrupt.·)
The Waterloo Dally Courier, apparently friendly
to the idea of independence, thought that the bill "does
not end our responsibilities."
to them."

"If anything, it adds

The Filipinos, American sugar, and Hoover

1 Ibid., January

19. 1933.

2 Ib1d •
)Edltorial in the Mason City Globe-Gazette,
January 23. 1933.
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disliked the plan.

"But Congress likes it," the paper

facetiously conclUded. 1
A Des Moines Register editorial, dated January 9,

1930. which was also reprinted in the Congressional
Record, favored independence:
Why should the United states not say and say
frankly, and that without too much regard for
the sugar situation, that the time has come to
shap~ our relations in the Pacific with some re
gard for the promises we made. 2
By

1932, however, the Register said that. although the

Philippines eventually were going to have to get along
by themselves, that tlit does not demonstrate a very
high level of ethics to retaliate against their compe
tition with us the minute that the very success we have
taught them becomes somwhat

disadvant~geous

to us."

All that Ugreat fuss" about responsibilities and "noble
motives" was going to "sound like brass" if we granted
independence without a real contribution to Philippine
adjustment.}
The Register, nevertheless, seemed almost relieved
when Hoover's veto was overridden.

"In any case. it is

lEdltorial in the Waterloo Daily Courier,
January 19, 1933.
GEd1torial in the Des Hoines Register, January 9,

1930; Congo Reo., 71:2; p:-I495.
)Editorlal in the Des Moines Register, December 12,

1932.
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settled." went the editorial. "• • • it is hardly con
ceivable that we can ever effectively qUibble again
about our independence promise."1
As a result of their lengthy newspaper survey.
the Ten Eyck Associates reached an "inevitable" conelusion:
The American people today are in full agreement
with those who feel that the Philippines should
not now be given political independence, and, more
specifically. should not be given political inde
pendenc6 2 until their economic independence is
assured.
This. they said, was the spirit that was obviously moving
the American people.
The Philippine Commission. however, drew a dif
ferent conclusion.

They noted an impotency on the part

of a majority of the American press to marshal public
opinion and congressional votes against enactment of the
independence measure. and conclUded:
It is qUite probable that preoccupation of the
average citizen with his own affairs in an era
of great stress. and also the solidarity of the
labor and agricultural elements which favored
Philippine independence, infl~enced Congress
more than did the newspapers.)
One reason that would account for the newspaper
opposition. thought the Commissioners. was traceable to

llB!£.,

January 16. 1933.

2 Ten Eyck.

£E. oit., p. 6198.

Jphi11PP1ne Commission, 2£. cit., p. 5159.
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selfish interests which either owned or dominated many
American publications.

Some of these, they said, were

banks, exporters and importers, those who saw the
Philippines as a key to American commerce, and other
institutions such as the
Commerce. 1

Ph~lippine-American Chamber

of

Another cause of the widespread newspaper opposi
tion, said the Filipinos, was the fact that there existed
a wide variety of "contradictory and irreconcilable"
grounds of opposition to the independence blll. 2 The
Commissioners noted an "utter lack of uniformity among
the newspaper editors as to the grounds of OPPosition. oJ
Certain features of the bill which some groups described
as selfish, oppressive, and unjust were the ones possessing
merit in theeyes of equally numerous groups.

Although

many of the newspaper arguments were not critical of
independence, they were all regarded as expressions of
opposition to the bill because of the effect that it was
believed they would have on the administration. 4
As pertains to Iowa newspaper opinion, the proper
conclusion would seem to be that many, probably most,
Iowa newspapers were not opposed to the idea of Philippine

lIbido

2 Ibid. , p.

5139.

:3 Ibid. , p. 51)8.

4

5139.

~.,

p.
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independence.

Although the Des

Moine~

some strong reservations about the

Register developed

wisdomi~of

the Inde

pendence bill, it did not "bitterly assail" the bill.
It would seem invalid for the Ten Eyck Associated
study, which carefully couched the language of its re
port in terms of whether immediate and unconditional
independence was desirable, to conclude that the spirit
obviously moving the American people was to withhold
political independence until economic independence was
achieved.

"Immediate and unconditional" independence

admittedly was something of an extreme and likely to
trigger a large amount of opposition.

A wide range of

other solutions were possible, but were not considered
in the stUdy.

Newspaper editors, let alone the American

people, were not asked whether they would favor some
solution which would provide for Philippine independ
ence.
Newspaper opinion probably waS not truly repre
sentative of public opinion.

The Philippine Commission

was probably close to the truth when they guessed that
most Americans were preoccupied with their flown affairs,·
and that the labor and agricultural elements influenced
Congress more than did the newspapers.

The Congress was

probably mOl'e in tune with what was likely the emotional
state of the popular psychology of the time than with the

logical correctness of the press.
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What,

the~

was the public opinion?

American

interest in their "own affairs" involved more than
merely selfish economic or isolationistic connotations.
Also involved was an altruistic factor which could have
had an even greater effect on the empire system than
the shortcomings inherent in the operation of the system
itself.

That factor was the existence of a rather

deeply ingrained anti-colonialism. 1
Some of those favoring Philippine independence
genuinely felt badly that their nation, itself born as
the result of revolt against empire, had nevertheless
persisted in maintaining a colonial empire of its own.

2

Americans had never really accepted the role--or the
ideological premises--required of a major colonial power.)
The Minneapolis Tribune explained that the United States
temporarily "went British," but "didn't know quite how
to behave."

This resulted, the paper said, in a policy

of "bewilderment and

befuddlement.n~

IFriend, "American Interests,"

12£. ci t.

JHenry M. Wriston, (ed.), The American Assemblz:
The United states and the Far Eas~New York: Columbia
University Press, 1956r;-pP:-25-6.
4Edltorlal in the Itlnneapolis Tribupe, December
27,1929, reprinted in the Cong. ~., 71:2, p. 8701.
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Although the old Anti-Imperialist League formed
in 1898 had become defunct, there was never a shortage
of anti-imperialists.

In fact. anti-imperialism re

mained as one of the few reformist groups to survive the
Progressive Era and the World War. 1
According to Smith, William Jennings Bryan suc
ceeded in convincing many Americans that there was some
thing wrong with empire.

"It was made the antithesis

of democracy and therefore the anathema to the democratic
minded Americans." he thought. 2 Many members of Congress
were said to have had an attitUde that the United States
could be an empl.re only against its will, and that it
would release itself from that unfortunate classifica
tion at the first opportunity.)
Many of the anti-imperialists had been against
the League of Nations because they believed it an abettor
of Anglo-French imperialism.

After the defeat of the

League Covenant in the Senate, they turned to attacking
imperialism closer to home.

They wanted the United states

18e11g Adler, The Uncertain Giant: 1921-1941
(New York: The ~~cmiIIan Company. 19b5), p. 97.
2smlth, Our Future
)Ibld •• pp.

56-57.

1n

Asia, 2£. cit., pp. 55-56.
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not only to get out of the Philippines, but also out of
Central America and. the Caribbean. 1
Others defined empires with "doomed" capitalist
system. with predatory wars, and. with unlawful profits.
This group. which included Communists. also claimed that
there was no such thing as a "good" empire. 2
The "average" American, however, as one author
put it, manifested uno popular desire Whatsoever to
keep them Lthe PhiliPpine.!? under American control or
to continue any longer as a colonial power.)
Two liberal periodicals,

~

Nation and !!!!!

Republic favored Philippine independence.

A flood of

volumes, especially by Moorfield storey, onoe pres1dent
of the League. also appeared in the late 1920's and early
1930·s.

Mostly critical of retention of the Philipp1nes,

this Ii terature had its influence, andi.it indicated a

trend in public oPinton. 4

A few senators, notably William H. King of Utah
and William E. Borah of Idaho, presented pro-independenoe
arguments in the Senate.

Suoh men were the spiritual

1Frlend, "American Interests,".Q..E.. o1..!., p. 520.
2 Smith, Our Future in Asia • .Ql?. cit., p. 58.

J Ibid ••

p.

63.

4 Pratt, 2J2. cit., p. 312.
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progeny of those anti-annexationists of 1898 who thought
expansion both politically immoral and strategically
unwise.

Their numbers were swollen by disillusionment

with the World War and discouragement with the Great
Depression. 1 A species of liberal in their day, they
were also isolationist. 2
Another factor which, like newspaper opinion,
had vague dimensions, but nevertheless was likely a
significant tributary to the anti-imperialist stream,
was race prejudice.
Filipinos who came to the United States fell
heir to the attitudes developed by two conflicting
traditions.
One tradition WQS the reliance upon immigrant
hands for the least pleasant and lotolest paid labor
tasks.

There were about 60,000 Filipinos in America

in 1931, nine-tenths of them males, mostly under thirty
years old.

Their Willingness to work for wages consider

ably below the American standard aroused the ire of
Amerioan labor.)
The concentration of four-fifths of all the
Filipinos on the Pacifio Coast, mainly California, aroused

IFriend, rtAmerican Interests," QQ. cit., p. 521.
2

Ibid., p. 520.

J Ibid., PP. 51)-1 4 .
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the conflicting American tradition--hostility to the
encroachment of alien peoples upon the ethnic and social
homogeneity of the population. 1
Senator Tydings of Maryland asked about the
Filipinos:

"Shall we permit them to come and settle in

our country and inject, perhaps, another stream of racial
hatred to those streams which are already loose in the
United States of America?"2

• • • Their whole racial tendacies are absolutely
and diametrically opposed to those of the United States,
their living conditions being different from ours, that
when they want independence they should have it," said
Senator Wheeler of Montana.]

"I have no racial prejudices," declared Represen
tative Welch of California, "but God gave the nonassimilable Asiatics a place in the sun and that place
is in the Orient."4

Several Southern senators, equally

free from racial prejudice, supported

~~.

Welch.

It

was suggested that continued entry of Filipinos might
permit a competition with American Negroes in certain

l Ibid •
2 cong • Ree.

, 71:2, p. 2590.

Jeong.

R~=c.

, 71: 1. p. 4381

4 cong .

R~..Q. ••

72:1. p. 7773.
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kinds of labor to which the latter was deemed to be
especially well adapted. 1
Pacific Coast and Southern Senators and Repre
sentatives, supported by the American Federation of Labor,
joined forces in a Filipino exclusion movement.

When

this failed, they joined the independence bandwagon.
The "non-assimilability" argument, which once had almost
ruptured diplomatic relations with Japan, was

nO~lused

with the intention of fracturing colonial relations
with the PhiliPPines. 2
The Filipino Commissioners took

advantag~

of the

racist factor to call for a new relationship between the
Philippines and the United states.

Mr. Osias clearly

stated the Philippine position:
If the people and Government of the United
States wish to treat the Philippines as a foreign
country for purposes of labor and immigration, you
must first place us in the categorr of a foreign
nation by granting us our freedom.)
The influence of race, as a social motive, was
difficult to pin down.

Senators from the Deep South and

Far West who voted 25 to 1 to override Hoover's veto of
the Hare-Hawes-CUtting Act, may have been reflecting
social alarm against immigrants of another color and

lGrunder

and

Livezey, Q£. cit., p. 199.

2 Friend, "American Interests," £I2.. cit., pp. 515-1 6.•

3 Congo Rec., 71: J, p. 372 6.•
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culture, but such a motive could be demonstrated only
in one quarter of the Senate. and even then clearly
only in the Far West.

Theodore Friend concluded, there

fore, that the social motive was too diffuse to be
1
critical.
Combined with isolationism and altruistic
anti-imperialism, however, it helped to erode the old
imperialist influence and to produce independence.
While anti-imperialism persisted in the United
States, its influence was enhanced by a relative decline
in the ranks of the imperialists.

In general terms, the

thrill of the conquest was gone; American experience in
the Philippines proved wearisome; the difficulties of
coming to terms with an alien cUlture had been demonstrated.
American dollars had not always followed the flag; Wall
Street's heaViest capital outlays had gone to nearby
countries independent of American control.
for political domination was spent. 2

The surge

"The naive popular

enthusiasm that had supported the 'large policy' of 1898
had given place to an attitude of disilluslonment and

skepticism.~J The old imperialists were on the defensive.
Their arguments, in the light of past events, seemed

lprlend, Between Two Empires, 2£. cit., p. 107.
2

Adler,

100.

oit.

Jpratt,

100.

oit.
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hollow.

The initiative was passing to forces favorable

to Philippine independence,
Had any fair proportion of citizens of the United
States shared the convictions of 11ahan, thought A. Whitney
Griswold, it would have been as difficult for a farmer's
lobby to liberate the Philippines as it would have been
for a similar English minority to dictate the evacuation
of Singapore. 1
Robert Aura Smith concluded that the American
people's objection to empire may have had a profound in
fluence on what their representatives in Congress thought,
and constituted one of the gravest threats to the empire
structure itself. 2 He thought this "sentimental"
objection, in sum total, played a larger part than did
the military and economic argu$ents that evolved some
what later.)
If Philippine independence was desirable in 1916

except for objections of Catholic dignitaries, Theodore
Friend said, then the motives of 1933 need not have been
"merely. or even mostly, selfish ones."

He thought the

factors which provided the margin to achieve Philippine

lGrlSwold, 2£. cit., p. 453.
2Smith, Ol.1r Future 1!l Asia, 2E.. c+t., p. 6).

J Ibid., p. 55.

--
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independence were strategic and political.

He concluded:

Clearly no bill would have succeeded without
both a strong independence movement in the
Philippines and strong anti-imperial sentiment
in the United States • • • The anti-imperial prin
ciple was necessary to consummation of the inde
pendence movement to the United States. 1
Depending far less than huropean powers, economi
cally and emotionally, upon holding colonies, the United
States, in adversity, gave them up more readily.

The

stock market crash of October, 1929, and the Japanese
invasion of

l~churia,

September, 1931, brought out the

latent American anti-imperialism which, as will be seen,
ultimately outweighed the determination of the Hoover
administration and various private interests to hold
on to the Philippines. 2
Since independence had assumed practical signi
ficance to large groups of Americans, it had become an
item of major importance to Congress.

That this could

happen was indicative of the weakness inherent in the
American democratic-imperial system.

Add to this the

eXistence of the anti-imperial principle, and the frame
work existed so that acts of economic selfishness as
well as of isolationism also became acts of political
altruism.

A

coalition of protectionists and anti

imperialists was created in Congress which helped pro
duce Philippine independence.

lpriend, Between Two Empires, QE. cit., p. 108.
2

Ibid., p. 69.

CHAPTER IV:
ISOLATIONISM
Many of the attitudes and prejudices of the
American people were bound-up in one way or the other
with the Philippine question.

In addition to aspects

of imperialism and anti-imperialism were involved ques
tions of internationalism versus isolationism.

Inter

national conditions fully aroused these attitudes. made
Congress take thOUght. and made the Filipinos confront
their own future. 1 What were the foreign and military
policies of the United States as they concerned the
Philippines. and what changes were advocated?

The

answers to those questions perhaps helped to determine
the future relationship between the United States and
the Philippines.
The background of the American policy 1n the Far
East corresponded directly, of course, with the rise of
Japan as a major power. 2 Relative to Japanese power.
American power in the western Pacific after 1900 slowly
and steadily declined.

Philippine security accordingly

was raDsomed several times prior to 1930. starting with

1Frlend. Between Two EmEires. £E. cit •• p. 57.
2prlend. "American Interests."

£E. cit .• p. 518.
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recognition of Japanese special interests in Korea (1905)
and Manchuria (1908).1
In 1914, the Ladrones, Marianas and the Carolines
Island groups. which the United states had allowed Spain
to sell to Germany in 1899. were seized by Japan.

At

the Versailles Peace Conference in Paris, President
Wilson agreed to let Japan retain the islands. which
formed a barrier between the Philippines and Hawaii. under
an unenforceable mandate from the League of Nations. 2
Congress forsook fortification of the Philippines
in 1921 partly in order to persuade Japan to accept the
short end of a ):5 ratio of c$pital warships.

The

American navy subsequently was allowed to fall under
treaty strength and grow overage, while Japan kept up
to treaty strength and up-to-date naval architecture.)
One of the primary purposes for acquiring the Philippines
was thus repudiated, namely, the establishment of a
strong naval base and navy to support American commerce
and policy in the Orient. 4

2walter Lippman. United states Foreign PollcZ:
Shield of the Republic (Boston: Little, Brot\TD. and
Company:-194J), pp. 39-40.
JFriend, "American Interests," loco Q11.
4

Beard, 22. cit., p. 52).
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The London Naval Treaty of 1930 continued the
basic provisions of the 1921 agreement. 1

The state De

partment told the Japanese that the United states was
sacrificing the largest naval program in the world and
maintaining the status quo on fortification in the
Philippine Islands in order to "relieve Japan of any
anxiety as to her national security.H 2
What was being attempted was the creation of a
balance of power.

Japan was left to dominate the

Western Pacific; the United States controlled the North
east Pacifio, with outposts deep in Jap-controlled
territory on Guam, Wake,

8~d

the Philippines; the

British were dominant in the Central and Southwest
Pacific; France still held the Southeast Pacific; and
the Dutch occupied the East Indies and New Guinea.)
"No single power may be said to be strong enough to
upset the eqUilibrium so long as the others retain their
interests in the situation," maintained Nicholas Roosevelt.

1Wheeler, "Republican Philippine Pollcy," 2£.
cit., p. 385.
2United States Department of State, Foreign
Hela tions of the Uni ted ste.tes, .!.2£2. Vol. I ( Washing
ton: Government Printing Office, 1945), p. 88.
3Morton, £2.

£11., pp. 17-18.
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Peace would be assured while the political status guo
remained unchanged. 1
A community of interests became established in
the 1920's particularly among the United states, Great
Britain, and the Netherlands.

The latter nations opposed

Philippine independence lest the United states open the
road southward for Japan by freeing the PhillPpines. 2
The London Conference thus affected the question
of Philippine independence.

Great Britain assented to

the United States program for disarmament only on the
understanding that we were to remain in the Philippines.
If the United states Withdrew, Great Britain would in
sist on a different naval ratiO.)
President Hoover disliked holding the Philippines.
He thOUght they were not vital to American defense, and
our mission was to free people, not dominate them. 4

lNlcholas Roosevelt, "Philippine Independence and
Peace in the Pacific," Foreign Affairs, VIII (April,

1930), 409.
2Gerald E. Wheeler, Prelude to Pearl Harbor:
The United States Navy and the Far East, 192i-12l1
lColumbla: University of Missouri Press, 19 31,-p. 102,
3Wheeler, "Republican Philippine Policy,a Q£.
cit., p. 389.
4Herbert C. Hoover, Memoirs (Vol. II of The
(J vols.; New York: The

Qablne~ and the Presidency).
~~cml1lan Company, 1952), p.

359.
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But the success of the whole disarmament program of that
time, which Hoover wanted badly, apparently depended
upon our staying in the PhiliPPines. 1
Secretary of state Stimson, a recognized believer
of international cooperation, was more positive in atti
tude toward the Philippines than was his Chief Executive. 2
Not only did he have a deep-seated feeling for a perman
ent bond With the Philippines, he also saw the Islands
as an important strategic American base of operations.:3
stimson, via the Philippines, wished to apply American
military power in the Far East, whereas Hoover contlnu
ous1y opposed the use of anything but moral sanctions
against Japan. 4
The Japanese attack on Shanghai in January and
February of 19:32 perhaps served as a virtual dress
rehersa1 for the role of the Philippines in the Par East
foreign policy that Stimson visualized.

A real war

scare was triggered among high American officials who

1Wheeler, "Republioan Philippine Policy," loc.
2Bundy, 2£. cit., p. 160.
:3Dorothy Borg, The United states and the Far East
Crisis of 12ll-~ ( cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1964), pp. 19-20.

4 Ibid •
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heard many ··wild rumors tt that the Philippines or Hawaii
might be attacked. 1
stimson thought such a Japanese attack was a real
possibility.

2

The entire American asiatic Squadron.

which was usually stationed at Cavite near

I~nila,

was

sent to stand-by in the harbor of Shanghai, and a regi
ment of Amarican troops was sent there from the PhiliPPines. J
Although Hoover's purpose was to proteot American lives.
Stimson wanted to bluff and threaten Japan. 4

The Ameri

can fleet, which coincidentally had arrived in Hawaii
for maneuvers when the fighting at Shanghai was at its
height, was deliberately left there. 5
On November

J. 1932, in a telegram he sent to

United States Ambassador to Japan Joseph Grew, Stimson
expressed his feelings about the use of American power
in the Shanghai incidentJ

lUnlted States Department of state, Foreigp
Relations of the United states, 12J&, Vol. IV
(Washington: -OOvernment Printing Office, 1945), p. 197e
2 Current, Q£. cit., p. 10J.

3Foreign Relatio~s, 1932,

122.

cit.

4R1ohard N. Current, "The Stimson Doctrine and
the Hoover Doctrine," The American Historical Review,
LIX (April, 19~4), 526=27.
.
5Foreign Relations, ~,

100.

oit.
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• • • I think on the whole it has a very whole
some effect upon the sentiments of both the
Japanese military and the Japanese.~eople to
realize that it Lthe American fleell is in the
Pacific, and a bigger fleet than theirs. 1
The proximity of the Philippines, of course, permitted
the application of power on the spot, with Hawaii serving
as a base for reinforcements.
stimson began to think in terms of eventual
Japanese-Ame~ican war,

thinking it "almost impossible

that there should not be an armed clash between two such
different Civilizations. w2 He asserted to Hoover that
the President "had better keep his powder dry," but
Hoover was not impressed, saying only something about
"phantasmagorias."]
The crises over Manchuria and then Shanghai was
significant to the question of Philippine independence
because it deeply involved Republican policy making
regarding the Islands.

It made Stimson all the more

determined to keep the Philippines. 4

The consideration

of an independence bill, reported favorably by a committee
in May, 19]1, followed by the Manchurian Crises in
September of that year, and reintroduced in January, 19J2,

1

Ibid.,
--...--...

p. 302.

2eurrent, "The Stimson Doctrine,lt ~. cit., p. 532.

4eurrent, Secretary Stimson, .2.E. ctt., p. 120.
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during the Shanghai Crises, came at the worst possible
time as far as Stimson was concerned. 1 Being an inter
nationalist charged with the conduct of American foreign
policy, Stimson naturally argued against Philippine in
dependence largely on strategic grounds.

Theodore Friend

has concisely summarized these arguments:
American prestige in the Orient depended upon
military force, upon completing the job of
politico-economic development in the Philippines,
and upon keeping face by not backing down before
the Japanese. An independence act would not only
weaken prestige in all three instances, but would
overthrow the power equilibrium in Asia by eroding
the American position, undermining European in
terests, stimUlating various colonial and semi
colonial nationalisms~ and above all, encouraging
Japanese imperialism.
Joining Stimson in the leave-it-alone school was
Secretary of War Hurley.

Hiram Bingham was their outlet

in the Senate, and Nicholas Roosevelt, the journalist,
carried the argument to the public.)

The Joint Planning

Committee of the Army and Navy was a chief lobby prota
gonist to the administrative position. 4
A few examples from both in and out of Congress
perhaps will show the forcefullness with which the
internationalists presented their arguments.

1~., pp. 120-21.

2Friend, "American Interests," .2E.. cit., p. 516.
)Ibld.

4Frlend, Between Two Empires, QQ. cit., p. 85.
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With war actually unsettling conditions in the
Far East, leaving the Philippines was considered akin
to quitting under fire. 1 To pick up and go was "con
temptible," said Representative Brumm of PennSylvania. 2
"To haul down the American flag in the Orient," said
Congressman Colden of California, "is to invite the dis
gust of every nation hoping to preserve the balance of
power and the peace of the world in the Orient. oJ
To leave the Philippines might "cast reflections"
upon the United states as a power, said the New York
Herald Tribune. 4

Withdrawal from the Philippines, wrote

Nicholas Roosevelt, would be a threat to the internal
and external security and order of the Philippines, and
damage our prestige, commerce, moral leadership,
Christianity and democracy in the Orient; it would be
regarded as a confession of weakness; and result in
takeover of the Philippines by another power with con
sequent unsettling effects.

The British would at once

5l New York Times, 1:'~bruary 6, 1932, reprinted in
the Congo Rec., 72:1, p. 3646.

2con~. Rec., 72:1, p. 7409.
J cons • ~., 73:2, pp. 4838, 4840.
4 New York Herald Tribune, June 29, 1932, re
printed in the Qong. Rec., 72:1, p. 14,261.
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use this as an argument to enlarge her navy. 1

With

native uprisings considered a prime danger in the early
1930's, freeing the Filipinos was likened to tossing a
firebrand among dried fagots. 2
Even Winston Churchill entered the fray by
writing an article which appeared in a popular national
magazine.

In an apparent attempt to offset balance

sheet, or profit and loss considerations which tended
to justify Philippine independence, Churchill admitted
that the Islands were "in a material sense, no profit. H3
Hence, American retention could not be argued upon
"bookkeeping considerations of profit or loss."

The

issue could be decided, he argued, only on considerations
of "national duty, dignity and honor, and upon its inter
national repercusslons."4
However cogent the international considerations
may have been, United states foreign policy as it con
cerned the Philippines was ensnared in a webb of contra
dictions which was bound to have concerned many Congressmen

1Nicholas Roosevelt, 2£. cit., pp. 410-15.
2Smlth, Our Future in Asia, Q£. cit., p. 71;
itlheeler, "Republican Phll1ppii1"ePolicy, SoP. c1 t., p. 387.
JW1nston Churchill, "Defense in the Pacific,"
Colliers, XC (December 17, 1932), 12.

4Ibid •
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Theodore Roosevelt, an original apostle of the
"large policy" of Mahan, once contended:

Ult is at

best foolish and at worst criminal not to correlate
policy and armament."1

Either the United states

should retain complete control over the Philippine
Islands, he said, or absolve itself from all respon
sibility for them.

Any half-and-half course would be
both foolish and disastrous. 2 True to his philosophy,
he eventually advocated freeing the Philippine Islands.)
Although the navy stood firmly against with
drawsl from the Philippines, it, too, asked for a clearcut decision either to withdraw or to maintain our
strength in the Far East.

Above all, the navy sought

to avoid a middle course, the path of greatest danger. 4
Yet all of the Republican administrations of the
1920's fell into precisely the error that Roosevelt and

1Mortson, 2£. cit., p. 762.
2Theodore Roosevelt, All Autobiography (Vol. XX
of National edition. 20 vols.; New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1926), pp. 491-93.

3Ibid ., see page 2.
4 Fred Greene, "The 1'11litary View of American
National Policy, 1904-1940," The American Historical
Review, LXVI (January, 1961), 374.
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the navy warned against.

The United states hung in

between the two possible resolute courses, unwilling
yet to free the Archipelago, unready still to defend
1
it.
An ever-increasing dichotomy between national
policy and military strategy and strength was created. 2
The navy defined the national foreign policies
which it was charged to enforce as the maintenance of
the status quo and the balance of power, the integrity
of China, the Open Door in China, and freedom of the
seas, the limitation of armaments, neutrality, and
political isolation.)

The incompatibility between the

first four and the latter three policies appear to be
self-evident.

The navy, more properly, simply noted

that a serious conflict eXisted with Japan on the first
four, and there was dissention within the United states
on the last three policies. 4
Charged, nevertheless, with enforcing a national
policy which dictated that the Philippines must be
defended, the military planners devised "War Plan

lFrlend, Between Two Empires, 2£.
2Morton, ~. cit., p. JJ.
JGreene, Q£. cit., p.

4 Ib1d •

375.

£11.,

p. 8.
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Orange." a contingency plan in case of war with Japan. 1
The plan was based on a "strategic offensive" conceptl 2
This envisaged an offensive war. primarily naval.

The

initial mission was to establish sea power in the
Western Pacific.)

This would mean a possible under

standing with Great Britain. and utilization of the
opportunity offered by a non-treaty regime to establish
naval bases and fortifications in advanced American
possessions which could serve as starting points for
an offensive against Japan in her own waters.

4

tion of Manila Bay would thus be essential.

To the

Beten

army would fall the vital task of holding the base until
the arrival of the fleet.

5

The prospects of successfully executing Orange
Plan were variously described as "wholly unrealistio."
and "more a statement of hopes than a realistic appraisal
of what could be done.,,6

1 Morton. Q£.

2

The commander of the

£1!•• p. 29.

Ibid •• p. 34.

J 1bid•• p. 29.
4William Henry Chamberlin. Japan Over Asia
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 193~p. 154.

--

SMorton. loco cit.

6BOrg • QE. o.i~ •• p. 248; Morton. £E. cit •• p. JO.
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Corregidor defenses called the plan "literally an act
of madness."l
The navy went only so far as to say that Japan
could attack, and the Philippines would be "extremely
di fficul t':to defend. H2

National policy, after all, was

not within its province and it could only assert that
the Philippines would be defended and that reinforce
ments would be forthcoming, as planned in Orange, in the
event of war, and provide for that defense the best it
could.]
The ambivalent American attitude between isola
tionism and commitments led to uncertainty or to diver
gent views between the army and the navy.4

Beginning

in 1926. the army began to cleave to a "strategic
defense" concept of national security.5

A line from

Alaska to Hawaii to Panama would have been America's
outer line of defense.

With American defenses concen

trated behind that line, the west coast and Hawaii would
have been virtually impregnable against attack.

lWheeler, Prelude to Pearl Harbor. 2£.
2 Ibid •
JMorton, QE.. ci t •• p. 36.
4Greene.

.Q.E.

01 t. , p •

355.

5Norton, QQ. c1 t. , p. 34.

Victory

£11.,

p. 81.
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over Japan would have come via economic pressure and
raids on Japanese commerce, with little interference with
the economy of the United states. 1
In the split over what to do, the army thus
emerged with an isolationist doctrine.

It wanted to

leave China and drop the burden of the Philippines, for
it did not consider the Western Pacific a vital area in
terms of American interests. 2 A military commitment to
the Philippines was therefore the gravest threat to
that policy, and Philippine independence was considered
a graceful way out. 3
The army was said to be sensitive to the sur
rounding intellectual and political environment, and
responded to the strongly isolationist current of the
time. 4

Besides, War Plan Orange favored a navy-dominated

Pacific at a time when bUdgetary allotments from a
parsimonious Congress were Bcarce. 5
In spite of the army split, however, it was the
naval strategic offense concept that guided American

l Ibid •

2Greene, 2£. cit., p. 370.

J I bi d.,

p.

J 72 •

4 Ibid ., p. 373.
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planners until the outbreak of war in 1941. 1

In all

fairness, however, it should perhaps be noted that the
navy attempted to devise other means to defend the
Philippines.
One means was through cooperation with the
British, with the possibility that placing the entire
British-American fleet under joint command could have
held the Philippines.

2

This was more like a partial

solution, since the possibility of defending those
islands was still considered rather remote.)

This was,

furthermore, but an informal agreement, since it was
thought that a public treaty would have failed due to
the fact that the American people were quite "chary" of
4
any entangling alliances in those years.
Seeking to narrow the dichotomy between policy
and possibility, a second method to defend the Philippines
was developed in naval planning circles even as Philippine
independence was developed in Congress.

Naval strategists

planned an aerial defense for the Philippines based on
aircraft carriers. 5

The success of that plan, like

lMorton, Q£. cit., p. 24.
2

Hoover,

Memoirs, QR. cit., p. 368.

JWheeler, Prelude 1Q. Pearl Harbor, .£E. cit., p. 102.
4Wheeler, Republican Philippine Pollcl,

££. cit.,

p. 389.

5Wheeler, Prelud~ to Pearl Harbor, ~. cit., p.

97.
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naval fortifioations, would have depended on Congress'
generosity.
Hobbes onoe said, "Covenants without swords are
but words."l

Joseph Grew, United states Ambassador to

Japan in 1932 complained that American foreign policy
was "all battledore and no shuttlecOCk.,,2

Stimson

saw himself plunged into a desperate world-wide battle
for the highest stakes, and his hand, as he put it, was
"a pair of deuces. ,,3

Members of Congress surely must

have scrutinized the oontrasts between power and policy
in the Far East as it prepared to aecide the fate of the
Philippines.
Internationalists in Congress up to 1931 had
argued, "If we set the Philippines 'adrift' they will
immediately fall 'prey' to Japan. n4

Congressional

isolationists until then had lightly dismissed such
strategic arguments against independence as "the
Japanese bugaboo.,,5

IHobbes, LeViathan.
2Joseph C. Grew, Turbulent ~Ta, A Diplomatic Record
of Forty Years, 1204-~, Edited by Walter Johnson
lBoston: HOUghton Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 9J1n (diary
entry of December 20, 1932).

3Bundy,

~.

oit •• p. 159.

4Representatlve Nelson, (Wisconsin), Congo Rec.,
71:2, p. 5320.

5 F'rlend. "American Interests,ti

.Q.E..

cit .• p. 517.
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After the Manchurian incident in 1931, the isola
tionist tone became much more serious.

The "Japanese

bugaboo" became the "Japanese threat."

Many Congressmen

reacted negatively to further retention of the Philippines.
Many wishfully desired non-involvement in all foreign
broils.

Some drew unsparing conclusions from the actual
state of American power in the Pacific. 1
The more inarticulate isolationist, disillusioned

by the sequel to the World War, was generally apathetic,
if not strongly opposed to American naval and military
spending, to interventions abroad, and generally even
to exercise of influence in foreign areas. 2

This

isolationism had many exponents in Congress who believed
that the most powerful America was one which would con
fine its power to the continent, or at most to the
hemisphere, rather than dispersing, and thereby weakening
it, elsewhere. 3
The Manchurian incident was taken seriously by
those Congressmen.

It was viewed as clinching evidence

for retreat to Hawali. 4

Will Rogers seemed to decipher

lFriend, Between Two Empires, 2£. cit., p. 85.
2prlend, "American Interests." lac. cit.
J 1bid •

4Frlend, Bet't'1een Two Em;Eires, loco cit.
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what was bother1ng the isolationists when he observed
that "the freedom of a race of people never entered into
it • • • The only reason why we ever held 'em this long
is because the Japanese didn't use sugar in their tea.
But they are liable to start using it any day."i
Theodore Friend thought many in Congress were
"willing to complete a series of awkward accommodations
to Japan by a graceful and final withdrawal from the
west Pacific." although, he said, the dignity of the
forum forbade saying so. 2
There appeared to be no reluctance on the part of
some Congressmen to advocate withdrawal from the Philippines
on isolationist grounds.
Lester Dickinson recalled that Japan was "very
aggressive" at that time, that the fear of war with Japan
was present "all the time."

When asked whether Congress

men and Senators voted for Philippine independence
because they wanted to eliminate that threat, Dickinson

l New York Times, April
"Amerlcan-Interests," p. 522.

5, 1932,

cited by Friend.

2priend, Between Two Empires, 2£. cit., p. 86.

..
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replied, "That's one of the things they have (sic) in
the back of their head.

No doubt about it."1

Senator King, noted that the Secretary of state
did not favor Philippine independence within a short
time because of the confused situation in the Orient,
and stated that there were many congressmen who favored
Philippine independence precisely for that reasone 2
One Congressman repeatedly reminded his peers
that the Philippines had become as the "sword of
Damocles, suspended over our heads, that Japan can at
her will cause to fall.,,3

We were holding a lightening

rod, he said, and beckoning the lightening, Japan, to
strike; when she did, our billion-dollar navy would go
into "Davy Jone's lockere,,4

lStatement by former U.S. Senator Lester J.
Dickinson, personal interview, (July 28, 1967). ~tt. Dick
inson served in the U.S. House of Representatives from
1918 to 1930, and in the Senate from 1931-1937. The
pes Moines Register called Dickinson a "nationally known
figure during his days in politics," and a darkhorse
candidate for the Republican nomination for vice-president
in 1924 (Des Noines Register, June 6, 1968, p. 6). Al
though 9J-years old when interviewed, ~tt. Dickinson was
remarkably active and mentally alert. Although, under
standably. unable to recall specific details, he did
convey personal and, presumably, farm bloc attitudes
toward the Philippine question. He died June 4, 1968.
2

Congo Rec., 72:2, p. 553.

JRepresentative Cross, (Texas), Cona. Rec., 72:1,
p. 7406.

4Ibid.. p. 7407.
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Representative Thurston of Iowa, a member of the
House Committee on Insular Affairs. said that the United
states had all the hazardS pertaining to the occupation
of the Islands without any facilities or any provisions
to protect our possessions.

He was applauded when he

stated, "So whether conditions remain stable in Asia or
not, our people do not care to take the chance of being
involved in a war on the other side of the globe. p1
In the Report of the Senate Committee on Terri
tories and Insular Affairs it was maintained that the
Philippine Islands could not be held against a strong
enemy for any reasonable length of time; they were a
liability, and might involve us in disputes with a
foreign power.

Once the Islands were captured, they

could hardly be retaken by us for at least two years,
and then only at the cost of an immense amount of money
and "hundreds of thousands" of American casualties.

2

It appeared to isolationists that the United
States must bid the Philippines "good-buy and Godspeed,"
or blindly drift into a war which could not be justified
on the ground of any economic interest.}

l Cong . Rec., 72:2. p. 1762.
2Senate Report, QE.

21!., p. 12,812.

JRepresentative Strong, (Kansas), Congo Rec.,
71:2, p. 267; Raymond Leslie Buell. IsolRted America
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1940), p. 95.
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A sense of impending doom seemed to dominate the
minds of some Congressmen.

Senator Lewis of Illinois

feared "even in this hour the complete imperiling if not
the destruction of the institutions of this Republic."l
After mentioning the transition time of ten to fourteen
years it would take to get out of the Philippines,
Senator Robinson of Indiana, referring specifically to
Japan, saw no need to mince words:

"I am hoping." he

said, "we may have good luck and good fortune enough
to escape war with that power or any other during the
next fourteen years; and then we are out, and we are
out for good, and for al 1 t ime to come. • • 82
Since the Japanese menace was also an argument
for the retention of the Philippines, sponsors of lnde
pendence legislation paradoXically continued either to
discount the possibility of any Japanese threat against
the Philippines, or to show outright indifference to
possible Japanese conquest of the Islands.)
Senator Hawes countered Mr. Robinson's Japanese
menace and war talk with rationalizations about the

l Cong . Rec. 72:2, p • 1921
•
2

Congo 11ec.

•

72:1. p •

14,4~5j

72:2, p. 1792.

)Willlam G. Carleton. I1Isolatlonism and the IlJlddle

H

West," ~ Missts s1 P1 Vallel Historical Review, XXXIII
(December, 1936). JJ.
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nature of Japanese expansion.

The conflict between

Japan and China proved again, he said, that Japan's
expansion was not to the tropics but to the temperate
zone, away from the Philippines and toward the mainland. 1
Japan had enough colonial problems already without taking
on more.

Her self-interests were against aggression.
Her trade depended on international cooperation. 2 In
other words, there was no international problem to
freeing the Philippines--just free them.

The Japanese

did not like the climate there anyway.)
Isolationists forwarded other plausible themes
to counter the internationalist arguments.
Because Japan nor any other nation coveted the
Philippines, the United states could conclude a treaty
with Japan to recognize the Islands as an independent
state.

The new nation would be neutfalized,

P~wes

argued, and its security assured via the sacredness of
treaties. 4

The United States, after all. expected her

word to be accepted in good faith, so she must accord

lCona. Rec. t 72 :1, p. 14.477; the same arguments
were presented on the nouse side by lIlT. Osias. Congo Rec ••
72 : 1, p. 12 , 806.
2 COn8 • Rec.

,

71:2, p. 532).

JeOng. Reo. • 72:2, pp . 1794-95.
4 Congo Rec. , 72:1, p. 12.840.

·.;P
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equ$l sincerity of motives to other countries signatory
to peace treaties, agreed the FiliPinos. 1
Besides international agreements, the League of
Nations would protect the Islands in any case, the
isolationists said.

The Philippines also had "moral

protection," because a Japanese attack on the Archipelago
would be an "unpardonable affront" to the United states.
There was also a counterpoint of hopeful realpolitik-
Great Britain, France, and Holland would step in should
Japan show signs of upsetting the balance of power. 2
Even if international politics and counter-power
should fail, isolationists concluded in a touch of
irony, that the question Of invulnerability had never
been invoked as a prerequisite to independence. J

Woe

to the Philippines, they said, if there had to be an
absence of troubles and dangers in every part of the
4
world as a prerequisite to independence.
To go ahead was not cowardice, argued proindependence forces.
"proof."

Teddy Roosevelt was cited as

He had argued that the Philippines were the

l Cong • Rec., 71:1, p. 656.
2Friend, "American Interests," loco cit.

JeOng. Reo. , 71:1, p. 656.
~

4 cong • Rec.

,

72:2, p.

1764.
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United states' "heel of Achilles" and he never had a
cowardly thought or action in his life. 1

In an ingenious variation, the Senate Committee
and Representative Hare reported to their colleagues
that to hesitate to go ahead with independence in the face
of a "little international instability in the Orient"
would be evidence of weakness. 2 To not free the
Philippines on the basis of a "community of interest*'
with other European nations in the Orient, furthermore,
would be to recognize an "unsound philosophy repugnant
to the very best tradition of our nation. lf )
Philippine independence would enhance, not under
mine, American prestige in the Orient, went the argument.
The American action would be a "complete and emphatic
answer to those foreign nations who have always been
saying that • • • the United States of America is a
great, grasping, avaricious, imperialistic natlon. n4
The United states would have a clearer voice in Asian
affairs, it was argued, for she would have proof that

l Cong .

~.,

72:2, p. 1763.

2 Congo
p. 1766.

~.,

72:1, p. 12,516; Congo Rec. , 72:2,

3senator Hawes, (Missouri), ConE~ ~., 72:1,

p. 14,476.

4nepresentatlve Fish, (New York), Congo Rec.,
72:2, p. 176).
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she had no imperialistic designs there. 1

America could

make her record shine in clear contrast to the dark
deeds of the "desperado nations" of Europe and Asia. 2
Finally, although not publicly discussed, the
idea was forwarded that there was more danger to the
Filipinos while under the American flag.

American bases

on the Philippines might attract enemies to the Islands,
but could not repel them. J

In case of war with Japan,

the Filipino people could be the first victims, although
they might, in fact, be a mere third-party alien to the
question in issue. 4
A contemporary journalist cited three foreign
policies which the United States could have pursued:

to

provide against aggressive action by guaranteeing our
communication with the Philippines and the Far East;
to pro cede as we were, face a later inevitable disaster
from which we would ultimately emerge victorious; or to
Withdraw from the Far East. 5

lstatement by 1~1mo Kalaw, a Dean of the Univer
sity of the Philippines, Cong. Rec., 72:2, p. 1094.
2

Adler, 2£.

£11., p. 112.

3Frlend, uPhilippine Interests," 212. cit., p. 74.
4Kalaw statement, loco cit.
5\-vayne Francis Palmer, "Islands or Else, II New
Outlook. (February, 1934), reprinted in the Congo Bee.,
73:2, p. 841.
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The first option was the internationalist.

It

would have meant keeping the Philippines indefinitely,
and pursuing the Churchillian ideal of arming to prevent
1
war.
This was what the navy wanted. There was,
according to Perkins, little reason to suppose that
the United states could have refrained from opposing a
calculated course of aggression in the Western Pacific
whether or not it was sovereign over the Philippines,
Nor was it probable, he said, that the Philippines would
have been spared if the United States had not been
present.

2

Theodore Friend thought that depression, tradi
tional isolation, and naivete' about power made Americans
unequal to the Churchillian POliCY,]

He wondered whether

a second course should not have been taken--quick and
complete withdrawal from the Philippines.

This was

what the isolationists--and the army--wanted.
Friend, however, was not advocating isolationism
as American foreign policy, but rather was speculating
about what might have been best for the Filipinos.

He

thought that naval views on strategy would have pre
vailed, and a direct thrust toward Japan would have

lFriend, Between Two Empires, gE. cit., p. 266-67.
2perkins, 2£. cit., p. 52.

J

Friend, Between

'I1~o

E.mpires, 2.£. cit., p. 267.

4
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spared the Philippines being made a major battle ground.
The Japanese would have arrived anyway and eventually
departed, but les8 destructively on each occasion.

The

Philippines would have been spared a scourging compar
able with that of Poland.

This could have contributed

to greater internal stability against the Communist
threat in the post-war years. 1
Grayson Kirk, although he did not explore the
idea, advocated isolationism.

Since there was no valid

basis for such a position, the United states, he said,
should have withdrawn sovereignty from the Philippines,
and given up all erstwhile plans for becoming a Far
Eastern power.

"If isolation is to be our policy, it

should at least be an intelligent and thoroughgoing
isolation," he sald. 2
American imperialism had been relatively "easy
pickings" up to 1931; after that time the going promised
to become increasingly rough.

Americans had about de

cided that the game was not worth the candle.)

On the

whole, by 19)2 the impression had become widespread in
the United states that the Philippines were an

lIbid., pp. 267-68.
2 Kirk, .QE.. cit .• p. 12 6•.•

)Carleton, loco cit.
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inconvenient appurtenance. a burden rather than a
blessing in time of peace, costly and probably impossible
to defend in time of war.

p~ny may have thought they

were worth protection by diplomacy, but assuredly not
by force.

It was in this atmosphere that Congress made

its decision.

CHAPTER V
THE GREAT DEPRESSION

In 1921, members of the House Ways and Means
Committee broke into laughter when a remark was made,
half facetiously, about giving the Philippines their
independence.

Neither the pUblic nor the Congress was

seriously concerned at that time over any danger from
Philippine import competition. 1
In 1930, the tone was entirely different.

That

"football of American politics," Philippine independence,
was ready to be tossed out for another Congressional
booting.

The chief factor motivating Congress was

said to be economic expediency. 2

The farmer was pic

tured as being "savagely menaced" by Philippine agricul
tural competition.)

Organized labor demanded the

termination of Filipino immigration. a source of cheap
labor.
On December 7, 1931, while hundreds of "hunger
marchers" milled about outside, the first session of the
Seventy-second Congress convened.

l

The mob outside lent

Kirk , Q£. cit .• p. 76.

2 "Freeing the Philippines to Tax Them, Q The
J:.,i terary Digest, cr II (December 28, 1929). 8-9.

3 eong • Reo., 72:2, p. 846).
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a tone that was recurrent in a Congress without answers
to solve the bewildering problems of depression which
1
gripped the nation.
In this atmosphere. the United
states Congress. inclined to clutch at anything that
might prove to be a panacea to offset the Great Depres
sion. prepared to decide the question of Philippine
2
independence.
Friends of the Islands were fearful that
the disadvantages of Philippine competition would be
so exaggerated that no reasonable view of those
questions would be taken.)

There seemed to be an

excellent chance the ball would be carried over the
goal line.
In order to understand the striking change which
occurred in advocated Philippine policy. a look will
be taken at the general condition. attitudes and demends of the agricultural community and their repre
sen~atlves

in Congress in the late 1920's and early

1930's.
Although the Great Depression gave great impetus
to anti-Philippine agitation. it would be inaccurate to

IE. Pendleton Herring. "First Session of the
Seventy-second Congress," The American Political Science
Revie!!" XXVI (October. 19J2T:"" 846.
2Smitht Our Future in Asia, 9l?. ctt., p. 109.
JTheodore ~v. Friend. "Philippine Independence
and the Last Lame-Duck Congress." Philippine Studle.§..

XII (1964), 260-61.
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say that the move to restrict or free the Philippines
originated with the Depression.

The farm community had

not been prosperous at any time during the 1920's.

In

contrast with the wartime demand, farmers were plagued
by overproduction and falling prices.

The farmer's

share of the national income had decreased from 14.9
per cent in 1920 to 718 per cent in 1929. 1
Philippine competition of the 1920's provided a
ready, if misleading, scapegoat for American agricultural
distress.

Philippine agriculture had enjoyed en extra

ordinary boom during the decade.

Wartime prices, plus

improvement of an already strong position in the American
market by the Fordney-McCumber Tariff of 1922, had
given strong impetus to Philippine trade.

Of the three

leading exports, sugar increased 450 per cent, coconut
oil 221 per cent, and cordage more than 500 per cent. 2
Since this contrasted so greatly with continental farmers,
whose share of the national income between 1920 and 1929
dropped nearly fifty per cent, farm interests saw
Philippine competition as a source of American distress.
As prices for dairy products and cottonseed oil began

l Kirk , Q£. cit •• pp. 77-78.
2Frlend, "~nerican Interests." 2£. cit., p. 510.
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to slump, domestic producers blamed the Philippine
"coconut cow" for their Plight. 1
The farm community saw the Philippines as a
burden to the United states.

The United states was

buying more from the Philippines than it was selling
to them.

This was thought, as though by definition,

to be an unfavorable balance of trade.

The six-year

period from 1923 to 1928 was said to have averaged
$36,012,000 per year in favor of the Islands. 2
To add to the reputed injury, eighty per cent
of the imports from the Philippines were cited as con
sisting of farm products, whereas only twenty per cent
of the exports of the United states to the Islands
were farm products. 3

This tended to increase the

farm feeling that industry was getting to play first
fiddle while agriculture burned.
The term "unfavorable," to the extent it implied
something undesirable, was misleading.

1

r~y

thought

Kirk, 2£. cit., pp. 74-79.

2 Cong • Rec., 71:1, p. 4072.
Jsenate Report, 2£. cit., p. 12,810; this "80%,
20%U argument l~as widely quoted, both in and out of
Congress. In the Farm Bureau Federation Convention,
December 10, 1928, however, it was said that 95% of our
imports from the Philippines consisted of agricultural
products. See the reprint of AFBF remarks, Congo Rec.,

71 : 1, p. 4067.
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the U.S. could improve its position by decreasing its
purchases, even if it meant killing the customer.

They

seemed to overlook the fact that the Philippines were
our eighth best customer. 1

There was even the possi

bility that the unfavorable balance with the Islands
was being translated into a favorable operation through
a triangular trade clearance with Japan. 2 Besides, as
the Philippine Independence Commission reported, "The
only question of policy is whether or not the relation
between the different accounts is what we as a nation
would like it to be. n )

Congress had yet to decide whether

the relationship between the United states

and

Philippines

was what it desired.
The most essential farm grievance concerned the
question of competition.

The farmer and dairyman saw

agricultural imports from the Islands as a serious
menace to their interests.

"The greatest menace that
confronts the American farmer today is the TroPlcs. d4

lSmith, Our Future in Asia, lac. cit.

)aobert M. Hutchins, (ed.), Commission of Inquiry
into National Policy in International Economic Relations,
{Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1934',
p. 20.

4Editorial, "Tax Tropical 01ls," lVlinneapolis
Irlbune, reprinted ln Congo ~., 72:1. (April' 2), 1932),
pp. 8751-52.
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The Minneapolis Tribune quoted Alonzo E. Taylor, "a
world famous chemist," as saying:
• • • It is impossible to conceive the mental
process of the legislator who cannot see the
same necessity for the protection of the Amer
ican farmer from the rapidly increasing flood
of tropical oils that is pouring into this
country every year. America has a surplus of
animal and cottonseed fats. Animal fat is a
drug on the market today. The swine raiser is
penalized by the packer for the excess fat on
his hogs. The dairyman, with the price of butter
down to a ruinous level, is forced to compete
with the margarine made from Philippine oil im
portations. When Doctor Taylor as a chemist
says that there llh~t any reason why American
produced fats should not be used in the manu
facture of our soaps. no fair-minded person
would question his statement. 1
The farmer, already faced with the problem of
overproduction. saw the development of irrigation systems
in the American West as bringing new acreage into com
petition with farmers already in operation.

2

They

dreaded the additional potential of the Philippines
developed to the fullness of their vast agricultural
possibilities, cheap Filipino labor working in the
fields. and its products transported free of duty to
the United states.
American farmers could not understand the
government urging them to cut production in order to
raise prices on one hand, and, on the other hand, aid

1 ~., p.

8752.

2senate Report, laC. ci~.

,
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the development of Philippine agriculture and permit its

.

products to compete with their own on the American
1
market.
This attitude was reflected by L. J. Taber,
Master of the National Grange.

After noting that

agricultural imports were $1,906,150,000 in 1927, with
$1,250,000,000 duty free, he continued:
The real surplus that is distressing American
agriculture is imported into the United states from
countries with lower standards of living and lower
costs than exist here. As long as we have competi
tive imports of the enormous total of two billion
dollars, the necessity for revision upwards of the
agriculture schedules will be apparent. 2
In a gross distortion of fact, an article in
Wallace's Farmer said the Philippines annually were costing
the United states ten times the $20 million it took to
acquire them.)

The deduction made by the farmer was

that the free importation of insular agricultural pro
ducts had already made a grave inroad upon the earnings
of the American farmers--their standard of living--and
the competition was likely to increase in the future,

1 Cong • Ree., 72:1, (June 20, 1932), pp. 13,433-34.
2 L . J. Taber, "The Attitude of the National Grange
the Tariff," Annals ££ the American Academ~ of
Political and Social Science, CXLII (V~rch, 1929), 331.
~'oward

.

JHerman steen "Coconut and the Cow, It I'jallace's
Farmer, LIV (February 22, 1929), 289. The $2 billion
allUded to coincide 't\Ti th approximate agrl cuI ture im
ports into the United states.
.

"

multiplying adverse results. 1

It wasn't the original

cost, it was the upkeep that was bothering them!2
Faced with the severe economic maladjustment of
the twenties, the agricultural community turned to the
farm organizations for help.

This period saw the rise

of a militant and powerful farm bloc, hostile to
Eastern industrial and financial interests, and willing
to vote with the Democratic minority.)

The assemblage

of forces opposed to Philippine competition included the
National Beet Growers' Association, representing nineteen
beet-growing states of the Iftdwest and West, who joined
the Farm Bureau and the National Grange to lead the
public attack. 4

This already formidable array was

joined by dairy organizations, cottonseed crusher's
associations, cordage manufacturers, and domestic sugar
prOducers. 5

Behind the scenes was the powerful Cuban

Sugar Lobby, which worked mainly through the National
City Bank of New York to save their investment from the
dual threats of Philippine competition and CUban revolu

tion. 6

lBeard, QQ. cit., p. 516.
2

steen, loco cit.

--

3Kirk, lac. ill.

4priend, .'American Interests," ~. cit., p. 511 G

6Friend, nAmerican Interest," lac. cit.
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Efforts of the various farm lobbying groups
succeeded in enlisting active support of Senators and
Congressmen, especially from dairy and cotton states.
"Through their efforts, the farm bloc thus became a
unit, and a powerful one, in opposition to the free
entry of Philippine coconut oil which they regarded as
the chief source of their ills. tl1
Along with the agricultural were the labor lobbies
which, as has been mentioned, were interested in re
stricting Filipino immigration.

Their organized effort

on the Philippine question was an early sign of the
power and influence to which they would rise under the
2
New Deal.
What agriculture wanted was tariff protection.
The Farm Bureau, not active during the Fordney-McCwmber
high tariff bill of 1922, had seen industry reap the big
increases.)

This led Henry Wallace, editor of a leading

farm magazine, to complain that agriculture was playing
"Esau to the industrial Jacob. u4

2priend, t1American Interests," .Q.E.. cit.

I

p. 510.

JorVille Kl1e, The Farm Bureau Throu~1 Three
Decades (Baltimore: T~Waverly Press, 194~, p. 53.

4cedt!1' RaEids Gazette. December 7, 1932.
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If the products imported from the Philippines had
been manufactured, rather than raw products, said
Congressman Cross, who would be sommple who would not
know that the tariff would have long since been apPlied?l
The farm organizations were said to have an almost
"feverish desire" to come to the rescue of American
agriculture, to help place it on an equal footing with
American industry, and to give it adequate protection
from foreign competition.

2

Since a protective tariff

had brought about the prosperity of industry, why not
agricUlture?)

Said Farm Bureau President Thompson:

We must secure a permanent national policy
that will bring agriculture within the accepted
American protective system, to the extent that
protection is extended to the products of the farm
just as effectively as it is extended to the40ther
groups that go to make up our national life.
"Tariff for all or tariff for none," was the
policy of the National Grange.

• The American

farmer is entitled to sufficient protection to give him
the American market," It sald. 5

l cong . Rec .• 72:1, p. 7406.
2phll1PPine Commission. £E. cit., p. 5123.
)Chrlstlana McFadyen Campbell, The Farm Bureau
and the New Deal (Urbana: The University or-Ill1nols
PresS:-19b2):-P:'" 141.
4 Sam H. Thompson, "The Essentials in Farm Rellef
as Viewed by the American Farm Bureau Federation."
[irmflls of the Juperlc,an AcadeJ;!l;Y £! Poll tical and Soclal
Science, cnrr O'JaTch. 19291. )25.
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Soon after a victorious 1928 RepUblican campaign.
which promised farm relief, President Hoover called
Congress into special session to pass the Hawley-Smoot
tariff, which called for higher tariffs on agricultural
products.

Farm bloc leaders in Congress soon made

attempts to add amendments designed to grant indepen
dence to the Philippines, and to levy a duty on imports
from the Islands even before independence.
A statement by Louisiana's Senator Broussard

was typical of many made by Congressmen friendly to the
farm position.

He said:

Agricultural products in this country are
entitled to the American market, which is the
best market in the world. We are engaged • • •
in readjusting rates, especially on agricultural
products, in order to preserve the American
standar~ of living among the rural class of our
people.
He proposed that the Philippines pay a duty on all commodi

ties as provided under the then-pending Hawley-Smoot tariff
act, thus equalizing competitive conditions.

2

The statement by Senator Broussard was an example
of the idea of economic nationalism, with which the
farmer had become imbued.)

The farmer sought to withdraw

from intercourse with foreign peoples to the greatest
Possible degree, to become as self-contained as feasible

lCo~g. Rec., 71:1, p. 4066.
JCarleton, lac. cit.
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in the modern world.

1

Domestic measures, operating at

home with American resources, were thought the best
avenue to achieve a high level of well-being for all. 2
The farm community thought foreign trade should
supplement--not compete--with domestic resources; it
should exchange American surpluses with other countries
where mutual advantage was served.)

As former farm-bloc

leader Lester J. Dickinson succintly put it, one must
"compromise between what you sell and what you need."
Although he called himself a "high-tariff man." he said:
"You can't be exclusive in it." that it was necessary
to pick-and-choose "what you need a tariff on and what
you don't. H4 It was thought that where advantageous,

lWalter Lippman, Interpretations 1211-12l£
(Edited by Allan Nevins; New York: The 14acmlllan
Company, 1932), p. 269.
2 Ibid ., p. 24; Charles A. Beard and George H. E.
Smith, The Old Deal and the New (New York: The 1<19.0
millan Company."""'I9'40r:-p:-J2~

4Dicklnson Interview, loco cit. Lester J. Hicks
and Theodore Saloutos refer to-DlckInson as the leader
of the farm bloc in the House of Representatives in
1921. C'Iwentieth-Ce.nturl Populism: Apiricul tural
Discontent in the r~l1ddle West. 1.2..1Q.-.12.22. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press:- 193IT, p. 32V. Letters
by the Farm Bureau to Senator Dickinson. and his pre
sentation of their position on the floor of the Senate
would support ~tr. Dickinson's statement that he was
"one of the bloc leaders" in the Senate.

__
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Congress should endeavor to maintain home markets for
the benefit of domestic producers. 1
In spite of stringent farm efforts, the Hawley
Smoot Tariff bill of 1929 contained only defeat for
agriculture insofar as the Philippines were concerned.
"They lobbied and orated and resoluted and exerted fair
and foul pressure, but, when the inequitous Smoot-Hawley
(sic) tariff bill was approved by Hoover in 19)0, it
did not contain a tariff on Philippine products."2
This was because it was not qUite good morals or good
principle to impose tariff duties on the Philippines so
long as they were wards of the United states.

As long

as they were held without their consent, they should
have absolutely free trade with the United states.)
On the basis of action taken, these attitudes appear to
have represented the majority sentiment on the Philippine
question in that Congress. 4

So long as that attitude

prevailed, tariffs could not be applied against Philip
pine products any more than a tariff could be leVied
against Texas or Illinois. 5

lphil1PPine Commission, £e. cit., p. 5121.
2 Dav1d Bernstein, The Philippine stoty (New York:
Farras straus and Company;-r9~7), p. 128.

Jeong. Rec., 71:1, p. 4379.
4Grunder and Livezey, 2£. cit.,p. 192.

5Ki1e ,

00.

~

cit., p. 157.
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~Yen in defeat, however, the Hawley-smoot strug

gle marked the turning-point in the organized farm
struggle against Philippine competition.

Faced with

tariff setbacks, a warning note crept into farm organ
ization declarations during 1929.

Congress was served

notice that if the problem could not be solved on a
tariff basis, the farmers were determined to press for
immediate independence.!
During the Hawley-Smoot debate, Senator King
had introduced an amendment proposing immediate inde
pendence for the Philippines.

When discussion on the

proposed amendment threatened to sidetrack positive
action on the tariff bill itself, Senator Bingham,
chairman of the Senate Committee on Territories and
InSUlar Affairs, stated his intention to hold hearings
on an independence bill as soon as possible, and to
submit a report to Congress without unnecessary delay.
This was the turning point. 2

The same spirit of economic

lsQlationtsm that produced the Hawley-Smoot tariff helped
produce a series of proposals known as the Hawes-CUtting
bill, for setting the Philippines free. 3

lAcCording to Senator Bingham, representatives of
farm organizations first made the threat to the Senate
Finance Committee in 1929. Congo Rec., 72:2, p. 427.
2philiPpine Commission, loco cit.

J David Lawrence, "Tariff Issue Governs Vote on
Filipinos,ll The Burlington GazettEl, January 14, 1953:

John D. Hicks, Repub~ican Ascendancx, 1221-1211 (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers. 1960), p. 2~
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Guaranteed the opportunity to take up the question
of Philippine independence at an early date, the Senate
quickly voted down the proposed agriculture-bloc amend
ments.

The first Hawes-Cutting bill was subsequently

introduced on January 6, 1931, and its favorable report
by the Senate Committee was made on l~y 24 of the same
1
The bill was left Without decision by the 71st
year.
Congress, to be re-introduced in January, 1932.
The intervening period between passage of the
Hawley-Smoot tariff in 1929 and the beginning of debate
on the Philippine independence bill in 1931, of course,
was marked by the advent of the Great Depression.

The

worst fears of the farmer, who was especially hard hit,
seemed to be borne out.

By 1932, the price index of

farm products had reached its lowest point since 1899.
Total farm receipts had declined to one-third of the
amount of 1918, while farm mortgage debt rose sharply.
Forced sales of farm property had quadrupled since
1921-24, and hundreds of thousands of hard-working
farmers and rural shopkeepers were facing bankruptcy
or expulsion from their horoes and stores because they
could not meet mortgages and other debts.

2

lphl11PPine Commission, loco cit.
2lilchard Horrls, (ed.), Encyclopedia of Amerioan
Hlstorz (Revised edition; New York: Harper and Brothers,
19b1L p. 509.
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"Grave national questions in relation to the
economic depression, with all its growing acuteness and
consequent suffering and distress," increasingly engaged
the attention of Congress during 1930 and 1931. 1
Members of the Philippine Independence Commission noted
that the feeling of economic nationalism in the United
states was growing:
Logically, the thought and the attitude of
public men in the United States was that America
should devote herself primarily to the cure of
her ot~ social and economic maladies, leaving the
other nations to take care of themselves as best
they could. It was not long before this view
gained ground an~ gripped the mind of the whole
American Nation.
This nationalistic trend was partly a natural reaction
against internationalism which, it was alleged, had
brought to the different nations many of their ailments.]
This attitude, of course, smacked strongly of selfinterest, and helped to generate a concern for the status
of the Philippines as it affected the national interest
of the United States.

An article written by Rufus S.

Tucker for the Harvard Business Review was unique in
this regard in that it made a summary analysis of
Philippine-American relations touching on the Philippines
as a market for American exports;

lphlliPPine Commjssion,

8S

100.

a source of materials;

cit.

:3 Ibid •• p. 5121

-

-
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as a center of distribution for trade with Asia; and as
a field for investment.

It also considered the stra

tegic value of the Philippines to the United states,
and contained a summary of the costs of occupation. 1
Tucker estimated that the total gain from the
Philippines to all classes of American citizens, whether
in profits from commerce, investments, or personal
service, was less than 310,000,000 a year.

Costs of

occupation were said to be $4,000,000 a year, and
$22,000,000 was expended by American consumers for free
trade articles (not including sugar), or a total cost
to the United states of about $26,000,000 a year. 2
This figure did not include the extra naval expenditures
needed to maintain the Philippines.
The question was raised whether it was possible
to show mathematically the increase of buying power
among stockholders and employees of industrial and
trading concerns trading with the Philippines producing
additional domestic buying power offset by any loss
that might come to American farmers.)

Or, whether

elimination of Philippine agricultural competition would
raise the buying power of American farmers to such an

lTucker, "A Balance Sheet of the Philippines,·
loc. cit.
JBeard,

£E. cit., p. 520.
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extent that they could take the surplus cotton and other
manufactures for which an outlet was found in the
Philippines.

Although the Tucker influence was evident

in some of Senator Hawes' manifestations, the fact of
the matter was that no conclusive balance sheet was
drawn by Congress showing profit or loss on a basis
similar to Mr. Tucker. with respect to national interest
in the retention or independence of the PhiliPPines. 1
In other words, neither the data presented at the
hearings nor the debates in Congress produced a mathe
mati cal solution of the problem in the economic terms
employed by the parties to the argument. 2
Economic nationalism was also attacked on other
grounds.

A "round robin," signed by 1,028 economists

in 1930. protested against the Hawley-Smoot tariff bill
on the grounds that increased protective duties would
increase consumer prices; subsidize waste and efficiency
in industry; injure the vast majority of farmers. who
depended on the world market for their cotton, corn,
lard, and wheat crops; and make export trade, in general,
sUffer.)

According to a January, 1933. Des Moines

l See Hawes· remarks, Congo ~., 72:1, p. 13,435.
specific reference is made to Tucker's ideas in the same
source, p. 14,474.
2

Beard, lac. cit.

3statement protesting the Hawley-Smoot tariff bill,
018Y,5. 1930). pp. 8327-)0.

Congo Rec •• 71:2,
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Register editorial, the forecasts of trouble the document
contained were verified in almost every detail. 1
The Des Moines Hearings of the COmnUssion of
Inquiry on International Economic Relations likewise pro
duced widespread criticism of the nationalist economic
approach of the early 1930's.

Most Iowa authorities,

including Mr. T. W. Schultz, head of Agriculture Economics
at Iowa state College, and Mr. L. E. Hoffman, Dean of
the School of Commerce at Drake University, criticized
the high tariff policies of economic nationalism as
harmful to Iowa's agricultural industrles. 2
Even the president of the Iowa Farm Bureau Fed
eration recognized that economic nationalism "is in
opposition to the interest of agriculture generally."
"~nerlcan

agriculture has suffered severely during the

past, and • • • at the present time from a policy of
wholesale protection," he said. admitting that "it is
only very recently that the farmer has begun to
appreciate this fact."

That was in April, 1934. 3

l Des Moines Register, January 11, 1933.
2Hutchins. 2£. cit., pp. 361. J63.
3Statement by Chsrles E. Hearst, President of the
Iowa Farm Bureau Federation, at the Des Moines Hearings.
Hutchins. !bid •• p. 363.
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In defense of agriculture economic policy were
those who noted that farmers, like everybody else, were
dealing with very extreme conditions.

Said one author:

Clarity of thinking on the part of farm groups
was neither significantly better nor notably
worse than that of other groups, including
Congress and the administration. All were
dealing with a situation more baffling than any
they previously experienced. All were wedded
to relatively orthodox procedures. 1
In such conditions, said another author, t.Simple
arguments with specious plausibility can be expected to
attract more attention than the subtle economic reasoning
underlying the accepted theory of international trade. tf2
Agriculture interests perhaps were not so indif
ferent to the plight of the Filipinos as was reflected
on the surface.
Mr. Dickinson reported that he didn't think
Philippine sugar was hurting too much.

He even felt a

certain kinship to it because he once raised sugar on
his farm in Kossuth County and "made good money off of
it."

When prices fell, however, he went over to corn. J

Perhaps he

thou~ht

the Filipinos also could switch to

a different money crop.

lMurray R. Benedict, Farm policies of the United
States 1790-12..2Q (New York: '1"11.e 'IwentlethCentury Fund,
19531, p. 272.
2Henry J. Tasca, The Reciprocal Trade Policy of
th~ Uni ted sta tea, !1. Study in Trade Phl1oso,EhX (Phl1a..
delph is: Uni versi ty of Pennsylvania Press, 1938), p. 1.
JDicklnson InterView. loco cit.
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Dickinson recognized that Congress "gets a lot
of propaganda on a bunch of information that all of it
(sic) doesn't pan out. nl
setting a precedent.

He seemed to be interested in

The first thing to do was to free

the Philippines, then negotiate on tariffs afterwards-
to make a "business adjustment."

If the Filipino

needed help in certain areas, you could help them; if
the American farmer needed help, then you could do that. 2
When asked whether we were helping ourselves and
not caring for what happened to the Philippines, Mr.
Dickinson answered:
No, I don't think we were. We never help
ourselves by punishing anybody else by disre
garding their interests. Usually those things
we try to work out so it equalizes. But some
times you have to go qUite a ways before We
learn what's happening in the hog trough. J
In 1930, however, economic nationalism was in
full swing.

The organized voice of farmers and wage

earners, representing as they did the bulk of the people
and of political constituencies, gained in strength.

Farm bloc representatives worked closely with the
Farm Bureau.

"There \>\Tas never anything done that

wasn't done in collusion with and for that purpose-

l

Ibid •

31J2JJ!.
4phl1ipPlne Commission, loco cit.

4
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to satisfy something they wanted done," 1~. Dickinson
1
said.
The tacit acceptance of their viewpoint by the
mass of people made that sector appear representative
of the mass, and helped them to determine policy.2
Conferences between the Farm Bureau, Grange and
Farmer's Union, January 6-8, 1932, produced a six-point
legislative program which was presented before the House
Committee on Agriculture, January 12. 3

The Conference,

which was qUite a success, adopted the name National
Farm Conference and met from time to time throughout
the next two years.

It was the first time in the

history of organized American agricUlture that the
"big three" had ever reached unanimous agreement on a
legislative project of such momentous significance to
the industry. 4

The National Farm Conference legislative program
included high tariff policies (the American market for
the American farmer), and Philippine independence (With

lDickinson Interview, loco cit.
2statement by Oscar B. Jessness, Chief of the
Division of Agriculture Economics, University of
Minnesota at the Chicago Hearings. Hutchins. QE. cit.,
p. J 18.
3Benedlct, Q2. cit., p. 271.

4 Ameri oan Farm Bureau Federati on, Net'ls Letter,
(January 12, 19)2), p. 1, cited by Kile. 2£. olt.,
pp. 180-81
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resultant elimination of Philippine products from the
duty-free list).

The group met with a caucus of nearly

one hundred members of Congress and discussed their
plans.

"Apparently this united front together with the

increasingly desperate economic condition of the farmers,
spurred Congress into action," the Farm Bureau said. 1
The farm and labor lobby was opposed primarily
by American companies with investments in the Islands
who lobbied through the Philippine-American Chamber of
Commerce.

2

One category included utilities companies, food
companies, and the Standard Oil Company.

They generally

asked for a thirty-year transition period to "put
themselves in shape."

They mainly spent a great deal

of money on anti-independence propaganda.)
Companies involved in trade with the Philippines,
mainly importers and processors, comprised a second
They echoed the demands of the 1898 imperialists,

group.

and spoke for expanding American trade relations with the
Far East.

rVlanufacturers-exporters lent support to the

importers. but neither group had alternative legislation
to offer. 4

1

Ibid., p. 18 L

2prlend, f1A.merican Interests," .2.E.. cit. p. 508.
Senator Hawes identified these groups in the Congo Rec.,
72:1. (June 20, 1932), pp. 1J,433-36.
t

4 ~bld •• p. 509.
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Finally there were the l~nila Americans, who
were interested in protecting what they considered en
dangered investment.

They urged that America had not

fulfilled her trust in the Philippines, nor had yet
realized her trade potential in the Orient. 1
With a Philippine Independence bill destined to
be debated in the 72nd Congress, the battle lines were
drawn.

It was readily apparent that, compared to the

unified front of the labor and various farm organizations,
no equally powerful American economic group was pre
pared to do battle for retention of control in the
Philippines. 2

The confidence of the agricultural

lobbies was bolstered.

}~n

administration discredited

by the depression was faced with an uphill battle to
retain the Philippines in the face of
opposition.

lIbid., p. 510.
2 Kirk • £R.cit., p. 100.

overwhelmi~~

CBAPTEli VI
ECONOMIC ARGUI1ENTS
The desire of certain economic groups to put
certain Philippine products beyond the tariff wall led
them to advocate Philippine independence.

Since it was

the pressure of these interests that was a determining
factor in the passage of the independence bill, it is
necessary to inquire just how seriously these Philippine:
products competed with domestic production.

This will

require an examination of each of the four chief
Philippine exports, tobacco, hemp, sugar, and coconut
011.
American tobacco interests did not actively
participate in the proceedings leading to Philippine
independence between 1930 and 1932.

Philippine tobacco,

althOUgh their fourth largest export, amounted to only
five per oent of total exports in 1934.

This was not

particularly harmful to American tobacco or its manu
facturers.

Filipinos, on the other hand, had developed

a particular l1k'ng for American cigarettes.

1

American

tobacco companies kept qUiet, and hoped to preserve a

lGrUnder and Livezey,

Ope

cit., p. 212.
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tax-free market. which was vastly more important than
competition at the raw product level. 1
Abaca and cordage. oombined. amounted to about
seven per cent of Philippine exports. their third
largest.

There was no objection to the free importation

of Manila hemp or abaoa beoause. at that time. there was
no satisfactory substitute for making good rope.

The

bind came over their exports of oordage. which greatly
exoeeded imports of the raw material. 2
The Amerioan Cordage Institute was faced With a
deoline in domestio produotion of oordage from 193,000,000
pounds in 1927 to 88,000,000 pounds in 1935, whereas
imports from the Philippines inoreased from 4,900,000
to 11,000,000 pounds. 3

Beoause of their dual position

ss an importer of raw abacs. the Institute seemed to
make no all-out campaign.

But behind the soenes they

drummed-up support for Philippine independenoe as the
only means to obtain limitation of a genuine oompetition.

1 Friend , "American Interests." 2£.
2Grunder and Livezey,

£11., p.

££. Q!1., pp. 215-16.

4Friend. "American Interests,"

.!.2£. .ill.

51).

4
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Sugar was the major Philippine export, double
that of tobacco, coconut and hemp combined. 1

Philippine

sugar exports to the United states had increased rapidly
to 1,000,000 long tons by 1932 compared to 356,000 long
tons in 1922.

This increase corresponded to a decline

in raw sugar prices after

2929.

Amerioan cane and beet

farmers became convinced that their interests were
jeopardized by the expansion of Philippine production. 2
What validity was there to the desire of American sugar
interests to exclude Philippine sugar?
The answer was that exclusion of the Philippine
product would have improved neither domestic prices nor
produotion levels.'

Prices were dependent on sugar

imports, not from the Philippines, but from Cuba.

The

price was established by the world market plus a twenty
per cent tariff on Cuban sugar, which would still be
coming in.

The only loss to the United states was the

amount of the CUban duty on all sugar imported from the
Philippines. 4

lUnited states Department of Commerce, Statistical
Abstract of the United States (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 19JOJ, p. 506; Grunder and Livezey,
£2. clt., p. 216.

4Ib1d .: also Friend, "American Interests," Ql?. cit.,
p. 512. 
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Since the United States was consuming six million
tons of sugar a year, and the beet farmers couldn't hope
to produce a quarter of that, the Filipinos thought the
American sugar interests guilty of a dog-in-the-manger
1
attitud9.
On the average, about eighty per cent of
United States sugar was imported, with 44 per cent from

Cuba, 12 per cent from the Philippines, and 24 per cent
from some of our other territories. 2 The American market
could absorb a considerable increase in Philippine pro
duction since, on the average, domestic sugar production
increased less in ten years than consumption increased
in one year. 3
For the United States to have become selfsufficing in sugar production, it would have needed to
abandon the CUban preferential, plus implement rigid
limitation of imports from all insular afSas, plus
impose an extremely high sugar tariff. 4
Whereas it was agronomically possible to produce
all our sugar requirements, the result would have been
a decided inorease in sugar costs paid by

lsmith, Our Future

97 per cent

1!! Asia, .2J?. ill.,

p. 106.

2~. Ree., 7212, (December 12, 19J2), p. J16.
JeOng. Ree., 72:1, p. 9544.

4Kirk ,

.QE..

oi t., p. 91.

'"~B.;?-----------------------YII
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of the total farm community to benefit less than three
per cent.

1

The consumer would have paid heavily for

subsidizing an industry which could neVer have hoped to
maintain itself in the free market. 2 To greatly increase
the cost of sugar to the farm oommunity would not have
been wise, since the real problem of the farmer was a
low purohasing power, not the twelve per oent sugar
consumption from the PhiliPPines.)
Although the sugar farmers, spread over some
twenty states, were numerous enough in twelve of them
to be a deciding faotor, they were only part of the
IObby.4

The sugar bankers were even more important. 5
The tactics of the beet lobbies, not soundly

reasoned, was the harderto understand beoause they allied
6
themselves with Wall street and Cuban-American sugar.

lAustin A. Dowell and Oscar B. Jesness, The Ameri
can Farmer and the Export lliarket (Minneapolis I The
University or-Mrnnesota Press, 1934), pp. 149-50.
2woodbern E. Remington, Cross Winds gi Empire
(New York; The John Day Company, 1941), p. 260.
Jsenator Pittman, Congo Reo., 72:2, p. )16.
4Carter Field, "National Greed and the Philippines,"
Forum, LXXXV1I1 (January, 1930), 42.

5smlth, Our Future 1a Asia, 2£. £!l., p. 107.

-

6Friend, "American Interests," .2],. cit., p. 512,
Kirk, QE. cit., pp. 89-9); Grunder and Livezey. 2£. cit.,
pp.

216-17.
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Senator Pittman was "astonished" at the tremendous support
of the sugar producers of this country for the Cuban
lobby, who for years had been almost "mortal enemies"
of CUba.!
New York banks had millions of dollars invested
in Cuban sugar.

SUch diverse critics as Cameron Forbes,

Arthur Krook, and Manuel Quezon all singled out the
National City Bank of New York as the leader in an
effort to free the Philippines.

Historian Theodore

Friend agreed with Cameron Forbes' accusation that the
bank was guilty of a short-sighted policy, conniving the
independence movement to "chuck away the Philippines and
save some of their pennies."2
Senator Underhill condemned the "oil utterances"
on the floor as being "propaganda from certain paid
sources, undoubtedly much of it financed by the sugar
interests of Cuba,· misleading the American farmer and
his representatives into thinking Philippine independence
would help the sugar growers of this country.)

California

--

lSenator Pittman, loco cit.

2 New York Times, April 5, 19J2; cited by Friend,
"American--rnterests,n 2£. cit., p. 511. The National
City Bank was said to have-eventually lost about 60
million dollars in Cuba. Another author said that New
York banks once had "as much as" $9 million invested in
Cuban sugar. See Smith, loco ill.

J Cong • Beo., 72:2, p. 1762.

ii:\p
0_"",'
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representative Colden called the propaganda "all a lot
of buncombe and hOkum."l
others. however. thought the American position
in Cuba was of legitimate concern.

Whereas perhaps

$544 million in American money was invested in Cuban

sugar alone. circumstances were such that little
American capital was invested in Philippine sugar. 2
Senator Hawes pointed out that the investment in CUban
sugar was held mostly by stocks held throughout the
United States. and American investors had a right to
question the fairness of a policy which taxed Cuban
sugar. while allowing Philippine sugar to enter free.
He said the Cuban sugar was "almost as much an American
commodity as it could be were it produced within our
own borders .. ";
Senator Long. of the sugar-cane state of Louisiana,
also came to the defense of the Cuban sugar interests.
Four times as muoh business was being done with CUba
and, he said, not generally at taxpayer's expense.

It

was true that Cuba's exports to the United States of

1 Cons. Ree., 73.2, p. 48;8.
2 Hawes Analysis, Cong. ~., 72:1, p. 13,4)4.
Field, ~. £!!., p. 128, thought $800 million was in
vested in Cuban sugar.
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209 million dollars in 1928 exceeded her imports of
United states goods by $82 million. 1 But, said the
Senator, the economic structure was complementary, not
competitive.

Moreover, the "unfavorable" balance with

CUba created a surplus credit for the exporting country
whioh was used to apply to United states investment.
He concluded, ·We have just as much right to talk about
building up trade relations with Cuba as with the
Philippine IslandB.· 2
Ninety per cent of Philippine sugar competed,
not with the Amerioan-grown produot. but with the sugar
from Cuba.

During the period from 1929 to the end of

1931. the Cuban sugar market shrank by over one million
tons. while domestic beet and cane sugar increased
300,000 tons.

This proved that duty-free Philippine

sugar made no inroads on domestic sugar, but like any
other duty-free sugar, it did displace part-duty-paying
Cuban sugar.'

What CUban-American interests hoped to

gain by a tariff on Philippine sugar is shown by the
following statement:

lCommlssion of Inquiry, 2£. cit., pp. 151. 154;
~tatistical Abstract. 2£. olt., p. 599.
2 0ons • Rec., 72:2. (Deoember 9. 1932), pp. 269-70.

JeOng. ~., 72:1. p. 9544.

.

'<2:: •
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A duty on the part of the supply coming from
the Philippine Islands would not provide addi
tional proteotion to domestic producers and hence
would not cause much further shift to sugar in
this country. The probable effect would be to
increase our purchases of sugar from Cuba be
cause of the preferential duty on Cuban sugar.!
The Cuban share of the United states market, which
dropped from 56.2 per cent in 1922-1926 to 28.2 per cent
by 1932, had seriously curtailed American exports to
that Island and brought disorder and revolution in its
wake. 2

Under the stimulus of tariff protection, Amerioan

insular areas (Puerto Bico, Hawaii, and the Philippines)
had expanded their production and sales to the point that
Cuba

was in danger of being rapidly crowded out of the

American market.)

A1 though it was true that Cuban-American sugar
interests promoted Philippine independence solely for
the selfish purpose of shutting the Philippines out of
the American market, the economic and

pol~tlcal

disaster

whioh was pending in Cuba in the short run would seem
to lend some rational justification to their policy.
If attempting to cut the Philippines out of the picture
was short-sighted, then so was the Spolicy· wh1ch per
mitted the eoonom10 position of Cuba to seriously deteriorate.

lnowell 2£- oit •• p. 148; Robert L. Bacon, (Former
member of Senate InsUiar Affairs Co~ttee), Congo Rec.,
72a1, p. 9544.
2 Kirk , 2£. cii., p. 128.

.~>
~~.
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When Congress steadfastly refused to tax or other
wise limit U.S. dependencies, the Cuban sugar lobby. in
its self-interest, probably thought it had no other
choice than to press for Philippine independence.

Because

of their plantation methods. Cubans could expand pro
duction in any given year to fill up any hole in the
world market.

Cuba had been producing less than a third

of capacity for almost fifteen years.

Keeping a million

tons of Philippine sugar out of the United states would
help. 1
Inasmuch as political stability in Cuba depended
on assured access to the American sugar market, it wou14
appear that the American economic position in Cuba, indeed,
CUban stability itself. was a legitimate national con
cern.

In fact, the political stability in Cuba was soon

to be considered important enough that Cuba was assured
aocess to the Amerioan sugar market. placing all imports
on a quota basiS under the Jones-Costigan Law of 1934.
AlthOUgh Philippine independence was won, the actual
quotas for sugar production. including that for the
Philippines, was taken out of the field of independence.
Against coconut 011, the second largest Philippine
export, were arrayed

r~dweatern

and southern farmers,

T'.
f~c

:;:-.;
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represented generally by the National Dairy Union. the
National Cooperative Milk Producers Association, and
many state dairy associatlons.

two arguments:

Their ease was based on

the interchangeability of fats and oils

in soap manufacture. and customer change-over from
oleomargarine to butter. 1

Soap (64.3%)

and

oleo (22.4%)

accounted for most of American coconut oil consumption
in 1932.

2

As has been shown, the United States was exper
iencing a period of eoonomic nationalism, which was
designed to preserve the American market for the American
farmer.

The fundamental issue was whether such domestic

products as lard and other fats, cottonseed oil and
other oils, and butter, could be given a larger home
market in place of Philippine coconut 011.

The concensus

of historians has been that coconut oil became a scape
goat for what essentially amounted to severe competition
between deomestlc fats and 011s.
The above farm groups sawall fats and 011s as
fully interchangeable, with the relatlve prices of each
acting as the prlmary factor In their use, or rejection.
by

manUfacturers.)

To the farmer, all non-mineral oils

1Friend, "American Interests,H

12£.

cit.

JGrunder and Livezey, QE. cit., p. 21).
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and fats constttuted "one gigantio reservoir from whioh

we may dip out the supply for a great variety of uses •• 1
coconut oil, since it was the produot of low oriental
production costs and standard of living, resulted in an
unfair competition to the American farmer.
"In this country," so the argument went, .cooonut
oil replaces farm-produced oils and fats, pound for
pound, and forces the higher-priced American products
out of the United states into the cheaper foreign trade.· 2
This, in turn, had a ·profound effect along the line in
many industries which use vegetable and animal fats and
Oils.· 3

The broad appeal which the argument made to all

farmers was shown by this statement:
• • • lThiS i!l a considerable factor in holding
down prices of hogs in the middle west, of soy
beans in Illinois and North Carolina, of cotton
and peanuts in the South. of flax in the north
west, and of dairy products allover the United
States. At least 75 per cent of all the farmers
in the nation are affected i~ a substantial way
by this form of competition.
The lfinneapolis Tribune editorialized, "It is an
incontrovertible fact that 600,000,000 pounds of coconut

tErtef of C. w. Holman, representing the National
Cooperative Milk Federation to the House Ways and Means
Committee, «Hearings on Tariff Readjustment, 1929,"
cited by Kirk, OPe g!!., p. 80.
2Steen, 2£.

3I.bid.

£!i., p. 288.
4lliS.
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oil come into the United states every year from the
Philippine Islands and drive out of our market as least
as many pounds of American produced animal and cottonseed
fats."l
The argument found lts way into Congress.

Senator

Borah, for example, quoted a letter from the National
Grange:

"Since vegetable 011s are interchangeable, to

permit coconut oil to come in free from the Phi11ppines
in effect puts all our domestically produced vegetable
olls on the free list. w2 The same was true for sugar
imported from the Islands, he said.
The argument was deceptively simple.
were the °key to this whole problem.-

The Philippines

To allow an exemp

tion for Philippine vegetable oils was likened to building
a stout fence around three sides of a field and depending

on the neighbor's pigs not finding the fourth side.)
The question of

lnter~hanging

oils for soap

manufacture stemmed from the competition lard was meeting

lEdltorial, "Tax on Tropical Oils," ~. cit.
2 Fred Brenokman. (Washington representative of the
National Grange). letter to Senator Borah, (September 25,
1929), reprinted in Congo ~., 72:1, pp. 3977-78.

JSteen,

£R. 2!!., p. 289.
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from lard substitutes.

The real problem of the lard

producer, therefore, was not coconut 011, it was cotton
seed oil.

1

Because cottonseed oil was peculiarly well
adapted to the requirements of a good -shortening- and
cooking 011, its price was raised above other oils used
in soapmaklng, which dlverted it away from that industry.2

By 1931, ninety per cent of the cottonseed oil output
went tnto lard substitutes, whereas lt had virtually
disappeared as an ingredient in soapmaking.

In the

soapkettle, cottonseed oil was replaced primarily with
coconut and palm oil, which increased from twelve to
about 37 per cent of soap-making ingredients. 3
What hog producers wanted to do was exclUde coconut
oil from the American market so that as much cottonseed
oil as possible could be diverted away from the manufacture
o~

lard substitutes into other products, primarily into

1Rainer Schickele and Theodore W. Schultz, -The
Competitive Position of Land in the Market of Animal and
Vegetable Fats and Oils,- !frioultural Experiment Station
Research BUlletin.No. 111.~Ames, Iowa: Iowa state College
of Agr1culture and MechaniCS Arts, ~~rch, 1934), p. 165.
2philip Green Wright, "Effects on American Agri
oUlture of a Duty on Philippine Coconut 011 and Copra,

Journal of Farm Eoonomics, XVI (Aprl1, 1932), 314;
SOhlckele-~ohultz, ~., pp. 160, 165.

a
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soap.

They thought the price of cottonseed oil and hence

of lard would be raised, thus improving the competitive
position of lard. 1
Put in other words. they wanted to shift lard.
which was definitely on an export basis, to a higher
priced domestic market by diverting cottonseed oil from
the competing lard substitutes industry over into soap
manufacturing.

2

At the same time, lard producers wanted

to prevent other domestic oils from replacing cottonseed
oil in lJard substitutes manufacture.

The goals of the

hog farmer thus ran at cross-purposes with the desire of
other American farmers to improve the domestic oil mar
ket, especially for soy beans.)

It was that complicated.

The central importance of the question of inter
changeability would seem to be readily apparent.

To

help clarify the issue, the question may be restated more
concisely:

How SUitable was cottonseed oil for soap and,

therefore, to what extent could it be diverted into the
soap industry?

lRainer Schiokele and Theodo~e W. Schultz, "The
Land Market at Home and Abroad," Agriculture Experiment
Station Bulletin No. 320, (Ames, Iowat Iowa state
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. June, 1934).
pp.

92. 93.
2 Ib1d .• p. 93 ..
Jwrlght. 2£. Qlt •• p. 312.
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Grunder and Livezey, as do other historians,
ooncur with the position of the Philippine-American
Chamber of Commerce representative J. D. Craig, that
the thesis of interchangeability was totally unsound. 1
The extent to which cottonseed oil could reasonably be
diverted would determine the reasonableness of the lobby
position.
Compared to the food industry, oottonseed oil in
the soap kettle indeed did not fare well:
The use of cottonseed oil to supplant other
oils in the soap industry • • • is not as prac
ticable as to use it in the food industries. In
the soap kettle, cottonseed oil competes with
most all other fats and oils, inedible as well as
edible, such as tallow and grease, whale and fish
oils, palm oil and many other vegetable oils, most
of which are cheaper than cottonseed oil. l~reover,
cottonseed oil does not offer any preferable physical
properties when used in making soap. Bather to ~he
contrary, it has several undesirable properties.
Undesirable properties included a tendacy to be
come rancid, and 1ts color and softness made it unfit as
a raw material for many soap grades.

It had a high content

of linalic acid (42%), which caused the unpleasant odors,

Whereas it had no lauric acid.)

Coconut oil, in comparison, had a high content
of lauric acid, an extremely important oleansing agent.

lGrunder end Livezey. 2£. oit., p. 215.
Kirk, 2l2. oit., p. 89.

See

2Schickele and Sohultz, "Bulletin No. }20,"
Q£. £it., p. 92.

f-9
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but none of the undesirable linolic acid.

The second

most important ingredient in soapmaking, its white color
and pleasing odor made it particularly suited for toilet
purposes.

It lathered quickly and freely at low tempera

tures, rinsed easily, and functioned well even in hard
water, leaving no scum.!
According to testimony of soap manufacturers in
the early thirties. soap from cottonseed oil and tallow
proved definitely inferior in all these significant
points. 2
New fabric characteristics xas an important factor
influencing soap manufacturer considerations.
fabrics were lighter and more fragile,

and

"Modern"

there was a

need for soaps efficient at lower temperatures.)
Beoause of its high solubility, coconut 011 was
a regular ingredient of textile soaps.

Soaps based on

oottonseed formulas, however, would not leave modern
fabrios clean.

This fact led Senator Bally to comment

that, if that made Americans dirty, they wouldn't be any
4
dirtier
than their fathers were.

LSl27

1Grunder and Livezey, lac. cit.

)Kirk, 22. oit., pp. 81-82.

4lid.,
p ••82 , oitl
n g eH·a r ings
..• on the Revenue Aot
b
of 1934.
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Consumer preference was important.

Manufacturers

did not want to materially change the composition of
the brands they had widely advertised. 1 There was an
, ",i

increasing demand for hard, white soap, hard water soap,
soap flakes and chips and many kinds of laundry soaps
that helped foster the use of coconut oil in the soap
industry.

2

It was always hard to foresee how the public

would react to even slight changes in the quality of
products to whioh it had become accustomed.;
For their part, the soap manufacturers were
practically unanimous 1n declaring that they would not
make any large scale substitution of domestic oils for
coconut 011. 4

Beoause of the "intrincic worth to the

industry" of coconut oil, it was thought that it would
stll1 be imported With the tariff being passed on to the
consumer.

Faced with this threat, the American Protestant

and Catholio hospital associations expressed a joint
protest.

They feared their soap bill would be increased

$25 million annually.S

lSchlckele and Schultz, "Bulletin No. 171,· 2£.
cit., p. 160.
2

Ibid., p.

J 1b1d .,

166.

p. 169.

4K1rk , loco cit.
~ ~

SBuslness Week, (February 24, 1934), p. 18.

r
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Under then eXisting production methods and con
sumer demand. it would appear that cottonseed oil was
not a satisfactory substitute for coconut oil in soap
making.

In fact. no domestic oils and fats could very

well be substituted for coconut 011.

In this respect,

the use of coconut oil with domestic oils and fats was
more compiementary than competitive. 1
Tallow. the prime ingredient. which comprised
one-third of the ingredients of soap. would not dis
place coconut oil.
Coconut oil and tallow supplement each other
as to solubility and quality of lather. for
when both are used together they broaden the
conditions to which the resulting soap can be
readily applied. Consequently, soaps generally
used for toilet. household and laundry purposes,
such as chips and flakes, are usually ma~e from
a combination of tallow and coconut 011.
A higher price of coconut 011 also could haveLhad

no possible effect in extending the market for soya bean
oil in its principle use as a drying oil, for which
almost 64 per cent of the total output was used.

In

soap making, which consumed 35.8 per cent. soya bean all
could be used with coconut all. but was not a substitute
for it.

In fact, in making a modern soap, soya bean

oil called for a higher percentage of coconut all in the
J
formulas then did other domestic oils and fats.

lGrunder and Livezey. loco oit.
2Sohlckele and SchUltz. "Bulletin No. 171," 1.Q2.. ill·
Jwrlght,

£E. olt., p. 317.
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Corn oil constituted over four times the quantity
of soya bean's 17.9 million tons, and was used to the
extent of 45 per oent in the lard sUbstitutes and salad
oil industries, whereas soya bean use there was negligible.
Another 45 per oent was used in soap making, but to shift
a larger peroentage to the soap ke*tle would be difficult.
Once again, the uses to which corn oil was particularly
adapted were those to which coconut oil was not adapted
and vice versa. 1
Peanut 011 was utllized to the extent of 53 per
cent lnto margarine, and another )0.2 per cent into lard
substitutes and salad oil.

The 19.3 per cent used in the

soap kettle faced severe competition, not from coconut
011, but from cheap animal fats and greases equally

well adapted for the production of soap. 2

Prlces of food

markets for peanuts and peanut butter were so much better
than for olls that farmers did not purposely raise
peanuts for crushing.
this.

Imperfect peanuts were used for

The quantity of oil used in soap making consisted

of -foots" or refuse from refining.)

2Sohlokele and Schultz, "Bulletin No. 171,- 2£.
tl~.,

p. 193.

J Ibid.., p. 193n.
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Iowa State College agriculture economists form
ulated a rule regarding price and sUitability as it
concerned domestic fats and oils:
The less suitable an oil is for a specific
purpose, the cheaper it must be relative to
other more suitable oils, in order to offset
the higher processing cost or possible economic
results that come as a consequence when the
quality of the final product is altered.1
Assuming this rule was valid, then at least two contra
dictions in the arguments of hog producers become
apparent.
First, it would have been extremely difficult
to raise prices of the various oils relative to eaoh
other and in relation to what happened to cottonseed oil,
since each had a "higher use" for which it was especially
well suited.

Since the various oils, except soya, were

SUitable in conjunotion with coconut oil, and cottonseed
was not well suited, then the other olls would have
tended to become depressed, not lncreased proportionately,
as ooconut 011 might have been excluded.

It seems most

unlikely, furthermore, that those olls complementary to
coconut oil would not have been attracted into the lard
substitute industry for which they were also well SUited.
The second contradiction concerns a lack of suit
ability oausing a lower price.

1

Ibid., p. 168.

Lard producers were

c._
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seeking ways to increase the prioe of lard.

But lard.

was low priced and losing its market. not because of
coconut 011. but beoause it was an inferior product in
need of being thoroughly standardized and made superior
to that commonly being sold in that day.1

It was also

victim to changing patterns in dietary intake.

With

the urbanization of the population and greater use of
power machinery, the public was shifting from fats and
carbohydrates to protein in the average diet. 2
Not only were lard substitutes superior, they also
were manufactured and marketed on a much wider profit
margin than lard. so that a considerable increase in
vegetable oil prices could be absorbed by the processors
margin without increasing the retail price of lard sub
stitutes.)
The author agrees with the Iowa State researchers
who. after noting the difficulty of establishing an
answer. ooncluded that the benefit of a tariff on
Philippine coconut oil on lard prices would be "inslg
4
niflcantly small. at best, if not negative.

lScniokele and Schultz, "Bulletin No. 320,"

22. olt., p. 88.
2wright, ££. cit., p. 146.

)Grunder and Livezey. 2£. cit., p. 93.

4 Ibid., p. 11.
~
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As for cottonseed oil, Kirk's statement that there
was "little, if any" competitlon with coconut all was
1
misleading.
Wlth hydrogenlzation, cottonseed oil could
have been competitive in certain kinta or grades of soap.2
The more proper conclusion would seem to be that the
oils were partially interchangeable, depending both on
the price structure (the cottonseed lobby posltion) and
technlcal limits (Klrk's position), as is indicated by
the following statements
• • • In a~ost every case, cottonseed oil can
be substituted for other oils to only a limited
extent, if the quality of the final product is
not to be markedly changed. In order to maintain
the standard qua11t1es of the various kinds and
grades of soap, certain proportions of the specific
011s in the composit10n of the fat and oil miX
tures must be observed. This limits the inter
changeability of oils, even though, from a
technioal view, the process of hydrogenation
greatly increases the interchangeability, especially
in the soap industry. In the final analysis it is
the price structure of the various fats and oils
which decides in each case which oils are used and
in what proporGions, of course'3each within the
range of its teohnioal limits.
If oooonut oil and cottonseed oil had been fully
interchangeable, comparitive price would have been the
deoiding factor.

A tariff on or exolusion of ooconut oil

would have made more sense.

But the teohnical oonsldera

tiona limited interohangeability.

l Kirk • oQ.

£1!.,

With cottonseed 011

p. 8).

2Schlckele and Sohultz, "Bulletin No. 171,"
2E. Qlt., p. 167.
JJ,bid.

JYP
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possessing a strong natural advantage ln lard SUbstitutes,
as did coconut 011 in soap manufacturing, severe economic
leverage would probably have been necessary, perhaps to
the extent of total exolusion of coconut all, to facili
tate a transfer of cottonseed 011 to soap manufacturing.1
As with sugar, the total consumer community would have
been forced to pay a higher price for a basic oommodity
produced by a relatively small part of the farm community.
Unlike sugar, thls subsldization would have supported an
inferior-quality by-prOduct whose demand was better being
met by a substitute industry.
Another edible product, margarine, also provoked
great lobby support for Philippine independence, since
it cut across the interests of the dairy as well as the
livestock by-product and oottonseed-oil industries.
The contentions
two-raId:

0(,

the above farm interests were

First. a tariff on cooonut oil would benefit

agriculture in general to the extent that domestic oils
could then be substituted for uses then occupied
nut Oil. 2

by

coco

Second, they thought a duty on coconut 011

would benefit dairymen by increasing the price of margarine
and hence the price and market of butter.)

1

Ibid., p. 157.

2wright. 2£. cit., p. )12.

3Ib1d •
~

According to
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historians Grunder and Livezey, on neither score did the
agricultural interests have much of a case against any
serious competltion from coconut oil. 1
The attack on coconut oil was partly the result
of a changing pattern of oil usage in margarine.

In 1916,

about 91 per cent of margarine had been a mixture of
animal and vegetable oils, mostly cottonseed oil.

By

1930, 69 per cent of margarine was all vegetable oil
margarine. By 1932, the fisure was 79 per cent. 2
The inorease in the use of vegetable-oil margarine
led to a corresponding deoline in cottonseed oil from
twenty per oent of total ingredients in 1914 to seven
per cent in 1933. 3

This was because cottonseed oil com

plemented "animal" margarine, since soft fat or oil
admixture was needed with the hard animal fats.

4

The trend to vegetable-oil margarine, on the obber
hand, led to en increased use of oooonut 011.

In 1920,

26 per oent of the 011 used was oooonut 011; by 1931 lt
had risen to 67 per cent. 5

lGrunder and Livezey, 22.

s1!., p. 214.

2Report of the United states Tariff Cor~ssion on
Certain Vegetable 011s, Whale Otl and Copra (Report 41,
Second Series, 1932), p. 149, cited by Dowell. 2E. £l!.•
Pp. 141-42.

JKtrk , 22. c1t., p. 86.

4Ib1d •
~

5SohiCltele and Schultz, f'Bullettn No. 171,"
~.

£It., p. 163.
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When cottonseed-oil had been an important ingredient
in margarine manufacture. dairy and cottonseed interests
had

been at competitive odds.

Dairymen in twelve states

who backed bills prohibiting the use of margarine tradi
tionally had found themselves opposed by their beet and
cotton-raising neighbors.

Owing to the fact that the

raw materials employed in margarine manUfacture in 1931
were largely derived from external sources. at a time
when the marketing conditions for national oils and fats
were far from favorable. dairymen were able to become
bed-fellows with their former enemies.

With coconut-oil

as the scapegoat. a deal was arranged whereby oleo made
from domestic oils would be exempted from proposed taxes.
In exchange, cottonseed interests and meat packers came

down in support of the "Buy America" movement.

1

Parm arguments of interchangeability pertaining

to the use of animal fats in margarine typically ignored
changing patterns of consumer preference.

Whereas mar

garines containing animal fats and cottonseed 011 had
once more closely resembled butter and sold for somewhat
higher prices than vegetable 011 margarine, the develop
ment of "nut margarine." a highly palatable all-vegetable
margarine closely resembling butter, was definitely

lBusinese
week, (Maroh 22. 1933), p. 13.
;,;;;:..:;;.:;:;.;;.;;.;;;.= 
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turning the oonsumer away from animal fats to the "more
appetizing" vegetable compounds. 1
Cooonut oil was used in the making of margarine,
among other reasons, because lt stayed solld at ordinary
temperatures.

In Hnut margarine," cooonut 011 constituted

the major ingredient, being more suitable than peanut
oil, whlch did not have the required properties.

Peanut

oil did beoome the second most important ingredient.
Thus the greatest potential for oompetition between coco
nut oil and a domestio oil aotually turned out to be a
oomplementary arrangement. 2
That there were advances in the methods of refining
and solidifying of domestl0 oils in the
denied.

1930's~ot

be

Hydrogenation and other additional prooessing

oosts could have inoreased the peroentage of oottonseed
oil used in vegetable formulas.

A wide variety of mar

garine products on the contemporary market shows the
fruits of such development.

At that time, however,

oottonseed oil generally had no qualities which made it
superior to other olls in making margarine.
Interchangeability based on availability and price
was still more a trend than an aocomplished fact.

1Rem1ngton, QQ. cit., p. 262.
2 Wright,

22. o1t., p. 316.

The

1~

following conclusion by Iowa state College researohers
seems best to describe the situation as it was in the
early depression years:
As to the manufaoture of margarine, the use
of oottonseed oil as a raw material is not likely
to expand, since the produotion of purely vege
table margarine does not favor the use of ootton
seed oil. If the present trend towards vegetable
oil margarine were changed and consumers would
again want mixed animal and vegetable 011 margarine,
cottonseed oil could be more readily used in place
of coconut oil as a majorraw material. 1
In forming their alliance with domestic oils and
fats against Philippine cooonut oil, the dairy interests
may have been rather shrewd, after all.

Beoause margarine

made from a combination of animal fat and oottonseed oil

had lost favor in the publio mind, elimination of ooconut
oil could have benefitted butter accordingly.
Whereas oonsumer preference gave the nod to cotton
seed 011 in lard substitutes, it gave it to coconut oil,

combined with certain other domestic oils, in margarine.
It woula largely be up to future technical product im
provements to change future oonsumer preference patterns.
The competitive struggle that was taking place

between margarine and butter also played a part in achieving
an independence bill for the Philipp1nes.

Dairymen wanted

to improve the competitive position of butter by imposing
a tariff on ooconut 011.

2

lSchlokele and Schultz. ~Bul1etln No. 320,"

£2. Cit.,p. 92.

2wrlght. QE. c~t., p. )12.

1SQ

J. D. Craig argued that the tariff would not help.
Because there was an average price difference, over the
years, of 21.9 cents, a duty of two cents a pound, with

0.53 pound coconut oil in

a pound of margarine, would

not effect the rate of consumption. 1
Although the use of the long-term average was
misleading, leading scholars on the independence question
echo the same basio two cent argument--how little a duty
of two cents a pound would raise the price of margarine
and hence affect consumption.
Theodore Friend allUded to the farm argument as
a "reprehensibly fallacious. u2

Since total output of

margarine was only ane-sixth that of butter, and the
quantity of coconut oil utilized in margarine only five
per cent of the total quantity of butter consumed in

1933. even oomplete elimination of coconut oil from
margarine, it was argued, would have improved the market
for butter only slightly.)
The farm position was portrayed as the harder to
understand because the Philippines were one of the best

l J • D. Craig, 2£. ~ •• p. 9543.
2

Friend, 2£. clt., p. 82.

JGrunder and Livezey,2.£.. cit., p. 214; Schicl{ele
and SchUltz, "Bulletin No. 171," ~ cit., p. 157.
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United states customers for exported flour and dairy
1
productS.
These would be sharply ourtailed as tariffs
became reciprocal.
Historians thus have belittled the role of cooo
nut oil and the competitive threat of margarine.

The

farmer was pictured as being, in effect, irrational.
Kir. thought the truth waSI
• • • that the dairy groupS throughout the
entire country have beoome highly emotional
about the margarine problem and their animosity
has beoome so great that they are willing to
adopt any expedient whioh offers even a slender
possibility of ourtailing its sale. 2
Cooonut oil, alias the "oooonut oow," was pictured as
being lunged at by the farmers as if it was their only
vulnerable enemy:
The increasing use of coconut oil in the
manUfacture of butter substitutes has aroused
considerable interest among farmers , particularly
dairymen, in the possibilities of restrioting
its importation. As a result, some seem to have
concluded that the vegetable oil situation in
volves only oooonut oil and that consequently the
competition of vegetable oils and animal fats
and oils can be taken oare of by restri,tive
import duties on coconut oil and copra.
What scholars of the Philippine problem do not do
1s concern themselves with details of the running com
petitive fight that was being waged between butter and

1Friend,

100.
------

oit.
---

2 K1rk • 2£. cit., p. 88.

JDowell, 2£. oi~., p. 142.
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margarine--a fight waged so vigorously by the butter
interests in the United states that it resulted in the
highest butter to margarine ratio in the world,l
First, the price spread between butter and mar
garine, though considerable, was misleading.

The

competitive position of butter to margarine tended to
be the opposite to that of lard to lard SUbstitutes.
Butter was on the offensive, being undoubtedly superior
to margarine.

2

Margarine, though a substitute, was an

inferior substitute, and that inferiority indicated a
competition on different price levels.)
Second, a competition from margarine was quite
real.

Because ofiimproved methods of refinement and

solidifying, margarine manufacturers were increasingly
shoWing a knaok for transforming raw materials.

They

were showing an ability to reduoe the cost of margarine
production by extensive meohanization of the production
process.

Better organization of the industry, moreover,

had facilitated a well-directed and comprehensive

1H • Boker, "Present Day 'I'endenci es of Production
and Consumption of Margarine," Monthll Bulletin S2.f.
~lculture Economics and Sociology, XXV, No. 12,
Deoember, 19J4}, pp. 517B~9E.
~.

2Sohickele and Sohultz, "Bulletin No. 171,"
Qlt., p. 157.
Jwright, 2£. oit., p. 31J.
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propaganda which had boosted margarine consumption to
an all-time high in 1929. 1

In addition to the factor of competition on
different price levels. plus improved industrial
efficienoy, there was the depression crisis with its
effect on purchasing power.

The margarine industry was

able to adapt itself to the lessened purchasing power,
and the already very low prices of margaine were still

further reduced.

2

This accelerated a price decline which

already was prevalent in butter.

Butter prices, which

in 1929 were 45 cents per pound for butter and 23.5
cents for margarine, fell off in 1930, butter to 37 cents
and margarine to 21.8 cents.

There was a still further

fall in 1931. 3
The decline in butter prices worked to the dis
advantage of margarine, however. for butter thus became
better able to meet the competition.

An American con

sumption of butter, which had reached 17.3

pounds

per

capita compared to 2.8 pounds of margarine per capita

in 1929. went to 17.7 to 2.5 1n 1930, and 18.0 to 1.8 1n

1931. 4 Margarine consumption declined from all

taoker, 22. cit., P' 534E.
2 Xbi d,., p. 539&.

3Wright,

22. oit., p. 313. J1Jn.

4 stat! stlcal l\1?strsct of ~ United states, ~,
p. 619; Schick-ale and Sohultz, "Bulletin No. 171," p. 147.
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all-time high of 332 million pounds in 1929, to 312 in
1930 and 222 million pounds in 1931, a figure roughly
equivalent to the average for 1921-25. and oonsiderably
below the 258 average for 1915-1920. 1
The significance was that, with a price spread
of about fifteen cents per pound, butter was able to
make oonsiderable inroads on the competitive position
of margarine.

With low-purchasing power, it was shown

to be desirable from the viewpoint of butter manufacturers
to have the lowest possible spread in price. 2
The big drop in margarine production in 1931.
however, cannot be attributed entirely to the effects
of the depression, or the more oompetitive pricing of
butter.

Butter interests had been engaged in other

endeavors for governmental proteotion.

Of conoessions

won, a Federal excise tax of ten cents per pound on
artifioially oolored margarine was felt espeoially
severely by manUfaoturers.)

That production and sale

of margarine had been "greatly hindered" by this tax
Was shown by the fact that unoolored margarine, which
in most oases was distinotly unattraotive in appearance,

lIbido
2Boker,

gnlted

22. cit .• p. 537E.

)Ib~d., p. 52)E: Statistical Abstract of the
states, 12J1. p. ;90.
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nevertheless outsold artificially colored margarine in
1929 by nearly twenty to one. 1
Margarine manufacturers by 1930 had greatly in
creased the competitive position of their product by
using palm 011, soya oil and yellow oleo-all to naturally
color margarine.

Naturally colored oleo, consequently,

was brought under the ten cent excise tax in 1931.

As

a result, the colored margarine most resembling butter,
which had amounted to 5.5 per cent of total production
in 1925, fell off to about 1.25 per cent in 1933. 2
To conclude, it appears that the position of dairy
interests may well have been more rational and justified
than historians have hitherto been willing to concede.
Butter was looked in a competitive struggle
against the inroads of margarine.

That the competition

was potentially greater in the near future even then
was obvious.

Therefore, belittling the effect of a

tariff because the output of margarine was only one
sixth that of butter appears to be largely invalid.

2 Ib1d ., p. 524E. The margarine, of course, was
not mentioned by name, nor was it indicated whether it
was Itnaturally" or artificially colored. Since uncolored
oleo so vastly outsold the artificially colored oleo,
it seems logical to assume that the oleo "most re
sembling butter H was naturally colored, and was the one
to be hard-hit by the extension of the excise tax.
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To argue that coconut oil amounted to only a
small per cent of total butter output at that time also
seems to fail to take actual and potential margarine
competition into account.

With all-vegetable margarine

clearly gaining in popular acceptance, especially in
the case of naturally colored margarine, coconut oil
had established itself as a key ingredient in the
margarine-butter struggle.

Dairy interests, embattled

against the inroads of margarine, had good reason to
attack coconut oil.
However real the competition from coconut-oil
margarine may have been, the effeot of a tariff on the
price and oonsumption of margarine, however, remains the
more relevant argument.

Kirk stated that with a fifteen

oent margin. margarine would still maintain most of
its customers.

Yet. the consumption of margarine with

that apprOXimate prioe spread deolined markedly in 1930
and 1931.

The factors of price competition ooourring

on different price levels, and the absolute purchasing
power of the population would seem to raise serious
doubts about Kirk's thesis.
With a loss of consumer purchasing power and
the decline in butter prices in those abnormal times,
a significant number of buyers did decide in favor of
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the superior product.

In view of this. an additional

one cent in the differential could have been of signi
ficance.
The tariff increase. furthermore. shoUld not have
been considered as though it stood alone.

Dairy interests

had won a significant concession by virtue of the ten
cent excise tax imposed on the naturally colored oleo
in 1931.

Dairy interests. therefore. were seeking total

concessions which would amount to eleven cents.
Considering the ·obstinate conflict· between
margarine and butter. it would seem likely that what
butter interests sought was a tariff precedent which
could possibly be translated into future rate increases.
And. they would be undermining the basic foundation for
margarine manufaoturing as it was then known.

With a

restoration of consumer purchasing power or a continued
decline in margarine manUfacturer's cost of produotion.
the tariff. added to the excise tax. conceivably could
have significantly aided butter in maintaining a higher
price and still retain its market.

CHAPTER VII
THE HARE-HAWEB-CUTTING ACT
By December.

1932. the Philippine question was

not so much whether independence would be granted, but
rather it was largely a question of when and how it
would be carried out. 1
To the Senate, long-distance pre-independence
preparation with progressive tariffs in the interim, or
immediate independence followed by a post-independence
period of eoonomic adjustment were the extremes. 2 The
Senate, therefore, rejected the position of certain
Filipinos, who continued to demand immediate, absolute
and oomplete independence, and of Senator King, whose
bill would nearly have provided the same.

Also rejected

was Senator Copeland's legalistic disquisition on the
inability of Congress to alienate territory without a
constitutional amendment.

The War Department's bill.

which provided for increased autonomy under the Jones
Act, was a conservative solution without a following.

1Frlend, "Philippine Independenoe,"

!2£.

clt.

2 Cong • Reo., 72:2, pp. 1789-90.
Jprlend, "Philipp1ne Independence,d 2£. cit.,
p. 261.

J
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Disoussion narrowed ohiefly to the Hare Bill in the
House and the Hawes-Cutting Bill in the Senate. 1
Provisions of the two bills, which were cate
gorically similar, were political, economic, and military
in nature.

Senator Key Pittman, ranking Democrat in

the Committee on Territories and Insular Affairs,
stated the philosophy of the Hawes-Cutting bill as
follows I

to fix a date for independenoe, based on the

moral obligation to extend self-government; to grant a
plebiscite, so that the Filipinos could determine their
own destiny, whether dominion or oomplete self-independence;
to grant a substantial transition period of readjustment
and preparation; and to limit exports from the Philipp1nes
to approximately the status quo of 1932 trade from the
Islands to the United states.

2

Politically, the original House bill provided for

an eight year transition, whereas the Senate version asked
for seventeen to nineteen years.
const1t~onal

Both bills proposed a

convention to be held immediately, and a

plebisoite on whether the Filipinos wanted independence
at the end of the transition period.

Disagreement

l oatum was of necessity largely derived from the
Senate debates beoause the Hare Bill was passed under a
suspension of rules, with debate limited to 40 minutes.
2phl11PPlne Commission, 2£. cit., p. 5126.
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centered around the length of transition, the plebiscite,
and economic provisions. 1
Regarding the transition period, the Benate! Com
mittee considered it a test of the eXistence or non
existence of Philippine readiness for independence,
without relinquishing at once the sovereignty of the
United States over the Islands.

The trial period would

have enabled the Philippines, by their enactments, to
actually test their capacity to rule themselves.

The

United states would have retained that control necessary
to determine for itself whether it wished to proceed
with its approval of Philippine independence. 2
Senator Vandenberg thought the Hawes-Cutting Bill
was the right approach, but suffered from having "reached
out too assiduously for a meeting of the minds," thereby
"losing some of its own logic and contlnulty."3

According

to Theodore Friend, Vandenberg "uncompromisingly· pursued
a twenty-year period of trade adjustment followed by

rather than preceded by a constitutional convention.
American tariffs would have been imposed progressively,
and Philippine exports thus adjusted to a diminishing

lFriend, Between Two Empires, 2£. cit., p. 96.
2Senate Report, QR. cit., p. 12,812.

3 qong • Ree., 7211, pp. 13,258-66. 320-23.
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market.

The Filipinos themselves would have decided

bienially whether or not they were willing to accept
additional burdens.

Meanwhile. the United States would

have retained power to guide Philippine foreign affairs
in times of trouble in the Far East. 1
The War Department favored the Vandenberg proposal
"as among all pending measures." making Senator Hawes
suspicious of the inspiration behind the bill. 2

Hawes

said the bill was a "legislative monstrosity" because
it made increasing their own tax burdens a prerequisite
to Filipino independence. 3

Although Vandenberg thought

the logio behind the bill "too cogent not to have a
chance of producing a meeting of the minds in the
Senate," the Senate ignored him and oontinued work on
the Hawes-Cutting Bill. against which he had voted in
Commtttee. 4
Despite Theodore Friend's declaration to the con
trary. Vandenberg did not uncompromisingly adhere to his
original proposal.

Late in the Philippine debate,

e~d

only after defeat of his initial proposals. he forwarded

lIbld.1 Friend. Between Two Empires.

1£2.

c~t.

2 cong • Red •• 72:1, pp. 14.361, 14,376.

J 1b1d •• p. 14,361.
4 Qong. Ree., 71: 2 . p. 157"
~
j; Friend, ttphl11pplne
Independenoe." 2ll. 2l!., p. 264.
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In December, 1932, and again in March, 1934,

he submitted a substitute bill which prov'ded for "immed
iate, absolute, and complete independenoe at the earliest
moment possible," the same as a similar sUbstitute which
Senator King had made.

1

His plan differed from King's

in that he proposed to oreate a "subsequent, post
independence period of economic readjUstment. ft2

Recip

rocal trade relations between the United states would
have been established for a limited number of years to
accommodate the Filipinos to their new status.

But the

Filipinos would have been under their own government,
and the United states would have been cut loose from
any obligation to defend them from aggression.

If any

thing were to happen in the eighteen years Vandenberg
thought it would take for the Philippines to become
completely independent under the Hawes Act, he wanted
it to happen under their flag rather than the American
flag.)
The Senate did not seriously consider Vandenberg's
alternate proposal, either.

Harry Hawes, although "very

much interested" in the suggestion, ruled it "clearly

l cong • Reo., 72:2, p. 617; 73:2, PP. 4989-91.
2 Ibid •

Jeong. Rec., 73:2, p. 3468.
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out of the picture," presumably because it could not be
done under eXisting trade laws. 1 On the House side , Mr.
Hare answered a similar query more specifically when
he said, "I cannot think that it would be the policy of
this oountry or this Government to maintain a free-trade
relationship With any foreign country without maintaining
a sim1lar relationship with all countries. u2

The sug

gestion ostensibly was not feasible under the "most
favored-nation" olause of treaties made by the United
States with some fifty nations, prohibiting the giving
of preferential tariff concessions.)
Vandenberg countered that the greement would not
occur SUbsequently under the treaty power, but immedi
ately as part of the uinherent organic act,· which
purpose was to separa.te two units of government.

"As

such, and as part of this present action, we would not
Violate the

favored-r~tlon

clause," he said.

A oursory examination of tariff souroes revealed
that Vandenberg was probably correct.

The depression

had apparently brought widespread disrepute of the most
favored nation clause.

Furthermore, many exceptions to

-

leona. Reo. , 72:2, pp. 617-18; 73:2, p. 4989.
2Qong • Reo., 72:2, p. 1767.
3V1cente Villamln, "Economy of Philippine Inde
pendence " Los Angeles Times. (December 2, 1931), re
printed
the Cons. Reo., 72:1, p. 693.

in
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the olause had been granted prior to 1932 , espec 1a 1ly
in dominion situations, without deleterious effects upon
the general operation of the unconditional clause.

One

of the existing exoeptions, in fact, was the United
States' trade wi th Cuba. 1
Other motives probably were more important in
the defeat of Vandenberg's alternate proposal.
most important was the public attitUde.

Perhaps

Vandenberg

himself showed an awareness of what he was up against
when he sald:
One conviotion unmistakably has taken hold of
Amerioan publio opinion, namely, if and when we
leave the Philippines, we shall leave oompletely
and permanently. There will be no post
independenoe tutelage. There will be no Platt
amendment, as in the oase of Cuba. There might
be a reciprooal trade differential in our mutual
tariff • • • but free markets will essentially
disappear along with our flag.2
Another factor whioh may have acoounted for the
failure of Vandenberg's alternate plan to catch hold was
the "rule of expediency· which the respective committees
concerned with the independence bill had adopted.

It

was agreed that it would be futtle to lnsist on an
independenoe bill "too radioally at variance with the
bill used as e basis for the hearings_")

This would

lJoseph M. Jones Jr •• Tariff Retaliation, Reper
£lli.ssJons of the HawleX-Smoot :Bill (Philadelphia:
UnlversitY-or:PennsYlvanla Press, 1934), pp. 248, 315.
2 gona . Ree., 72:1, p. 12.829.
Jphl11PPlne Corami sslon, 2E. ,c1.!.. p. 5124.
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"prevent effective coordination of efforts, might con
fuse issues, divide supporters of independence, 8~d
necessarily delay or impede action on an independence
bill."

1

Committee members themselves had observed, that

an immediate independence measure was ·considered im
practioal by a consensus of opinion in Congress and
impossible of enactment. n2 Sponsors of the bill were,
in short, attempting to harmonize the divergent views
of!its supporters and to avoid as many controversial
questions as possible, hence, the "rule of expediency."
Farm lobbies also took an active interest in the
length of the transition period.

Farmers had been

asking for immediate protection, but the Hawes-Cutting
Bill gave no protection at all for ten years, and no
protection in full for as many as nineteen. J
The farmers said they could not wait nineteen years

for full tariff protection, "not • • • even four years.

u4

JFriend, "Philippine Independence," QR. ~.,
The original Senate version called for a basic
fifteen year transition, with a tariff implementation of
5 per oent a year the last five years, followed by a
plebisoite within two years, followed in turn by American
Presidential reoogni tlon of independence, again within
two years.
p. 262.

4Letter from twelve national farm and dairy organ
izations several state brenches and four national farm
ne~spape~e to Senator Lester J. Dickinson of Iowa, Cons·
~q., 72:2. (Deoember 14, 1932), pp. 426-27.
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In a letter to Senator Dickinson, farm organizations
called for complete independence within five years, with
tariff step-ups of twenty per cent a year, beginning at
once.

They opposed any provision for a trade conference

which would "contemplate or imply further trade con
cessions."

1

Proposed farm bloc amendments designed to imple
ment early or immediate tariffs or, if failing in this,
quotas on Philippine products, thus engaged the economic
area of contest in the Senate. 2

The stronger the economic

motivation, the more stringent one might expect the tariff
or quota provisions of the final bill to have been.
Senator Dickinson proposed an amendment to the
Hawes-Cutting Bill exactly along lines of the farm lobby
request.

Sponsors of the bill, who argued that the amend

ment would defeat the logic behind the bill and weaken
tbe bargaining position of the Senate with House members
in conference, were barely able to defeat the Dickinson
amendment, 37 for, 38 against it.)
Before Hawes and his fellow managers were able to
work out support for a twelve year compromise, Senator

2Frlend, "Philippine Independence,"

,

.

J Oong• Re~., 72:2, p. 435·

l2£.

cit.
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Edwin Broussard of Louisiana obtained a vote on an
amendment of his own:
plebiscite.

an eight-year transition with no

Although the amendment originally passed.

40 to 38. subsequent bargaining and maneuvering in the

Senate brought reconsideration and defeat of Broussard's
amendment.

1

The farm bloc. having failed in their more immedi
ate goals. then assaulted the quota provisions.

Amend

ments by Senators Long and Smoot kere adopted which
reduced the quotas on Philippine agricultural imports
considerably below the status quo envisioned by the
bill's sponsors. 2

Attempts by Senator Dickinson to still

further reduce the duty-free quotas by fifteen per cent
a year. however. were soundly defeated in the senate. 3
Farm bloc members had more support when they

attacked the plebiscite prOVision of the Hawes-CUtting
Bill.

Ostensibly, the democratic process would leave to

the Filipinos the final decision regarding their own fate.

"We ought not to force the Philippines from under the
4
flag if they wish to remain." Senator Cutting said.

leOng. Rec. • 72 :2, pp • )26. 437.
~

2

Congo Rec. , 72 :2, pp. 266-70.

JeOng. Reo.

f

72 : 2, pp. 629....

4 eong. Reo • 72 :2, p. 546.
•
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Debate in the Senate, however, centered around whether
to retain the plebiscite at the end of the transition
period, as embodied in the bill, move it to the begin
ning of the period of transition, or eliminate it alto
gether.
The farm bloc wanted the provision for a plebiscite
stricken.

It did not want to permit any opportunity for

the Filip1nos to prolong their dependency and protect
themselves against an eventual agricultural tariff.!
Other Senators objected to the provision because
it would not only leave the whole question of Philippine
independence undecided for many years, but would also
leave the ultimate decision to the Filipinos, without
Congress having a volce.

The United states might have

been bound to accept that decision, irrespective of its
own interests on the SUbject.

2

Another attitude which affected the plebiscite
was an overriding fear that American commercial influence

in the Philippines would grow larger as time drifted
away.J

The influence of American investors in Cuba was

cited to show how investment of more money in the

lLetter to Senator Dickinson,

100.

£11.

2phl1iPPine eon~isslon, 2£. pit •• p. 5154.

Jeong. Rec., 72~1. p. 13,435.
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Philippine Islands would create
and industrial chains. H1

ti

a ddltlonal economic

The ·'whlspered advice" of

numerically small but influential "extraneous elements"
hostile to independence during the intervening transi
tion period could produce a negative vote when the
plebiscite was held. 2
Administration motives were also suspected.

The

administration policy of delay was thought "inexplicable
on any theory except that of permanent retention of the
PhiliPPlnes. nJ

There were still imperialists around who

Wished to continue the existence of the connection be
tween the Islands and the United states.

That position

was known to have been taken by such a high-ranking
person as Stimson; and Senator Bingham, a leading
Republican in the Senate, was quoted as favoring the
Philippines becoming an organized territory, like Alaska
or Bawail. 4

At least one Senator still held out hope

for statehodd status. 5

Senator Dickinson thought

lSenator Long, (Louls1!Oa), Congo ~., 72:2, p. 33.
2perklns, 2£. cit., pp. 221, 231; Philippine
COmmission, 100. cit.

JRepresentatlve Lozier, (Missouri), Congo Reo.,
72:2, pp. 7717-18.
4aoblnson, 2£. cit., p. 147.
5Senator Thatcher. (Kentucky), pong. R~., 71:2,
P. 2784.
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"absolutely" that many of his colleagues had feared the
Philipplnes would become, if not a state, a dominion.
Then they could do as they pleased, "not what plea.ses
you, II Dickinson said. l
Adding to the anxiety of some Congressmen was the
persistent contention that the Filipinos really did not
want independence, after all.

AlthOUgh the Senate

Committee called "an insidious propaganda," intimations
that the Philipplne leaders were not sincere in their
demands for independence, the claims were not unfounded. 2
The dominion idea was, in fact, considered as a possible
solution by Filipino leaders during several months in

19)1.

Manuel Quezon on more than one occasion said that

he would put off independence agitation for thirty years

in exchange for dominion government with free trade
priVileges.)

This was headed-off only when Harry Hawes

called the Philippine Resident Commissioners to his
office and threatened that he would qUit and denounce
them and consider himself deeeived.

4

IDlckinson Interview, ~. cit.

2Senate Report, 2£. cit., p. 12,809.

J Bundy , QE. cit., p. 147.
4priend, Between ~w~ Empires, 2£. cit., p. 67.
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To Congress, the only question was "when and
hOW" independence would be made effective, said Congress

~~n
Lozier of Missouri. 1 "If we are going to keep the
~
plebiscite, then there is no use talking 'compromise'."
said Senator Long, "because our view of the matter is
that plebiscite means no independence. H2
Fairly or unfairly, distrust of administration
intentions, the fear that corporation investment would
dolid1fy America's hold on the Philippines, and the fear
of a change of heart on the part of the Filipinos sum
marized the attitude of many Congressmen, and especially
those 1n Congress who listened to the farm lobbies.)
Accordingly, when Senator James Byrnes of South Carolina
introduced an amendment which made ratification of the
Philippine Constitution at the begi~~ing of the transi
tion period "an expression of the will of the people • • •
in favor of independence," it passed, 44-29.

4

The Senate

thus encouraged the Filipino electorate to confuse the
validity of a frame of government with the viability of a

l eoM • Ree. , 72:1, p. 7517.

2 Cong • Rec. , 72:2, p. 442.

Jperklns, Q,E. oi t., p. 210: Bundy.
139-41: Kirk, QQ. ol~::-P. 115.
4 00ng • Reo •• 72:2. pp. 612-16.

.QE. 01 t.,

pp.

form of government.
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1

They had to make a final decision
on the issue of independence before they had begun to
feel the economic pressure lnvolved. 2
The Byrnes Amendment violated the original philosophy

of the Hawes-Cutting Bill because true self-determination

was not given.

The value of the plebiscite to the

Filipinos, in permitting second thoughts, was entirely
lost.)

But the Senate knew what it wanted to do.

A third major area of provisions were military
and diplomatic.

The Hawes-Cutting Bill provided for the

retention of American bases, and in contradiction, for
a neutralization agreement to be sought out with foreign
nations in the region.

The Filipinos took a passive

attitude on these provisions, and no changes were made.

4

Although "iwo-thlrds. if not more" of the Senate Committee
on Territories were at times in favor of surrendering on

the date of independence all American military and naval
reservations in the Philippines, and the original bill
had no retention clause, one had nevertheless been inserted

lFrlend, Between Two Em£ires, 2£0 cit., p.97;
a similar remark was made by Kirk, £E. £11.• pp. 118-19.
2 Perkins, ~. cit •• p. 24 7.

)Ipld.; Congo Rec., 72:2, p. 550.
4prlend, "Philippine Independence," £E. oit ••
p. 271.
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in order to allay administration criticism of the bill
on grounds of "balance of power.- 1
With the plebiscite, in effect, eliminated, the
period of transition reduced from seventeen to twelve
years, quotas substantially reduced, and virtual total
exclusion of Filipino immigrants, the Senate passed the
Hawes-Cutting independence bill on December 17, 1932,
without a record vote. 2
Final terms of the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Bill were
ironed out in conference.

A ten-year period of transi

tion was agreed upon, because it was thought that fewer
years would have resulted in a President Hoover veto of
the bill.)

There was also some precedent involved; since

the Spanish had been allowed a ten-year period of read
juetment, the Filipinos deserved the same consideration. 4

The higher quota system of the House was adopted.
Limits were considerably lower than current Philippine
produotion, whioh was reaching its all-time peak.

The

settlement was nevertheless a great deal more generous
than the demands of the farm bloc, end eliminated some

lSenator Pittman, (Nevada), Cons. Ree., 73:2,
p. 5118.

2 00ng • Reo., 72:2, p. 636.

3 eong • Reo., 72:2, p. 1800.
4Serlate Report, 2.£. clt-, p. 6533; Congo Reo.,
72:2, p. 328.
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of the farm bloc success in the Senate. 1 There was no
immed1ate farm tariff relief provided, since the duty
free quotas would apply for five years, followed by five
years of five per cent annual step-ups in duty, followed
by a fUll tariff upon 1ndependence. 2

The bloc also

failed to prevent the inclusion of a trade conference,
whioh was scheduled to be held one year before indepen
dence.)
The main farm bloc SUccess was the virtual elimina
tion of the Plebiscite.

4 House conferees yielded to the

Senate version, with a constitutional convention to be
held within one year, and a vote in favor of the consti
tution interpreted as a vote in favor of independence.~

As for immigration, a token annual entrance quota
of fifty was allowed, sparing the Filipinos the indignity
of being treated like the Japanese and the Chinese, while
6
still under the American flag.

lFrtend, "Philippine Independence, It 2£.
pp. 269-70.

ill.,

2 Ibid., p. 2 69.

JCo~. Rec., 72:2, p. 6)6.
4Frlend, "Philippine Independence,· lac. cit.

6Ibid ., p. 270.
~.
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The results were satisfactory to American manu
facturers and exporters:

no limits or tariffs were to

apply to American products entering the PhilipPines until
independence. 1
The final bill passed the Senate on December 17.

1932, without a record vote. and on December 29 passed
the House by a vote of 171 ayes. 16 noe8. 2
In the democratic process. of course, legislation

1s derived thrOUgh a process of compromise.

Sponsors of

Philippine independence saw the need to compromise. par
ticularly with the agriculture elements, to make the
question of practical importance to the American people
and to win the support of certain elements in Congress.
particularly in the Senate. 3

Opponents of immediate

independence were given ten years: investors and bond
holders were given a period to readjust themselves and
achieve repayment; for the internationalists. a foothold
was retained, yet the isolationists were also shown the
beginning of the end; the laborer and the raoists were
given immediate redress of thelr grievances.

1

~.

~bld ••

p. 269.

2 eOng . Rec •• 72:2, p. 885; Philippine Commission.
oli·. p. 5137.
Jphl11PPlne Commission,

£fa oi!., p. 5149.
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One wonders. as Vandenberg said, whether the bill's
sponsors did not reaoh out too assiduously for a meeting
of the minds.

Seeking to please everybody, the bill

satisfied almost no one. as the following quote a f Grayson
Kirk will testify:
The most that oan be said about the independenoe
act was that it satisfied no one. Even Senator
Hawes felt that the elimination of the final pleb
iscite and the introduction of the one-sided ex
port taxes had almost completely destroyed the
fundamental philosophy upon which the bill was
based. American liberals professed grave alarm
at our plan to retain a naval base, a decision
which. they very properly pointed out, would make
impossible the conclusion of any effective neutral
ization agreement. Conservative elements in this
country • • • continued to berate the betrayal of
our trust. Even farm groups were indignant at the
arrangements, which were far short of the irediate
exclusion to which they had been oommitted.
The American Federation of Labor. which found the
Hare-Hawae-Cutting Bill "reasonably satisfactory" with
respect to the interests of American labor. asked Hoover
Incongruous companions with the AFL

to sign the bill.
were Elihu Root

and

Cameron Forbes. who thought American

trade, or optimistically, a prolonged relationship with
the Philippines still possible under the bill.
Besides the positions taken

by

2

Root and Forbes.

other paradoxical roles were assumed while the independence

the
2 Ft.1. 'h eOuore
..:I
...
u
t:>-lend "Veto and Repassage
of
'iN
C.L'
• t1
..
Hare-Hawes-CuttlntJ; Aot I A Catalogue of ~IO. veSt
8

'ph11ippln~ studie~, XII (1964). 671. 671n.
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bill awaited the President's signature.

The dissatisfied

American Farm Bureau Federation, which had led the pack
of farm lobbies for independence, turned about and asked
1
for a veto.
In a purely political move, Manuel Quezon,
for a decade the leader of the independence movement,
also asked for a veto. 2
Perhaps the crowning paradox was that Herbert
Hoover, who was against colonies in principle, against
large navies, Philippine sugar and Filipino immigration,
ended up vetoing the Philippine independence act.)
Totally being a bill of compromise, the Hare-Hawes
Cutting Act was not considered a good bill.

It was,

rather, a badly constructed and flawed piece of legis
lation and, according to Theodore Friend, perhaps should
4
have been vetoed on that ground alone.
Hoover's major
objection to the bill, however. was that it would
recklessly disturb the balance of power in Asia, thus
voiding America's responsibility to the world.

5

Hoover also thought the bill would abandon our
duty to the Filipinos because the period of adjustment

l Ib1d ., p. 680 •
.Jlbid.
~

4 Ib1d •• p. 672; Gong. Rec., 72:2, p. 1910.
5 Ib1d ., (Friend). pp. 672-73; Herbert Hoover's
veto mess;ge. Congo Rec., 72:2, PP' 1759-61.
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was "too short, too Violent. Hi

In his veto m
essage, he
advocated a gradual extension of authority to the

Philippines for fifteen or twenty years, accompanied by
gradual reduction of free imports.

Prior to a final

plebiscite, he thought the United states should fix a
"mutual preference in trade." similar to but on a wider
scale than that with Cuba, which would apply after inde
2
pendenoe.
This would have corrected what Grunder and
Livezey called a "serious omission" in the independence
bill.)
The President also had inarticulate reasons for
vetoing the bill.

Before he yielded office to Franklin

Roosevelt, of whom he was sharply suspicious, Hoover was
in the mood to fight.

Repeatedly frustrated by Congress

in the past. he had an appetite to show his power where
it still could be shown--in the negative form of a veto.
If the administration was in a fighting mood, so

was the Congress.

The House heard the veto message

read on January 13. 19JJ. and passed the bill over the

lIbido, (Veto message), p. 1760.

JGrunder and Livezey, 2£. cl~.t p. 211.
4Frlend, "Veto and Repassage," 2£. oit., p. 673.

4
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President's veto following a debate which was limited
to one hour.

The vote was 274 to 94. 1

The strategy of Senator Harry Hawes and other

managers in the Senate also was to act quickly.

They

had been confident of the results in the House, but not
in the Senate.

A

delay would have allowed time for a

swelling cry from the national press, and for the
Administration and farm lobbies to apply pressure. 2
The Senate convened January 14, 1933, and debated the
veto for three days.

The discussion, which was mostly

in favor of overriding the veto, avoided specifics and
took the high ground of anti-imperial principle.)

On January 17, in a somber meeting, the Cabinet
heard the news by phone:

. . .,"

said Hoover.

66-26 to override.

"Pitiful

"Whatever the subject, there are

not thirty senators we can depend upon.

It's a rout."

A SWitch of five votes would have upheld the veto, but,
Stimson commented, dall the weak-kneed veterans went
back on us at the last moment • • • 8

4

iCong. Rec., 72:2, pp. 1768-69.
2prlend, "Veto and Repassage," 2£. cit., p. 669.

3Ibid ., p. 670.
4Ihid .; Cong. Re~., 72:2. p. 1924.
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Hoover ha.d waged his veto battle with particular
clarity and cogency, but it was a cause already lost,
d.efined by a. man a.lready beaten. 1

tl'ari
v
ous reasons, speci

fic and abstract, appeared to have been involved in
Congress' decision to override Hoover's vetol
One reason was the feeling on the part of some
congressmen that there was not a single presidential
objection that had not been debated by the Committee and
the Senate.

It was thought that every argument in the

veto message had already been forcefully presented by
Senator Vandenberg and passed on by the senate. 2
To make matters worse, some of Hoover's basic
arguments were at variance with basic philosophy embodied
in the bill.
,

.

Most serious was his suggestion that inde

pendenoe be postponed for fifteen or twenty years, whereas
1t was the purpose of Congress to fix a date for inde
pendence. J

He a.lso argued for the begllu11ngs of tariff

protection before providing for independence, which came

into confliot with a. long established Congressional
policy not to tax dependents.

l Ib1d .,

4

(Friend), p. 673.

2Qong. Rac., 72:2, pp. 1782-83.

J phil lpp 1 ne

C·omm1 SS··
ion , ;;;;.&.."
on cit.•• , p. 5146.

4 cong • Rec., 72:2, p. 1926.
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Aocording to Grunder and Livezey, Hoover uBed the
wrong eoonomic reasoning in his veto message.

He clearly

asserted that the United States should not mislead her
farmers about the protection they would receive in the
bill; yet his statement was motivated not by the insig
nifioance of Philippine competition but by the failure
of the bill to meet that supposed competition. 1
Changing patterns of political leadership also
accounted for the veto override.

Through the fall of

1931, Hoover had been able to prevent Congressional
action in opposition to his Philippine policy, but the
power of the Administration to control that policy
rapidly waned and eventually passed to Congress.

2

This was due to several depression-linked factors.
There was a loss of Republican strength in the Congres
sional elect ions of 19)0. and again in 1932. when 158
"lame ducks.- created by the voters in November. tended
to be Nmisohief mongers," less likely to follow tradi
tional polioies.)

lGrunder and Livezey, ~.

21!.,

p. 218.

2 Ibid •• p. 189.
lphiliPpine Commission. 2.£. cit., p. 5132; E.
d
Pendleton Herring, "Second Sesslonof the seventy-~~~,
Congress, fl. fe ~eo1:iOIffi Pol1tlMl SolenCE! Revlew,

(June, 1933 • 40

~
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Growing Hoover unpopularity due to the depres
sion also lessened Republican Party loyalty, and re
quired less sacrifice of personal convictions on the
part of party members of the House and Senate for the
sake of party regularity.1
Then there was the political complexion of
Congress, with no party in actual and effective control. 2
Deducting six vacancies in the House, 219 Democrats con
fronted 209 Republicans, and in the Senate the count
stood 48 Republicans to 47 Democrats.

The Farmer

Laborites had one spokesman in each chamber,)

Filipino

leaders oonsidered themselves fortunate that liberalism
was dominant in the Congress. 4 Progressive Republicans,
while voting with regular Republicans for organization
purposes, could not be depended upon regularly to
support the Republican leadership.

Those peculiar facts

contributed to the result and permitted the considera
tion by the Congress of the Philippine bill in a non
partisan way, Republicans, Democrats. and "Progressives.

1phl11Pptne Commission, lo~. clt.

JHerrlng, "Second Session,"

tOo.

clt.

4phl11PPine Commission, 2£. olt .• p. 512).

5Ib1d .. pp. 512). 51)2.

ltS
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If Republican leadership was diluted, the inde
pendence bill was blessed with able leadership.

Senator

Hawes championed the cauae, foregoing practically every
other interest and attention in Congress to concentrate
his efforts on the passage of independence legislation.
He was helped by Senator Cutting, a progressive Republi
can; Representative Hare, Chairman of the Committee on

Insular Affairs in the House; and Senator Pittman, a

man prominent in the counsels of his party.

Hawes was

also helped by the attitude of Senator Bingham, a Repub
lican, and Chairman of the Senate Committee on Territories
and Insular Affairs, who had found himself honor bound
to report an independence bill, thus preventing the bill
from being blocked in his committee.

1

The Democratic Party exhibited a great cohesion

and effectiveness.

Under the strong-arm leadership of

Speaker Garner and House Leader Ralney, this made
possible the passage of the Hare bill without prolonged
debate and without the opportunity of amendments being

offered on the floor.

Except for this, said the

.Philippine Commissioners, the bill would otherwise
?

have been lfmutilated. if 

l+ bid ., PP. 5121, 51J2.
2 Ib1d •
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Various attitudes were also important in

accounting
for the decisiveness with which the Hare-Hawes-Cutting
Bill was pushed through Congress.
In view of the extreme economic pressures that
were being exerted, some viewed the independence bill
as a form of protection for the Filipinos.
During the tariff fight which preceded the inde
pendence debate, Senator Borah had sald that taxes might
be placed on Philippine products if the Islands were not
given their independence within a "reasonable time.- l
In summarizing House Committee findings, Representative
Hare bad said of the economic competition, "There is no
doubt but what this phase of the problem would have to
be met in some other way unless independence is granted. n2
Senators King and Tydings both noted the apparent lack

of purpose on the part of the Senate to deal fairly with
the PhiliPPines.)
Senator Tydings, when he became the new chairman
of the Committee on Territories and Insular Affairs in
the Seventy-Third Congress, warned the Senate that new
quotas on Philippine sugar and taxes on coconut 011 had

l Cong • Rec.

2

, 72 : 1 , p.

11. 10,.

Cong • .Reg. • 72 : 1, p. 7779.

Jeong.

.R~() ..

, 73 :2.

pp • 5008, 5011.•
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been proposed in Senate Committees. 1 He saw the tran
sition period under the proposed bill as th e only hope
for the PhilipPines.

2

The terms embodied in the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Bill.
then. were construed by some as a form of protection
from possibly greater excesses which could be committed
against the Filipinos.

In other words, said Whitney

Perkins, "We should injure them deliberately and in pro
per form now • • • by giving them their independence,
lest in the future we sin impulsivelyt"J

A more dominant attitude. as indicated by the
utterances of several congressmen, seemed to be that the
bill, although admittedly faulty, was the best measure
that could be obtained.

It represented a rational and

realistic solution of a most difficult problem.

4

Since it was considered the Kbest we can do,"
Philippine supporters considered it very risky not to go
ahead.

Democratic Party leaders who had supported the

Hare-Hawss-Cutting Blll were generally going to be the

1 Ibid., p. 5011.

2 eonS • Rec., 73:2. p. 499 2 •

Jperklns,

£E. cit., p. 245.

4 See the remarks of various Senators, inCIUdi~gC;05'
Senators Bingham and Tydings. Congo Reo., 72:1. p.
,- •
72:2. p. 1910: 73:2, pp. 5007, 5012.
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same leaders who would control the organi zati on of the
new Congress.

At best, nothing would have been gained
1
from postponement.
On the other hand, there was no way of telling

when Congress would have another opportunity to vote for
2
another measure.
Mounting social, economic and inter
national problems might crowd the Phil1ppine quest10n
out of consideration.)
and

To rouse the interest in Congress

the pUblic over Ph1lippine independence allover

again would be difficult in any case, 1t was thought,
but even more so because Hawes and Hare, leading advo
cates of the Philippine position, were retiring, and
many new members unfamiliar with the problem would be
coming in. 4

Senator Hawes feared that "if we do not pass
some legislation which will be signed it is a futile
gesture, and three years of investigation w111 have
been in vain.- 5

Every member of the two committees was

lphillPPlne Commission, 2£. cit., pp. 5132-)3.
2 Ibid .. p.

5142; Congo Rec., 72:2, p. 1922-23.

JFrlend •• Philippine Interests," 2£. cit., p. 81;
pong. Ree •• 7)12, p. 1934; Philippine Commission. 2£.
oit., P:-5132.
4Jb1 !i.

5 0ong • Rec., 72:2, p. 435.
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said to have been "imbued with the idea that this was
possiblY the last chance we would have in many years.N1

Many Senators must have agreed with Senator Fess
of Ohio when he said. "I would rather have definiteness
now." 2

No matter whether looked at from several view

points. many Senators voted for the independence bill.
acknowledging its defects but holding that a bird in
the hand was preferable to what might come out of a
later Congress.)

The issue, it was thought, should be

settled once and for 811.

4 "While we have them on

shouting ground." said Representative Rankin of

Mississippi. "let us call for mourners and have the
thing over with. n5
Although the Hoover veto was overridden, the
mourners were called too soon.

In Ootober, 1933. the

Philippine legislature rejected the Hare-Hawes-Cutting
Independence fUll.

Although this was done ostensibly

to achieve a settlement more favorable to Philippine
interests. the reject10n actually came almost solely

lphillPPlne Commission. 2£. glt., p. 5159.
2 Congo He.q,-, 72: 2, p.

JMorrlson,

55!.

2£. 91t., p. 112.

4phl11PPlne Cowml salon, 2],-

-

5con~_
Ree_, 71;2, p- 8869 •
.....................

oU.-'

p.

5142.
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because of a trial of leadership between Quezon and his
rival, Oamena.

1

Before the end of the year, Quezon was

back in Washington seeking a new bill.

Any new approach to Philippine independence was
quickly ruled out.

The Tydings-McDuffie Act, a bill

substantially identical to the original, was introduced
2
to the Seventy-Third Congress.
Representative McDuffie,
a sponsor, explained the difference between the bills
to House members:
The only major change is our agreement to remove
our army and relinquish the Army reservations.
We retain our naval bases and coaling stations,
but agree to enter into negotiations with the
new independent government to determine the
feasibility of further maintenance of our Navy
in the Islands.]
The Congress apparently felt that it had paid its full
debt to the Philippine question, and that it was not
prepared to spend more time and effort on it of its o~~
initiative.

uDisgllst A was a ruling factor with more than

a few Congressmen.

4

The Philippine matter was old business; most

Senators thought it should have been closed business.
The Tydings measure, whioh passed the Congress as

2 Iblde. p.

143.

J Qonji • ~ec., 7):2, p. 4834.
4smlth, Our
~

Futur~ .!!! AS~'

.Q.l2.

cit·, pp. 110-11
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dec1Sl vel y as the Hawes bill had been repassed over
Hoover's veto, reaffirmed the motives which had laid
behind passage of the Hare-Hawes-CUtting Bill. t

Thus,

observed opponent Arthur Vandenberg, "Yesterday's
anathema becomes today's jubilee."

"The Hare-Cutting

atrooi ty • • • now becomes the Tydings-McDuffie Bene
diction. HZ
Whether the effects were for good or 111, the
Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act, as substantially re-enacted in
the TY9ings-McDuffie Act, represented a turning point
in American imperial policy.

The United states retreated

from the mission and commi ttment undertaken in 1899.
The Filipinos advanced more readily toward their
nationalistic goals.

Japanese expansion would later

impede American retreat and impair Philippine advance,.

but the essential decision had been taken.)

1prlend, Between '1'WQ. Em:e1:reE!, Q.E.. git,. ,po 145.
Z Oong .J;1,.Q.., 7J t 2 t P• 4989
.•

JFrlena, ItVeto and Repassage, It 2£- cit .• p. 680.

CHAPTER nIl
CONCLUSION
In the introduction it was stated that Philippine
independence, an issue connected wi th the "glamour" of
imperialism and war and presidential campaign at the
turn of the century, has been relatively unheralded
since then.

The question was raised as to the "why" of

Philippine independence.

This study seeks to establish

oertain conclusions concerning the motives Congress had
in passing the Hare-Hawee-Cutting Act in January, 1933,
and espeoially to decide whether the emphasis which has
been plaoed on the economic motive is justified.

Why has the independence question of the 1930's
been negleoted?

One can only assume the answer.

'lhe

PhilippineEr=JllaY have heen considered relatively insig
nificant, but their strategio location and the crucial
nature of the times when they were made a commonwealth
would negate suoh a conclusion.
One possibility is that independence was some
thing of an anti-olimax.

The Philippine question of

1929-1933 had been an issue for over thirty years. and
had often been a "political football."

It was not a

subject of publio controversy and debate as it had been
in 1900 (although the newspapers tried to make it so).
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A second reason for neglect is that the question
of independence was overshadowed by the momentous condi
tions that helped produce it.

Historical emphasis of

the early 1930's has been placed on domestic problems,
primarily economic.

Thus, Philippine independence became

"simply· the product of selfish domestic lobbies exerting
great pressure on a Congress beleaguered with other, more
important problems.

The Philippine question seems to

have been relegated to a position of a "result," with
consequentlY less interest taken in what caused it.
This perhaps accounts for the paucity of specialized
attention devoted to the subject.
The third and perhaps the most important reason
Why the question of Philippine independence has been
neglected is because the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act of 1933,
as repassed 1n the Tydings-McDuffie Act of 1934 did not
actually free the Philippines. but rather was the enabling
legi slatton providing for the future independence of the
Archipelago.

In the interim, of course, World War II

further overshadowed independence.

If the Philippines

had beoome free before World War II. perhaps more serious
questions would have been raised about the role of the
Islands in the oausation of the war.

This question now
Nothl VHl'
1s only a matter of academic speoulation.
~~
can be proven objectively; one oan only hypothesize.
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This endeavor, though perhaps thought provoking, may not
be particularly fruitful,
Having accounted for the neglect

Of

the i ssue of

Philippine independence, the economic motive may now be
scrutinized.
Although it was probable that the economic interests
in Congress were responsible for the immediate momentum
for an independence bill, the first conclusion is that
the economic motive was not the most important force
producing Philippine independence,
It was true that the independence question impeded
progress on the Hawley-Smoot tariff bill, and the promise
to consider Philippine independence cleared away that
obstruction.

Some senators indicated their willingness

to omit the Philippines from proposed tariff aotion, but
hinted that they were running out of patienoe.

Either

the Philippines were to he gi van their lndependenoe--and
the farmers rellef--or they would push for tariff pro

tection anyhow. 1
The fact that the farm bloc dld not succeed in
including the Philippines in the high tariff program
passed in 1929 was signifioant.

A congress which ad

mittedly succumbed to the pressure group influence, end
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was charged wi th crass selfishness , neverth e1ess had a
sense of fairness strong enough to withstand taxing the
Filipinos while they were still under our flag. 1
Al though economic lobbies were instrumental in

producing an independence bill, independence was another
matter.

Had the farm bloc been a main force producing

independence, then it should have dominated the actual
construction of the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Bill.

This it

did not do.
The Committee construction of the bill was un
satisfactory to the farm bloc.

The Dickinson amendment

to provide for early independence and the immediate
beginnings of tariff relief failed to pass in the senate.
The farm bloc was disenchanted by that time, but

would have stayed on the independence bandwagon pro
vided that duty-free quotas could have been cut consider

ably below the status quo.

Although it had some initial

success, cuts were restored in conferenoe, and the bill
passed the Congress by wide margins.
In the end, the defeated farm interests asked that
the Hoover veto be upheld, but were completely unsuccessful.
Senators from the beet and cane states, who had helped

vote the quota cuts into the Hawes-Cutting Bill, voted

1 See p. 110.
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more strongly (J8 to 8) than the rest of the Senate to
overr1de the veto. They obviously wanted Philippine
independence more than they did immediate econom i c pro
tection.

1

Elimination of the plebiscite was said to have
been the main farm bloc success.

Other fears were more

instrumental in produoing that amendment than the fear
of prolonged Filipino tariff-free proteotion.

Those

fears will be discussed below.
The ineffeotiveness of the farm bloc both in

dictating the content of the independence bill and con
trolling the outcome of the veto fight would indicate
that the emphasis which has been placed on the economic
moti ve has been unjustified.

Other motives were more

important.
A second motive which probably did not forcefully
dictate Philippine independenoe was the general public
opinion.
Al though e. majority of newspapers opposed the idea

of independence. it should

be

reiterated tha.t this was

not representatl va of public opinion.

There seemed to

be a preponderance of newspaper opposition to the Hare

Hawes-Cutting Bill, but a w1de variety of grounds of
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opposition accounted for much of that •

MIl ch of the

disagreement was not over whether independence should
have been granted, but how it should have been done.!
Even the Farm Bureau. which staunchly favored independ
ence. opposed the final bil1. 2
If the general public had opposed independence.

this fact, combined with the widespread criticism by
news papers, would likely have created a force which
Congress would have found 4ifftcult to go against.
Instead, newspapers were sigularly unsuccessful in
arousing public opinion to support their stand.
There also was no evidence to indicate that the

public strongly favored Philippine independence.

If

the public strongly favored, or conversely, opposed the
move, then 1 t would seem reasonable to have expected that

the question would have been raised as a presidential
campaign issue sometime in 1932.

mentioned in the campaign.

But it was barely

Other issues dominated the

campaign and. presumedly, the people'S interest.

J

It" not strongly negative or post tl ve, one of at
least two other pess! bili ties may have characterized

l See pp. 46-47. 57-60.
2

See p. 141.

J See the Philippine commission Report, 2£. cit·,
p. 5131.
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publiC opinion.
or indifferent.

One was that the public was neutral,
Ignorance or preoccupation with their

own a.ffa.i ra could have produced public apathy to the
problems of the Filipino.

The Filipinos considered this

to ha.ve been the usual state of American public opinion,
reaul ting in special interests having grea.t influence
in policy making regarding the PhiliPPines. 1
A second possibility was that the general pUblic
wa.s mildly positive toward freeing the Philippines.

It

would seem likely that the "average" American. as Robert
Aura Smith deduoed, was predisposed to grant the Filipinos
their independence.

2

SUch a predisposition could have

come about because independence was what the Filipinos
asked for. it was the democratic way, and the people
didn' t rea.lly accept the idea of maintaining an empire.
Either neutrality or a. predisposition to t.:~ee the
Philippines at that particular time would have aided the
cause of independence. if for no other reason than it
would hot have impeded it.

But the ciri ving force pro

ducing independence was neither mostly selfish, nor
the expressed demand of the general public.
ntial than the economic
What was likely more influe
chaos whioh the depression produced, as it concerned

l see pp. 41, 42-43.
2

See p.

44.
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Philippine independence, was the chan g i ng pattern of
politics.

The peculiar political clrcumstances, more

than the economic pressure , accounted for a successful
independence bill in January, 19)).
The cohesion of the Democratic party in Congress
was largely a product of the times.

Not only was

President Hoover going out of office in sixty to ninety
days, bu t a strongly Democratic congress was coming in.
This realization provided the Democrats in the seventy
Second Congress wi th a certain sense of power and of
destiny.

The tradi tional pro-independence position of

the Democratic party provided the unifying cause.

In a sense, the issue of Philippine independence
was an issue between two branches of government.

The

depression discredited the leadership of the Hoover
administration and depleted tbe ranks of the loyal
Republioans.

The Congress seized the initiative in

Philippine policy making.

Remarks by several members

of the Senate indicated that they weren't about to be
diotated to on the matter.

The mood or philosophy of

the Senate was changing from conservatism to liberalism.
Progressive Republicans were willing to vote along
liberal lines at the saorifice of traditional party policy

and discipline.

The liberal Demooratic-Republican bloC
1
. nce a reality.
in Congress made Philippine lndepenae .
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Although the Political compleXion of C
ongress was
partly a product of circumstances, the fact that the
Senate was liberally inclined was indicative of its
motiva.tion.

The main force producing Philippine inde

pendenoe waB that liberalism.

It was generated by

anti-imperialism, the political conviction that American
promises to Philippine democracy had come due, strengthened
by a traditional and strategic resurgence of isolationism.

Although the two parties historically disagreed
on matters of preparation and judging Philippine readiness.
there had been political agreement regarding how the
Filipino was to have been treated.

Both parties agreed

that the Philippines would not be retained indefinitely
against their will, and were concerned for the welfare
of the Filipino.

Both parties, in short, tended to

believe that democracy and fair play should prevail.

1

In the final independence bill, Filipino freedom
was provided for with no realistic provisions made for

their eoonomic welfare. and the Filipinos were not left
the right to decide for themselves whether or not they
wanted separation.

Filipino welfare at least temporarily

was sBorifioed in the first instance. and self-determination

was in the latter case.

Why was this done?

l See pp. 12-14, 40.
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The answer to this question Ina Y b e found in the
Senate debates over the transitlon and , more importantly,
the plebiscite, and provides a key to the an tl -imperialist
and isolationist influences in the Senate.
The original purpose of the transl tion was to
establish a period for Filipino readjustment and prepara
tion for independence.

It also would have served as a

trial period to test whether the Philippines were ready
for independence.

Evidence of Philippine inabIlity to

govern themselves could have led to a revocation of the
1
independence charter.
The final decision of Congress, however, was not
based on an intelligent plan of readjustment and prepara
tion because it was a product of political compromIse.
Economic dependency forced the adoption of a
transi tion.

So obvious was the need that even the rep

resentatlves of American agriculture failed to recognize
the necessity of a provision to that effect.

Immediately

freeing the Philippines without providing time to adjust
would have been too wholly selfish, too cruel.

A tran

sition provision was needed to gaIn the support of
Republicans end, hopefully, of the Administration, who
2
would not aooept less thal'l ten years.

l see pp. 12)-24. 131-32 •
2 See pp. 1)0. 137.
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The assumption that the Philippines would have
been economically ready for independence i n t en years
1
was oompletely invalid.
Yet, post-independenoe free
trade or a signifi cantly longer transition period was

a poli tioal impossibil1 ty.

That was too liberal.

Eoon

omic forces and isolationism dictated that the issue be
resolved sooner than fifteen or twenty years.
'lhe purpose of the plebiscite had been to grant
true democratic self-determination to the Filipinos.
When Congress placed the pleblscite at the beginning of
the transition period, it took the final choice away
from the Filipinos, and tended to eliminate the transi
tion period as a trial or test of Philippine readiness.
The plebiscite largely furnishes the insight into
Congressional moti vatlons.

It was true that the farm

bloc wanted the plebiscite eliminated.

But the argument,

the motivation was not primarily eoonomic.
Impetus for the elimination of the plebiscite was

based. first, on a fear of permanent retention of the
Philippine Islands. which was a product of the anti
imperial principle.

2

The idea of a Philippine-American dominion rela
tionship more than "intrUded" into the thoughts of

1 See pp. 34-37.

2 See pp. 133- J4 •
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Republicans.

Implicit in the entire Republican policy

waS the undercurrent of eventually seeing a permanent
relationship develop between the two countries.

Hence.

emphasis was placed on an Amerioan dominated civil ser
vice, preparation for self-government along lines of

the Ameri can standard, and eoonomio dependenoy and a
Filipino standard of living bases on American markets.
A permanent relationship was the fond hope of many high

ranking RepUblican polioy makers olear up to the Hare
Hawes-Cutting Act, and even afterward!l
Democrats oonceded that the Philippines should
not be indefinitely retained against the will of the
Filipinos, but did not aooept the implioations of
Philippine self-determination.

They consistently main

tained that the Philippines would have to separate from
the United states--that there should be no permanent
link.

The possi bili ty of a permanent relationship be

tween the Philippines and the United states was therefore

a fundamental differenoe that drastically altered the
projected reeul t of otherwise similar party attt tudes
tOl-lard the Filipinos.
the Democratio policy.

Anti-imperialism was implicit in
2

1 sae pp. 12-1;, 17-18, 140.

2 See pp. 11. 14.
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The Filipinos were being prepared , but prepared
for what?

The Senate stopped to take thought.

There was a recurrent opinion voiced in the
Senate that the longer independence was delayed, the
more difficult it would become to free the Philippines.
The efficient success of the Philippine-American
Chamber of Commerce with the American press led con
gressmen to consider the influence that such a numeri
cally small but powerful economic interests could exert.
The arguments of the Chamber of Commerce were
cogent.

But their motives were suspected.

The organiza

tion was compared to the powerful Cuban sugar lobby.

If

too much time should lapse, vested interests conceivably
could defeat independence legislation at home, or produce

a vote against independence in the Philippines.
Fear of permanent retention would have made the
intimations that the Filipinos really did not want in
dependence especially disconcerting to many senators.
Senator Hawes bitterly squelched Filipino talk along
those lines, which threatened to upset the moral rationale
that the United states was simply giving the Filipinos
what had always been promised them and what they had
always demanded.

1

l See pp. 105. 132-35.
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What if, after over ten "veers of t ransltory ex
perience. the F'il1plnos had voted against independence?

Would the Un! ted States. the parent.·. th e teacher, sup
posedlY morally obligated in 1932 to fUlfill promises

of independence, have been placed in the post tion of
being morally obligated to accept the democratically
dari ved decision of the F1.l1plno, or be embarrassed by
not doing so?

The Senate. by eliminating the plebisclte, showed
that it did not want to leave the question undecided for

ten or more years, with the final decision then resting
wi th the Filipinos..

More than that, the Senate very

deli verately ended the open-end Philippine pollcy--that
a permanent link was possible.
The compelling influence in the Congress, then,

was the cumulati va impact of the anti-imperial tradition.
Congress seemed to be tired of the seme old story.
time had oome to map a solution..

The

Perhaps the most ser10us

problem was to find the compromises that would un1te the
many di verrgent groups..

This would explain the sponsor's

:rule of expedienCy.l
Congress was so pre-dispose.d

t 0 th• e idea of Inde

pendenoe that it was willing to swallow a multitude of

_ 4@#
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shortcomings that went along with it.

In the name of

compromise, irrational injustice was perpetrated upon
a willing Filipino, who acquiesced in the fi na.1 product.
'I'here was a compelling sentiment in Congress to
settle the matter "now. tt

This could hardly have been

done and also tackle and make economic provisions more
completely favorable to the Philippines.

'!his would have

elici ted determined opposition, thereby scuttling the
whole independence movement.

Filipinos, and friends of

the Philippines, had to bide their time and have faith
that the inequities would be corrected later on.

To

have attempted to have done more might have been to
have effected less.

1

Isolationism strengthened the anti-imperial
tradition.
Strategic isolationism was a product of the Japanese
threat.

The Philippines were the key to Far Eastern

foreign relations,

or dinternational cooperation."

Certain leading senetors, such as Senator Borah. who was

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs in

1932, must have

been keenly aware of the state of American

policy and armament in the Orient.

The strong showing

of the cane and beet states, including Borah' s own state
.e. ~vpldlned on economic grounds,
a
of Ida.ho, could not b
",A

but it could on isolationist grounds.
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The Philippines were also the key to American
mili tary planning in the Far East.

War with Japan was

a recognized possibility, especially in government and
mili tary circles.

During the PhilipPine independence

struggle the army, perhaps sens1ng the sh1ft in public
and political winds, publicly reflected its isolationist
leanings, and opposed retention of the Philippine Islands.
It made its stand official when, in the Tydings-McDuffie
Act, it completely relinquished the right to any army
foothold in the Philippines, while the navy maintained
its bases there.

1

Since isolationism was a powerful force in the

1930' s, then it would seem proper to assume that it
helped produce Philippine independence.
Mr~-Ha.wes-C'uttlng Aot~

In fact, the

as repassed in the Tydings

~eDu.rfie Aot~ in s very :real sense was perhaps the first

instance of neutrality- legislation of t'h~e

19~Ot
,'.I
s.

The

Uro ted. States. by her failure to act, h,ad rendered her

~"hereln was 1. t illogioal to follow through

~

~<:::;~.".
~<c..:-""""

a

~

~~~~f;~

a reversion to a basic instinct of survival.
There was stmply--too simply, perhaps--a feeling,

s traditional attitude to pull back from our committments,
to withdraw into our continental shell, to get back to
the Monroe Dootrine of the 1800' s, which was also a.
rather natural reaction to the upheaval of the times.
The point that is emphasized is the fact that

specific economio arguments not only were not particularly
valid. it did not matter that they were not valid.

l See pp. 108-9, 113, 118.

They
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did not produce Philippine lndependen'"'e
"'.

Th e avoidance

of specifics and the preponderance of generalities re
inforces the belief that anti-imperialism and traditional
isolationism produced Philippine independence.
Attitudes, not economics, produced independence.
Traditional anti-imperialism, itself in a sense isola
tionist, coupled with fears of Japanese expansion, the
vulnerable nature of the Philippines and of the United
states' position there, a natural fear of war as well as
of the unknown, added to the immediate hardship that was
the depression, equalled independence.
Anti-imperialism was the constant factor; the
independence movement could not have succeeded without
it.

Isolationism reinforced rather than superseded the

anti-imperial sentiment.
Al though economic pressure groups and economic

nationalism were not the most important forces producing
independenoe, they oaused the most serious shortooming
in the independence bill.

Considering the economic

dependency of the Philippines, the chief fallacy of
Congressional reasoning was the assumption that final
independenoe meant a ~omplete Philippine economic break
with the United states.

1

l see pp. 128, 1)0, 1)2.
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The United States should have gran.ted the Phillp
pines immediate independence ' Coupled with a f riendly
post-independenoe reoiprocal

t~ade

relationship deslgned

to promote an orderly Philippine adjustment to economic
independenoe.
Senator Vandenberg proposed just such a plan, and
President Hoover incorporated some of the same ideas
1
into his veto message.
This approach would have offered several advantages.
The political aspirations of the Philippines would have
been realized and, in all fairness, their economic needs
provided for.
been satisfied.

Amerioan anti-imperialists would have
The United states would have been spared

the responsibility of being militarily responsible for
the Philippines, for which isolationists would have been
thankful.

Isolationism, if it was to have been the

foreign policy of the country, would have been more
logical in its applications.

A polley of international

ism, on the other hand, would not have been prevented.
AI. though eventual war with Japan might not have been

a.voided, it might have been fought with greater freedom
of objectives and flexibillty of strategy.

The Phlllp

pines might have been spared being a major battlefield.

l See pp. 125...28, 142.

2 See pp. 82-3. 95- 6•

2
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Unfortunately the isolationist force was not
well.enou.gh defined, so that immediate independence
eould have been the Product; and the economio was too

well defined.

BO

that post-independence trade adjust

ments were not provided for.

Vandenberg t s alternate

plan and Roover's suggest10ns came too late, and were
too ill-oonsidered.
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